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COVER DESIGN: PRESIDENTIAL EMBLEM
The jeweled gold medallion worn byThe University of Iowa president during commencement ceremonies and other formal 
academic events on the campus was designed as an emblem of the University’s presidency by Karen Cantine, UI graduate
student in the School of Art and ArtHistory.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in the University’s colors—old gold andblack— the emblem was first used in the investiture of 
Howard R. Bowen as the University’s fourteenth president during inauguration ceremonies on December 5, 1964.
Four and one-half inches in diameter, the medallion is worn on a gold chain also designed and made by Cantine. Fashioning the 
emblem from a sheet of 14-carat yellow gold,  Cantine outlined in black enamel eight UI motifs in raised gold letters in areas  
radiating from a large topaz in the center.
The central jewel is almost an inch in diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in the link which attaches the emblem to the chain 
on which it is worn, and eight small topazes are set around the edge of the emblem, one being placed at the end of each “spoke’’ 
which bears a UI motif.
Designing and making the presidential emblem was part of Cantine’s work for a Master of Arts degree in metalwork and jewelry, 
which was conferred on August 4, 1965.
UNIVERSITY ARTIFACT
The podium placed center stage at Carver-Hawkeye Arena was a gift to the University from the class of 1903. Made 
from solid mahogany, the podium boasts an etched silver placard inscribed with individual graduate names. This 
historic University artifact was recently restored by the Office of the Registrar. Graduate names
and information regarding the podium are available upon request.
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3Congratulations on your graduation from the University of Iowa! 
Today is an exciting and proud day in the life of the university—when our students, 
their friends and family, and their teachers and mentors celebrate the completion of a 
University of Iowa degree. One of the greatest badges of pride you will wear from this day 
forward is your degree from the University of Iowa. The contributions you will make to 
the world will be rooted in the unique character of a UI education, so when you say you 
are an Iowa graduate, that carries a very special meaning. As we like to say, Once a 
Hawkeye, Always a Hawkeye! 
No matter where you work and live in the years ahead, we encourage you to stay 
engaged with the University of Iowa, and we offer many ways for you to do so. If you 
move to a new city, alumni resources and networking opportunities are there for you. You 
can keep cheering on the Hawkeyes at IOWA Club game-watching events around the 
country, and you can keep your ethic of community service strong through IOWA Club 
volunteer opportunities. You can also join alumni affinity groups to stay connected with 
alumni who share some of your most important UI experiences. We will come visit you as 
well! The UI travels the country every year to bring the campus to your community, to 
share updates about the exciting advances and innovations happening at the university, 
and to give Hawkeyes a chance to gather with each other and celebrate their Iowa pride.  
As you move on to the next phase of your life, we will continue to think of you as 
part of our university family, and hope to always be an important part of yours. Find ways 
to stay connected and get involved at Foriowa.org. I hope you’ll visit the site often—and of 
course return to campus to visit us when you can as well! 
Again, congratulations on all your achievements, and remember, 
Once a Hawkeye, Always a Hawkeye! 
J. Bruce Harreld
President
4Please visit the University of Iowa’s YouTube channel for commencement videos 
and Celebrating Iowa graduate message.
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Recycle Like A Hawk!
This program is printed on recycled paper and can be recycled after the Commencement 
Ceremony.
The University of Iowa is committed to integrating sustainable practices into all University 
programs and activities while ensuring a memorable and positive experience at every event. 
Please note, all graduates have been provided with their own copy of the Commencement 
program. Programs are available to order at:
https://registrar.uiowa.edu/commencement-programs
Thank You!
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The University of Iowa, with approval of the Board of Regents, State of Iowa, confers Honorary Degrees 
to individuals who have demonstrated extraordinary achievements in such areas as research, scholarship, 
education, artistic creation, social activism, human rights, humanitar-ian outreach, or as recognized by the fac-
ulty as being consistent with the values of higher education.
Honorary degrees may be conferred at commencement ceremonies in the appro-priate college or at University 
convoca-tions. Honorary degrees are typically conferred only when the honoree is pres-ent. On rare occasions 
an honorary degree may be conferred in absentia.
The first honorary degree was awarded in 1962; no honorary degrees were conferred from June 1, 1981 to 
2007. Over thirty honorary degrees have been awarded, and two have been approved, but have not yet been 
conferred.
For more information on honorary degrees, or to see a list of award recipients, please visit https://uiowa.edu/
honorary-degrees.
The University of Iowa is pleased to make the following award in May 2018: 
MICHE`LE M. CRIDER
HONORARY DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ART
Michèle Crider is one of the preeminent dramatic sopranos of her generation.  She regularly performs in the 
world’s great opera houses and concert halls, and has collaborated with renowned contemporary conductors 
such as Riccardo Muti, Daniel Barenboim, Zubin Mehta, James Levine, Nello Santi, Christoph von Dohnanyi, 
Semyon Bychkov, Seiji Ozawa, Riccardo Chailly, and Sir Colin Davis.
A first generation college student from Quincy, Illinois, Ms. Crider studied voice at the University of Iowa 
under renowned operatic bass-baritone and University of Iowa graduate Simon Estes and National Association 
of Teachers of Singing Master Teacher, John Van Cura.  While a graduate student, she twice won the District 
Metropolitan Opera Auditions.  In 1988 she was a finalist of the Luciano Pavarotti competition and in 1989 
she was a First Prize winner at the Geneva International Music Competition, which led directly led to her 
engagement as Leonora in II Trovatore in Dortmund and to her participation in the International Grand Prix, 
which she also won.  After appearing in leading roles in European opera houses, including the Vienna State 
Opera and the Bavarian State Opera in Munich, she made her American debut in 1996 in her signature role as 
Aida at the San Diego Opera. Debuts at the San Francisco Opera as Aida and the Metropolitan Opera in New 
York as Madame Butterfly followed.  Over her distinguished career she has performed a remarkably wide 
repertoire, garnering particular acclaim for her expressiveness and power as an interpreter of Verdi.
Ms. Crider has dedicated herself to mentoring younger singers by giving master classes at European 
conservatories and American universities (including the University of Iowa), as well as for the Opera Studios 
(competitive professional training programs) at Les Azuriales in Nice, AIMS in Graz, the Israeli Opera in Tel 
Aviv, and Opernhaus Zürich.  She is on the master class faculty for the Summer Academy of the Mozarteum, 
which annually attracts the most talented young singers from around the world to study in Salzburg during 
the Salzburg Festival.
She has graced the University of Iowa community with performances such as Verdi’s “Requiem” at the 
celebration of the 100-year anniversary of the School of Music in 2006, and as a soloist in a memorable 
performance of Mahler’s Second Symphony with the UI Symphony Orchestra in its inaugural performance at 
the new Hancher Auditorium.
Michèle Crider is a trailblazer in her field, an extraordinary performer and inspiring teacher, and an 
outstanding representative of the University of Iowa.
The University of Iowa wishes to recognize Michèle Crider for her extraordinary achievements in the musical 
arts and her deep commitment to mentoring young artists.
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Alissa R. Adams   
Art History
Ibrahim Mohammed Jasim Al Naiema   
Chemistry
Rondine Joni-Ann Allen   
Pharmacy
Benjamin Alleva   
Integrated Biology
Rachel Marie Anderson   
Psychology
Michael Jason Augspurger   
Mechanical Engineering
Orsolya Kinga Balint Langel   
Teaching and Learning
Amber Marie Bates   
Oral Science
Balyssa Bridget Bell   
Pharmacology
Nellene Elizabeth Benhardus   
English
Bobbi Buckner Bentz   
Community and Behavioral Health
Ipshita Bhattacharya   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ellen M. Black   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lucas Donald Bon Durant   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
John Wyatt Brockbank   
Teaching and Learning
Janelle L. Brouwer   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Changjie Cai   
Occupational and Environmental Health
HanQin Cai   
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences
Jinah Choi   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Feng Chu   
Physics
Rachel Amelia Clark Cole   
Neuroscience
Daniel Paul Cook   
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics
Ashley Lea Cooney   
Microbiology
Charlene Lisa Cosandier   
Economics
Allison Hainline Costa   
Physics
Lance Deloyce Cundy   
Economics
Michael Asher Delcau   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Can Dong   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Eric Isaac Elliott   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Samuel Purcel Fitzpatrick   
English
Reinaldo Franqui Machin   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Sophia Catherine Gaynor   
Genetics
Sachin Rajendra Gharse   
Pharmacy
Matthew James Gilchrist   
Teaching and Learning
Gwendolyn Laurel Gillson   
Religious Studies
Allison N. Gorga   
Sociology
Andrea Bray Grafton   
Chemistry
Brett Patrick Gross   
Immunology
Huiyi Guo   
Economics
Jessica Hall   
Speech and Hearing Science
Baosheng He   
Industrial Engineering
Jennifer Lynn Heacock-Renaud   
Spanish
Christy Rose Heidema   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Nicholas John Herkert   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Anusha Priyadarshani Silva Hettiyadura   
Chemistry
Jill Michelle Holaday   
Art History
Sylvea Hollis   
History
Emma Elizabeth Lanning Hornick   
Immunology
Matthew Houdek   
Communication Studies
Yue Hu   
Political Science
William Edward Hughes   
Physical Rehabilitation Science
Jihyun Hwang   
Teaching and Learning
Nicole Jardine   
Psychology
Francis Josef Jareczek   
Neuroscience
Sara Marie Kaalberg   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Vahid Khalajzadeh   
Mechanical Engineering
Delalcan Kilic   
Physics
Graduate College
Founded in 1900, the University of Iowa (UI) Graduate College manages the enrollment and degree progress for nearly 5,000 students from 
over 100 graduate programs in 10 different colleges which span the Arts and Humanities, Biological Sciences, Health Sciences, Engineering, 
Education, Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, and Business.
The Graduate College has a history of innovation, which serves as a strong foundation for our contemporary initiatives in graduate 
education. The UI was among the first universities to offer MFA and DMA degrees, to accept and foster interdisciplinary research by faculty 
and students, and to embrace professional degrees at the doctoral level (DPT, DNP, and AUD).
The mission of the UI Graduate College is to foster an intellectual environment conducive to exemplary research, scholarship, and creativity 
among graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and faculty. The College makes every effort to ensure that the graduate programs offered by 
the University are of high quality and stimulate the creation of new knowledge and information, and that these efforts simultaneously benefit 
both graduate and undergraduate student learning. The Graduate College serves as an advocate for graduate education, allocates resources 
that support graduate students and programs, manages policies and procedures to establish and assess graduate programs, and fosters 
interdisciplinary programs.
The Graduate College promotes excellence in the academic community with 25 graduate programs ranked among the top 25 best programs 
in the nation (U.S. News and World Report, 2016). The UI Graduate College leads the nation’s public institutions in high-quality dissertations, 
with five winners and twelve finalists in the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS/UMI) Distinguished Dissertation Award competition.
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Marie Kim   
Immunology
Stella Yun Kim   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Thomas Kindred   
Mathematics
Erin Megan Davidson Lane   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Natalie Rose Langenfeld   
Biostatistics
Lisa Ann Lansdon   
Genetics
Braden Lynn Leigh   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Dan Li   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jui Teng Liao   
Teaching and Learning
Qi Ling   
Mass Communications
Anthony Joseph Lucio   
Chemistry
Yuanming Luo   
Mechanical Engineering
Aldrin Tinashe Magaya   
History
Nurbek Mambetsariev   
Immunology
Kirstin Anne Manges   
Nursing
Suifang Mao   
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics
Raven Simone Maragh   
Communication Studies
Theodore Pearson Marks   
Anthropology
Caitlin Aine Marley   
Classics
Robert Armin Matthiesen   
Chemistry
Jacob Ryan McLaughlin   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Cristian Louise Meier   
Social Work
Kristen Marie Metcalf   
Health and Human Physiology
Graham Miller   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Celestin Missikpode   
Epidemiology
Steven Molinarolo   
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics
Amanda Mollet   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Eric Thayne Monson   
Genetics
Heather Marie Morgan-Sowada   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Didhiti Mukherjee   
Psychology
Edward Tunyi Mwenda   
Chemistry
Ari Natarina   
Linguistics
Elizabeth Elaine O'Neal   
Psychology
Renka Ohta   
Teaching and Learning
Barbara Okeke   
Human Toxicology
Brian Michael Olovson   
Second Language Acquisition
Felicia Kye Lyn Ooi   
Biology
Ray Ou Yang   
Political Science
Reem Reda Jeries Oweis   
Oral Science
Xiaofei Pan   
Second Language Acquisition
Mrutyunjaya Parida   
Informatics
Elizabeth Plummer   
Teaching and Learning
Cindra Kay Porter   
Teaching and Learning
Maya Ramaswamy   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Marija Elizabeth Haugrud Reiff   
English
Benjamin Nathaniel Riedle   
Biostatistics
Lauren Nicole Rosales   
English
Katrina Cordray Rose   
History
Heather Ann Roy   
Communication Studies
Cristina Cerda Runnalls   
Teaching and Learning
Brandon Michael Schickling   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Joshua David Schoenfeld   
Free Radical and Radiation Biology
Hunter William Schroer   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hannah Elizabeth Seberg   
Genetics
Michael Seedorff   
Biostatistics
Ninggang Shen   
Mechanical Engineering
Dong Hoon Shin   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Jacob Paul Simmons   
Music
Maija Eliina Sipola   
Geoscience
Christina Marie Sloan-Heggen   
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics
Jessica Caitlin Smith   
Epidemiology
Rebecca Avery Smith   
Art History
Jenna Marie Spiering   
Teaching and Learning
Denise Lynn Spruill   
History
Stephanie Anne Stewart   
Nursing
Cole Stiegler   
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences
Colin B. Swaney   
Business Administration
Jeremy Joseph Swist   
Classics
Monelle Mary-Linn Tamegnon   
Biostatistics
Michelle Marie Taylor   
English
Christopher Scott Thomas   
Communication Studies
Jessica Rene Thomas   
Neuroscience
Heather Dale-Shea Thorpe   
Art History
Yu-Yu Tien   
Pharmacy
Angela Jean Toepp   
Epidemiology
Margaret Elizabeth Tully   
Communication Studies
David Kiplagat Tuwei   
Mass Communications
Sarah Nicole Van Waardhuizen   
Music
Raychel Vasseur   
Second Language Acquisition
Silvia Volpi   
Mechanical Engineering
Rebecca Lee VonKamp   
Music
Tianming Wang   
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences
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Xiao Wang   
Statistics
Jeremy Lloyd Williams   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Meredith Anne Wismer   
Anthropology
Shuyi Yang   
Second Language Acquisition
Catherine Jean Yeates   
Neuroscience
Michael S. Zhang   
Microbiology
Yan Zhang   
Epidemiology
Chang Zhao   
Geography
Doctor of Musical Arts
Joseph Raymond Cernuto   
Elizabeth Therese Dolter   
Kylie Theresa Gougler   
Asami Hagiwara   
Jeiran Zikretgizi Hasan   
Natalie Katherine Landowski   
Matthew Ray Mahaffey   
Nicholas Edward Miguel   
Christopher John Nakielski   
Wenjuan Peng   
Joseph Elliot Scheivert   
Ryan Joseph Smith   
Bo M. Ties   
Alex Christopher Widstrand   
Mo Xu   
Doctor of Audiology
Kelsey Aryne Dumanch   
Ellen Alexandra Hatala   
Erik Jorgen Jorgensen   
Sarah Allison Klemuk   
Kylee Elizabeth McFarlin   
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Cailey Nichole Anderson   
Samantha Jo Ayers   
Mark Richard Bennett, Jr.   
Jodi Jill Bloxham   
Leslie E. Bonnet   
Matthew Duane Brockway   
Kati Ann Carpenter   
Natasha L. Clark   
Stacy Lynnae Crill   
Olivia Marie Croskey   
Loreen Curley   
Jill Ann Dao   
Melanie Jane DeVries   
Cassie Marie Doolady   
Ryan Marshall Ferrell   
Shannon Lee Fesler   
Katie Anne Halbmaier   
Marla Kay Halliday   
Wendy Jean Hochreiter   
Katelyn Marilee Johnson   
Kristin Ann Khoo   
Kimberly Ann Krieger   
Austin Douglas Langel   
Taylor Marie Legleiter   
Benjamin Avi Levinson   
Wendy M. Lind   
Kathryn Lee Lothamer   
Christian Ann Mann   
Amanda Mae Mara   
Nicole Noelle Matthys   
Andrew Paul Miller   
Tyler Charles Moeller   
Marceline E. Ndum   
Salina Amber Neuman   
Amber Nicole Orr   
Cassandra Kay Palasiewicz   
Jill Elizabeth Permeswaran   
Barbara Ann Peterson   
Kelly Jean Richards   
April Patricia Schmitz   
Mikhail P. Shkiryak   
Matthew Sims   
Dean W. Smith   
Terry Charles Wicks   
Jaime Rae Wilson   
Kyrsten Leigh Wright   
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Brennan David McNitt   
Michael Schinstock   
Master of Fine Arts
Emelia Pinamang Asiedu   
Theatre Arts
Alyssa Asquith   
English
William Basham   
English
Ashley Nichole Bassett   
Dance
Charles Black   
English
Brittany Ann Borghi   
English
Scott Bradley   
Theatre Arts
Laura C. Burke   
Art
Tameka Cage Conley   
English
Hope Joyce Campbell Gustafson   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Yvonne Cha   
English
Yingjie Chen   
Art
Rachel Ann Connell   
Art
Margot Landau Connolly   
Theatre Arts
Dylan Dale Cooley   
English
Nicole Elisa Cotten   
Book Arts
Catherine Councell   
Theatre Arts
Patrick Hunter Creel   
Art
Vakhtangi Darjania   
Art
Emily Christine Dauer   
English
Alexandra Rose Dokus   
English
Carl Henry Elsaesser   
Film and Video Production
Jesse Factor   
Dance
Tempestt Ra'shea Farrar   
Theatre Arts
Micah Fields   
English
Elyse Maxime Fisher   
Theatre Arts
Steven Michael Fletcher   
English
Ollin Garcia Pliego   
Spanish Creative Writing
William Miles Gatrell   
Theatre Arts
Katherine Holton Gibbel   
English
Matthew Girolami   
English
William Joseph Goblirsch, Jr.   
Theatre Arts
Cristina Goyeneche   
Theatre Arts
Sarah E. Griebel   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Holly Anne Grum   
Theatre Arts
Elise Inried Hochhalter   
Book Arts
Sophia Pearl Isaak   
Art
Samuel Joel Jambrovic   
Spanish Creative Writing
Eli Lewis Jolley   
Theatre Arts
Samsun Knight   
English
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Matthew Thomas Kozlark   
English
Melissa Grace Kreider   
Art
Benjamin Krusling   
English
Afabwaje Blessing Kurian   
English
Taney Woolford Kurth   
English
Andrea Jean Lakiotis   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Gage Ledbetter   
English
Sarah S. Luko   
Book Arts
Natalie Dickens Lurowist   
Theatre Arts
Nathan Machart   
English
Christine Marie Manwiller   
Book Arts
Domenica Martinello   
English
Derick Paul Mattern   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Katy Brooke McGlaughlin   
Theatre Arts
Daniel Mehrian   
English
Emily Fitzgerald Mester   
English
Melissa Mogollon   
English
Michelle Christine Moode   
Book Arts
Alyssa Nicole Moore   
English
Nina Kelly Morrison   
Theatre Arts
Andrew James Mullally   
Art
Patricia Helena Nash   
English
Julianne Neely   
English
Allana Cheyenne Noyes   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Marisela Trevino Orta   
Theatre Arts
Oscar Javier Pachon Torres   
Spanish Creative Writing
Kassandra Boehm Palmer   
Art
Robert Peck   
English
Dina Peone   
English
Ethan Alexander Plaue   
English
Zoe Polach   
English
Mark Prins   
English
Kathryn Jean Mary Prout   
English
Tanner Rel Pruitt   
English
Jianan Qian   
English
Eliana Caroline Ramage   
English
Claudia Elena Ramirez   
English
Anca Roncea   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Marina Ross   
Art
Arianna Rosalie Russ   
Dance
Hayley Melissa Ryan   
Theatre Arts
Lila Savage   
English
Lucy Schiller   
English
Chafin Curtis Seymour   
Dance
Cynthia Smart   
Spanish Creative Writing
Andrew James Smyth   
English
Johan Solberg   
Book Arts
Kristen Simone Steenbeeke   
English
Seth Kelley Stephanz   
English
Anastasia Carisa Trevino   
English
Zachary Twardowski   
Theatre Arts
John Joseph Vater   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Riley Vier   
Art
Greg D. Walker   
Theatre Arts
Keenan Cooper Walsh   
English
Dawnie Louise Walton   
English
Lindsay Warnick   
Theatre Arts
Kazumi Wilds   
Book Arts
Eric D. Wohlstadter   
English
Stella Yin Yin Wong   
English
Cameron Eliza York   
Art
Ningshuang Zhao   
Art
Rebecca Claire Zweig   
English
Berend ter Borg   
English
Master of Arts
Alea Janine Ogugua Adigweme   
Communication Studies
Mary Aldugom   
Psychology
Caroline Kay Allen   
Library and Information Science
Rebecca Anne Allen   
Library and Information Science
Megan Amundson   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Brittany Lynn Anderson   
Anthropology
Victoria Charleen Anderson   
Library and Information Science
Jessica Sarah Armer   
Psychology
Brock David Ascher   
Strategic Communication
Myat Thinzar Aung   
Art History
Yaniv Zohar Azriel   
Leisure Studies
Jordan Phillip Bahl   
Leisure Studies
Ryan Scott Balara   
Teaching and Learning
Can Balcik Moretti   
Music
Isabel Estelle Baldrich   
Art History
Asala Sami Salem Bani Mustafa   
Linguistics
Mary Claire Becker   
Art
Jill Catherine Beuning   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Ananya Bhowmick   
Strategic Communication
Kelly Ann Binning   
English
Abbey Leesa Blake   
Art
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Lauren Elizabeth Boncosky   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Sylvia Karen Borzym   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jordan Marie Bouzek   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Linda Suzanne Bowman   
Strategic Communication
Mark Daniel Bowren, Jr.   
Psychology
Jill Bowen Boyd   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Grace Katerina Briese   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Lisa Brody   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Matthew Bertel Broschard   
Psychology
Natalie Erin Brown   
Art
Enrico Bruno   
English
Hanying Cao   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Anthony Vincent Capparelli   
Music
Marcus James Cardarelli   
French and Francophone World Studies
Andrew M. Carey   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Grace Adrienne Lau Chamberlain   
Library and Information Science
Xin Chang   
Teaching and Learning
Stefanie S. Chase   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Hyunsik Chun   
Sociology
Lavinia Ciungu   
French and Francophone World Studies
Catherine M. Clark   
Strategic Communication
Sharice Anne Clough   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Alleynah Veatch Cofas   
Strategic Communication
Joel Steven Cortum   
Leisure Studies
James Michael Cox   
Library and Information Science
Mileidy Crespo-Jones   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Sarah Lynne Day   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Matthew Robert DeBlaey   
Leisure Studies
Mitchell S. DeFauw   
Library and Information Science
Courtnee Michelle DeMuth   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jennifer Caitlin Dibbern   
Spanish
Shelby Jo Dill   
American Studies
Jazmine P. Dirks   
Teaching and Learning
Paul Christopher Downing, Jr.   
Music
Kaitlyn Diann Dwyer   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
William Grady Dyer   
Linguistics
Dellyssa Edinboro   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Rachel Anne Epstein   
Art History
Harold Brandon Eychaner   
Linguistics
Zhuoyun Feng   
Art
Marie Lynn Ferderer   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Stephanie Marie Fiser   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jasmine Selena Fisher   
Library and Information Science
Cheyenne Nicole Foran   
Strategic Communication
Amy Meyer Freeberg   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jeremy Michael Fricke   
Religious Studies
Julianne Marie Frye   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Neil Gordon Gablenz   
French and Francophone World Studies
Alexandra Grace Gabriel   
Art
Hannah Joy Gallagher   
Music
Loren Kayleen Galloway   
Leisure Studies
Koku Gamia   
French and Francophone World Studies
Madison Garst   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kalindi Louise Garvin   
Strategic Communication
Jeffrey Carter Gillett   
Strategic Communication
Michael Goldberg   
Teaching and Learning
John Kenneth Coronado Gorder   
Music
Erin Leigh Gorman   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Hayley Irene Graham   
Music
Emma Joan Gresson   
Leisure Studies
Paige Virginia Haberman   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Eden E. Hall   
Art
Caroline Marie Halverson   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Taylor Ruth Hartley   
Art History
Mica Jo Redenius Hickey   
Strategic Communication
Nathan Robbie Hickle   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Matthew A. Hildreth   
Strategic Communication
Caroline Hogan   
Library and Information Science
Amy Marie Holbrooks   
Anthropology
YooJung Hong   
Art
Jennifer Mae Huling   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Christopher James Hunt   
Art History
Elizabeth Anne Hurley   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Alexandra Nicole Hval   
Art
Amanda Katherine Jenkins   
Library and Information Science
Alex Jesko   
Art
Natalie Grace Johnson   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kevin Sullivan Josephs   
Spanish
Amber Marie Joyce   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Triston Caleb Kanode   
Library and Information Science
Christopher James Hart Khan   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Anna Marie Kilzer   
Art
Joan Kim   
Art
Sieon Kim   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
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Dominique Janice Kincaid   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Kelsey Elizabeth Klein   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Erica Jean Knapp   
Library and Information Science
Ekaterina Sergeevna Korzh   
Art
Jeffrey David Koss   
Geography
Sophie Kreeger   
American Studies
Kain Markus Kutz   
Geography
Tsz Kiu Kwok   
Music
Yunsup Kyun   
Library and Information Science
Courtney Jean LaMair   
Teaching and Learning
Jenna Kathleen Ladd   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Philip Morgan Lala II   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Angela Sue Lamb   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Courtney Marie Lansing   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Lauren Elizabeth Larsen   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Bethany Lassetter   
Psychology
Jennifer Nicole Latcham   
Leisure Studies
Xi Liang   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Willa Camille Liburd Tavernier   
Library and Information Science
Amy M. Lintner   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Shuang Liu   
Business Administration
Brooke Marshall   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Nicole Marie Mason   
Strategic Communication
Molly Ann Maxfield   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Sarah Grace McCracken   
Anthropology
Ryan McCurdy   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Cole Daniel Mennenoh   
Leisure Studies
Andrea Merello   
Teaching and Learning
David Morton Meyers   
Art
Robyn Michelle Miessler-Kubanek   
Strategic Communication
Margaret Ann Milani   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Ryan Dale Miller   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Aastha Monga   
Physical Rehabilitation Science
Jihye Moon   
Linguistics
Zana Carnesha Morris   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Tanner Hall Mothershead   
Art
Anna Jane Nelson   
Teaching and Learning
Nicholas Timothy O'Brien   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Patrick David O'Brien   
Linguistics
Jill M. O'Neill   
Library and Information Science
Fabio Oliveira De Augustinis   
Music
Rachael Lauren Owen   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Cuma Ozkan   
Asian Civilizations
Isolda Melia Page   
Library and Information Science
Joshua Palazzolo   
Music
Zachary Thomas Palmer   
Geography
Soeun Park   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Geoffrey Pedebidau   
French and Francophone World Studies
Dalina Aimee Perdomo   
Film Studies
Nicole Christine Peter   
Music
Meghan Deepak Phadke   
Music
Ethan Michael Price   
Leisure Studies
Alycia Marie Pringle   
Library and Information Science
Sarah Briana Raine   
Library and Information Science
Austin Rau   
Geography
Sarah Redman   
Art History
Emma Louisa A Rifai   
Religious Studies
Elizabeth Irene Riordan   
Library and Information Science
Treye Sullivan Rosenberger   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Megan Arleen Rossio   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Dayon Royster   
Art
Prisma Samantha Ruacho   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Amber L. Ruden   
Teaching and Learning
Riley Jerome Samuelson   
Library and Information Science
Alisha Beth Sanders   
Art History
Benjamin Koidanov Schmidt   
Library and Information Science
Allison Elaine Seydell   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Stephanie Marie Sheriff   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Sheyla Patricia Shreck   
Teaching and Learning
Ashley Nicole Sikora   
Strategic Communication
Jeremy Lee Skeens   
Anthropology
Echo Smith   
Classics
Lena Grace Smith   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Stephen Patrick Smith   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Sydra Marlee Smith   
Teaching and Learning
Danielle Rae Snook   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Christina Lisa Spaeth   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Christopher Michael Stauffer   
Leisure Studies
Kelsey Jean Steed   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kayla McKinley Symonds   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Leah Scarratt Tarabour   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
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Bailey Rose Tatge   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Christopher James Taylor   
Library and Information Science
Kristine Marie Taylor   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kirsten Tharalson   
Anthropology
Courtney N. Thu   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Nicole Eileen Tronzo   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Anna Kathleen Tunnicliff   
Library and Information Science
Mitchell James Volk   
Art
Rory Lynette Vose   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Alexander Patrick Waad   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Elizabeth Ann Wagner   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Katherine Elizabeth Walden   
Library and Information Science
Brigitte Marie Waldier   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Christina Nicole Walker   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Darcy Addison Waller   
Psychology
Gentian Catherine Waller   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jarod Charles Warner   
Linguistics
Chloe Hollowell Waryan   
Library and Information Science
Gabrielle Suzette Watson   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Morgan A. Weaver   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Paije Jeslyn Wee   
Library and Information Science
Carolyn Mary Weiss   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Shane Jonah Weitzman   
Anthropology
Mariah Lynn Wellman   
Journalism
Bambi Whitaker   
English
Shyeta Saunea White   
Strategic Communication
Ge Wu   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Wenxi Wu   
Linguistics
Taylor Brooke Yezek   
Strategic Communication
John Young   
Library and Information Science
Abigail Kay Zambrano   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Katherine Kristine Zordani   
Leisure Studies
Ashley Taylor Zugschwert   
Leisure Studies
Master of Science
Mostafa Muhammad Ibrahim Abdelraouf   
Informatics
Salahaldeen Mohammad Assad 
Abuhammoud   
Oral Science
Elaina Aceves   
Mathematics
Monica Lynn Ahrens   
Biostatistics
Krishna Mohan Venkata Akurathi   
Business Analytics
Faris Aswad Al-Saeedi   
Urban and Regional Planning
Kirby Lane Ales   
Health and Human Physiology
Shaunae Alex   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Hamad Ali Algamaiah   
Oral Science
Daniah Mansour Alhazmi   
Oral Science
Asad Ali   
Clinical Investigation
Lina Alsibaie   
Orthodontics
Timothy Michael Ambrose   
Statistics
Carsyn Jean Ames   
Geoscience
Dane Ryan Anderson   
Business Analytics
Marian Antonious   
Oral Science
Alec Christopher Archer   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Amir Asgharzadeh Shishavan   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Vanessa Au   
Epidemiology
Brooke Lynn Axness   
Urban and Regional Planning
Hakeem Ayinde   
Translational Biomedicine
Debora Nicole Baddley   
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren Michelle Barney   
Business Analytics
Tasha E. Beghtol   
Urban and Regional Planning
Brian Gregory Black   
Business Analytics
Sylvia Camille Bochner   
Urban and Regional Planning
Jamie Lee Boley   
Business Analytics
Lauren Ashley Braun   
Actuarial Science
Luis Antonio Brena Henostroza   
Actuarial Science
Andrew Bro   
Business Analytics
Michael Christopher Brumm   
Biostatistics
Nicholas Adam Camacho   
Mathematics
Aristides Andres Capizzano   
Translational Biomedicine
Ana Ninoska Castro   
Microbiology
Brandon Christopher Caswell   
Geoscience
Zhenrong Chen   
Actuarial Science
Ming Cheng   
Biostatistics
Samuel James Christensen   
Orthodontics
Jayson Clinger   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Melissa Collins   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas Smith Connolly   
Mathematics
Thomas John Crary   
Orthodontics
Tara M. Cullison   
Urban and Regional Planning
Rachel A. Dahl   
Pathology
Trang Bich Dang   
Informatics
Elizabeth Mary Darnall   
Urban and Regional Planning
Sean Douglas DeVries   
Biostatistics
Ruoxi Du   
Informatics
John Dunn   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Daniel Alan Elder   
Urban and Regional Planning
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Landon David Colquitt Elkind   
Mathematics
Cansev Erdem   
Chemistry
Munkhshur Erdenebat   
Urban and Regional Planning
Michael Brine Farley   
Urban and Regional Planning
Jeremiah Joel Fettig   
Urban and Regional Planning
Matthew John Figus   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Wendy Lynn Fiordellisi   
Clinical Investigation
Austin P. Foster   
Orthodontics
Lydia Dolaine Garlie   
Biostatistics
Zachary Russell Gerst   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kevin Paul Gettz   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Nicholas Ryan Graeve   
Business Analytics
Kira Ann Green   
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren E. Grimley   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Jared Thomas Grove   
Mathematics
Thomas David Grubbs   
Oral Science
Abigail Elizabeth Haas   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Brandon Christian Hammerstrom   
Health and Human Physiology
Kaitlin Renee Healy   
Mathematics
Dean Armstrong Hester   
Geoscience
Christa Elizabeth Hirleman   
Dental Public Health
Victoria Lynne Hoffman   
Health and Human Physiology
Marshall Thomas Holland   
Translational Biomedicine
Nicholas Ray Holland   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Michael John Hoover   
Health and Human Physiology
Carter Huggins   
Statistics
Nathan Christopher Huizinga   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Sadya Islam   
Urban and Regional Planning
Christopher Jon Jasper   
Urban and Regional Planning
Greg Jenson   
Chemistry
Tianxia Jia   
Statistics
Xin Jin   
Mechanical Engineering
Sung Jo   
Pathology
Adam Joseph Johns   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Stephanie D. Johnston   
Actuarial Science
Apoorva Joshi   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sung Joon Kang   
Actuarial Science
Katilyn Marie Kelly   
Health and Human Physiology
Seung Wook Kim   
Statistics
Benjamin Michael King   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Kelci Rebecca Knight   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Adam Kofoed   
Urban and Regional Planning
Murali Mohan Kotla   
Business Analytics
Andrew Edward Kral   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adam T R Kueny   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lauren LaDuca   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Elizabeth Marie Lennartson   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Ke Li   
Actuarial Science
Hong Beng Lim   
Statistics
Kyle Cobermeier   
Chemistry
Jerald Michael Lombardo   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Sarah Rose Losso   
Geoscience
William Charles Mackaman   
Urban and Regional Planning
Trang Thi Thu Mai   
Urban and Regional Planning
Meghan Brigantty Malachi   
Mathematics
Robert James Marini   
Informatics
Kendra Marie Markland   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Alex Daniel Maruszczak   
Geoscience
Rebecca Ruth Mattson   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Rebeca Marie Maynor   
Health and Human Physiology
Luke Michael McClanahan   
Urban and Regional Planning
Chasity Nicole McCue   
Epidemiology
Kennedy Nora McKay   
Health and Human Physiology
Danielle Nicolle Medgyesi   
Occupational and Environmental Health
John William Miller   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kory James Miller   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Devon Moose   
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics
Matthew Robert Morlan   
Urban and Regional Planning
Karl Mueller   
Urban and Regional Planning
Ellen Elizabeth Musser   
Health and Human Physiology
Kyle J. Naber   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ahnna Nanoski   
Urban and Regional Planning
Thomas Zachary Noonan II   
Industrial Engineering
Cooper Thomas Odegard   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Amrei Oswald   
Mathematics
Dzevida Pandzic   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas Pappas   
Orthodontics
Kelli Joanne Parsons   
Geoscience
Palani Taver Permeswaran   
Biomedical Engineering
Daniel Joseph Peterson   
Informatics
Rebecca Rachan   
Statistics
Pandian Rameswaran   
Business Analytics
Allison Marie Ranard   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Elizabeth Redhead   
Business Analytics
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Sara Jean Reed   
Mathematics
Christopher Patrick Reichlen   
Industrial Engineering
William Tyler Reynolds   
Mathematics
Jessica Ricchio   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Margaret Richardson   
Urban and Regional Planning
Omar Haider Rizvi   
Epidemiology
Randal L. Roberts-Anderson   
Business Analytics
Venkata Ramana Sanaboyana   
Biochemistry
Shrey Sanadhya   
Mathematics
Rolando Sanchez   
Translational Biomedicine
Bharat Reddy Satti   
Informatics
Matthew Schulte   
Business Analytics
DeAnn Renee Scott-Harp   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Nicholas James Seedorff   
Biostatistics
Himanshu Singh   
Mathematics
Jacob Alexander Snyder   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ruida Song   
Statistics
Felipe Su Li   
Statistics
Kumaresan Subramani   
Business Analytics
Robert David Swenson   
Oral Science
Kelsey Marie Tebbe   
Health and Human Physiology
Jonathon Brody Tessmann   
Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Rae Thompson   
Biomedical Engineering
Violet Tiema   
Mathematics
Zhiwei Tong   
Actuarial Science
Austin Reid Tor   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Leah Marie VanDenBosch   
Biomedical Engineering
Naren Vasudeva   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Antonio Ricardo Vega   
Business Analytics
Abby Nicole Venable   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Suvendra Vijayan   
Oral Science
Srishti Vishwakarma   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Teresa Volcheck   
Business Analytics
Evan Taehoon Walser-Kuntz   
Biostatistics
Jiacheng Wang   
Actuarial Science
Jinli Wang   
Biostatistics
Tao Wang   
Mathematics
Yi Wang   
Informatics
Caitlin Eilis Ward   
Biostatistics
Ryan Charles Ward   
Health and Human Physiology
Danielle Washburn   
Epidemiology
Patricia Marie Webber   
Geoscience
Megan Ann Weisenstine   
Business Analytics
Rajinda Sanjaya Wickrama   
Mathematics
Heather Widmayer   
Integrated Biology
Ethan David Thomas Wilson   
Epidemiology
Adam Christopher Wood   
Mathematics
Jeffrey Daniel Woods   
Business Analytics
Zhang Xiaoliu   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Daniel Yancey   
Actuarial Science
Hongyi Yang   
Urban and Regional Planning
Luka Zdilar   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Diana Zepeda-Orozco   
Translational Biomedicine
Abylay Zhexembay   
Actuarial Science
Jeremy William Kleman Ziemer   
Actuarial Science
Qing Zou   
Mathematics
Samantha Christine Zust   
Health and Human Physiology
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Leanne Jennifer Haiwick   
Stephenie Michelle Lacquement   
Yurico Johana Maldonado
Tami Lynn Miller   
Kristin Annette Thayer   
Tina M. Welu   
Master of Accountancy
Rachele Armand   
Payton C. Brecht   
Thomas M. Brown   
Gina Theresa Cicero   
Madison Lynn England   
Alyssa Jordan Francisco   
Dominic Joseph Gabuzzi   
Mikiel David Gonnerman   
Derek Michael Holtkamp   
Kesha Simone Hyche   
Bryan C. Jordan   
Chungyool Kim   
Dofan Aziz Serge-Olivier Kone   
Meagan Elizabeth Legaspi   
Aly Ann McDermott   
Andrew Daniel McGovern   
Alex Andrew Olivares   
Jack Jeffrey Olson   
Karli Peters   
Elizabeth Zhang Scovill   
Elliott Ryan Smith   
Ashton McKell Young   
Master of Social Work
Lisa Christine Austin   
Abigail Ann Barkley   
Brooke Ellen Berg   
Brenda Jo Boese   
Daryl Byrd   
Kari Michelle Cam   
Lanna Jane Carroll Goodman   
Elizabeth Harris Chalberg   
Sarah Elizabeth Clayton   
David Clayton Cohen   
Shaylinn Nicole Crone   
Sarah Cupp   
Diamond Lutrichia Denney   
Andrew S. Doty   
Jennifer Monique Enriquez   
Alexis Nicolle Erger   
Robert Charles Fickes   
Nicole Renee Finneran   
Kenia Yolave Fountain   
Herminia Gamez Garcia   
Tonya Sue Goodburn   
Michelle Lynn Heinz   
Witney Hernandez   
Emily Ann Jasper   
Fatima Anne Diokno Jayoma
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Timothy Z. Johnson   
Victoria Lynn Johnson   
Mindi Lynn Kauffman   
Jacqueline Rose Koch   
Nicole Kuddes   
Isaura Delcarmen Luong   
William Charles Mackaman   
Michael David Markham   
Mary Patricia McMahon   
Kylie Miller   
Elise Miriam Mitchell   
Mandy Marie Moody   
Nicole Leigh Moore   
Jaret Michael Morlan   
Madelynn Gabrielle Myers   
Brad Joseph Nelson   
Katherine Marie Nucaro   
Rachel Lynne Nulle   
Gabriela Belen Palacios   
Jasmine P. Porter   
Heather Nicole Prettyman   
Hannah M. Ramler   
Melissa Reyerson-Slifer   
Devin Lauren Robertson   
Madeline K. Running   
Patrick Alan Schacherer   
Kayli Scharf   
Jazmin Frances Straw   
Jessica Dawn Streeter   
Kasey Sypolt   
Rachel Thyberg   
Heather Dawn Vander Beek   
Jora Vander Hart   
Natalie Grace Veldhouse   
Catherine Claire Walters   
Rochean Annette Wilder   
Emily Francesca Moulding Wofford   
Kinsey Meincke Wohlers   
Alyssa Jo Wright   
Megan Marie Wulf   
Amy Marie Zeilenga   
Master of Arts in Teaching
Patricia Ann Bordonaro   
Teaching and Learning
Emma Grace Brenneman   
Teaching and Learning
Christina Karen Crowley   
Teaching and Learning
Louis Hartzog   
Teaching and Learning
Neal Patrick Hausmann   
Teaching and Learning
Susanna Davis Herder   
Teaching and Learning
Jacob Allen John Huebener   
Teaching and Learning
Zachary William Miller   
Teaching and Learning
Hain Moon   
Teaching and Learning
Kathleen Pakkebier   
Teaching and Learning
Elizabeth Mary Petersen   
Teaching and Learning
Magdaly Santos-Villalobos   
Teaching and Learning
Shawna Kay Sieren   
Teaching and Learning
Amanda Rose Solomon   
Teaching and Learning
Specialist in Education
Sungeun Kang   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Amanda Michelle Lewis   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Heather Ann Reed   
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Eddie Lee Scott   
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Master of Computer 
Science
Richard Connery Blair   
Jesse Erger   
Riju Ghimire   
Zhongyang Guan   
Aman Gupta   
Raghavendranath Kandula   
Osama Khalid   
Suhas Venkatesh Kumar   
Qinyuan Li   
Zhen Li   
Zujun Liu   
Shang Ma   
Sunit Kumar Mishra   
Kaustubh Mahadev Mungale   
Sarah Surekha Pisini   
Dichha Rai   
Zhaohe Song   
Wenxue Sun   
Srinivas Reddy Thuniki   
John Eric Zaballero Tiongson   
Wanxin Wang   
Ryan Mathew Wedoff   
Lei Xiang   
Zhuoning Yuan   
Dixian Zhu   
Master of Health 
Administration
Matthew Carpenter Bergs   
Health Management and Policy
Mitchell James Billimack   
Taylor Maye Buresh   
Colin Andrew Carroll   
Claire Marie Champlain   
Claire Swift Fleming   
David Stark Gast   
Nora J. Kopping   
Ogi C. Kwon   
Health Management and Policy
Megan Ann Stahle La Suer   
Health Management and Policy
Sasha L. Manouchehripour   
Shannon Jae McCarthy   
Robert Michael McDonagh   
Alexa T. Nguyen   
Health Management and Policy
Kimberly Renae Ogden   
Khusbu Patel   
Kaitlyn Margaret Quigley   
Zoe Cadence Ribar   
Weston Patrick Riesselman   
Brian Vincent Rose   
Madeline Sherman   
Christopher D. Stamy   
George Daniel Tzanetakos   
Health Management and Policy
Lauren Taylor Waggoner   
Master of Public Health
Sierra Burrell   
Griffin Conrad Chatterley   
Trisha A. Collins   
Tatiana Correa   
Gifty Crabbe   
Huiwen Deng   
Macaulay Austin Elliott-Hudson   
Joshua Benjamin Fine   
Trevor Ross Funari   
Katherine Ann Grabowski   
Brooke Henderson   
Jeffrey Thomas Henson   
Kayla Heslin   
Melissa Hlavacek   
Amanda Janson   
Donald Steven Kettelkamp   
Haein Kim   
Emily Michelle Kimpston   
Samantha Ann Kloft   
Torey Luann Kranau   
Jordan Catherine Langreck   
Jisoo Lee   
Sarah Ann Lothspeich   
Jasmine Sharell Mangrum   
Samantha Marcellus   
Allison Katherine Masters   
Adills Moosa   
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Madeline Kathryn Mueller   
Brian James Paul   
Melanie Joy Reineke   
Abigayle Grace Renner   
Samantha Lee Schmitz   
Jihong Song   
Katie Michelle Spaulding   
Dustin John Staab   
Sarah Nicole Strack   
Lisa Haru Walker   
Carly Ann Watertor   
Kristin Rae Watson   
Wensday Renae Worth   
Dana Marie van der Heide   
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Bachelor of Business 
Administration
John Joseph Akpan   
Finance
Abigail Lisette Aldeen   
Marketing
Sydney Elizabeth Alexander   
Management
*Colter Blake Allen   
Finance
Kate Alexis Anderson   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Nicholas Taylor Anderson   
Finance
Sean Joseph Anderson   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Alexis Kealy Angel   
Marketing
Mercedes Marie Angel   
Marketing
Taylor Anna Arenson   
Marketing
+*Ashley Ann Arkfeld   
Honors in Business Analytics and  
   Information Systems
Marketing
Casey Elizabeth Arquette   
Marketing
Daisy Arroyo   
Marketing
Chun On Au   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Tedd Ellsworth Avery   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Muhammad Hairil Izhan Bin Azman   
Economics
John Gary Bachtle   
Marketing
**Michelle Lea Bahou   
Accounting
Haley Anne Bankson   
Finance
Morgan M. Baran   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Alexandra L. Barcia   
Marketing
Madeline Bareiss   
Accounting
Zachary Barndt   
Economics
Alyssa Evangelia Barresi   
Marketing
Bradley William Bauer   
Finance
Krysta Bear   
Accounting
*Matthew Laurel Bentley   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Victoria Angeline Berkel   
Marketing
Brooke Marie Bjorklund   
Marketing
Braden K. Blake   
Finance
Jared Joseph Blatz   
Finance
Erin Blumenthal   
Marketing
***Dwight Alexander Bode   
Economics
Finance
Andrew J. Bolero   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Raymund Boltron   
Finance
*Marta Bote Gonzalez   
Marketing
Ryan Jerome Bovard   
Finance
Ryan Paul Brady   
Finance
Benjamin Russell Brandau   
Management
Jennesa Taylor Brehm   
Finance
Liam Alberto Brekke   
Economics
Elizabeth Ann Brettnacher   
Marketing
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered courses in economics and business in 1858. The School of Commerce was formally established in 1914 
and was later renamed the College of Business Administration in 1921. The college received national accreditation in 1923 and has held that 
accreditation since that time.
The college was renamed the Henry B. Tippie College of Business in 1999 in recognition of a significant gift from 1949 alumnus Henry B. 
Tippie. Today, there are more than 4,000 students in the college working toward Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A.), Master of 
Accountancy (M.Ac.), Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), Master of Science (M.S.), and doctoral (Ph.D.) degrees.
The Undergraduate Business Program provides a broad business education along with specializations in the areas of accounting, economics, 
finance, marketing, management and business analytics and information systems. Student organizations, the Frank Business Communication 
Center, and specialized programming provide a full-service educational experience. In addition, students can earn certificates in International 
Business, Entrepreneurship, and Risk Management and Insurance.
The Iowa M.B.A. Program provides advanced management education that expands a student’s ability to excel in the global business economy. 
The college offers both the Professional and Executive M.B.A. programs for working professionals in locations around the state of Iowa. The 
M.B.A. program is also delivered internationally in Italy and Hong Kong.
The Masters of Accountancy program is intended for students seeking a career in public accounting. The Masters of Science and graduate 
certificate program in Business Analytics trains individuals to utilize data for business decisions. The Master of Science program in Finance 
prepares leaders for careers in the finance industry. The college’s Ph.D. Program prepares individuals for faculty positions in academia, as 
well as for business and government careers.
Several centers within the college promote opportunities for students in specialized career areas including the Hawkinson Institute of 
Business Finance, the Marketing Institute and the Vaughan Institute for Risk Management and Insurance. The RSM Institute of Accounting 
Research provides research services to the field while the Iowa Electronic Markets (IEM) provides a trading platform most recognized for 
its reliability in political elections. The John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center (JPEC) provides a full spectrum of programming for both 
students and community-based entrepreneurs.
With more than 50,000 living alumni around the globe, the Tippie College of Business continues its long tradition of having an impact on the 
world.
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Bryce Avery Brien   
Management
George Nick Broches   
Management
Madeleine Jane Brown   
Finance
Nicholas William Bryson   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Stephanie Marie Budlong   
Marketing
Rachael M. Buirge   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Brianna Marie Burds   
Marketing
+Rachel Elizabeth Ogg Burnett   
Business Analytics and Information  
    Systems
Amanda Burrell   
Management
Kole S. Butler   
Marketing
Yi Cai   
Finance
Nathan Joseph Campin   
Finance
Joseph Patrick Canniff III   
Finance
Michael Carbonara   
Finance
Economics
Austin Paul Carlson   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Accounting
Todd Carter   
Management
Felix Willis Caruso III   
Finance
Jacob Patrick Casey   
Finance
Kenneth Layton Chandler   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Nicholas Reed Chandler   
Finance
Caitlin Christine Chaney   
Management
Accounting
Alyssa Marie Chapman   
Management
Bangdian Chen   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Jiamei Chen   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Po Chiao Chen   
Accounting
Finance
Yanan Chen   
Finance
Yiyang Chen   
Finance
Yizhou Chen   
Accounting
*Yuanmeng Chen   
Accounting
Zhonghao Chen   
Finance
Jinyang Cheng   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Rhiana Sue Chickering   
Management
Marketing
Yao Chong   
Marketing
***Keaton Lee Christiansen   
Accounting
Finance
Santina Marie Cimino   
Marketing
Kaylea Ruth Cobb   
Marketing
Nile Kinnick Cobb   
Accounting
Finance
Zachary David Cohen   
Marketing
Daniel Nicholas Collins   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Andrew James Corlett   
Finance
Allison Catherine Cortez   
Management
Ryan Alexander Coughlin   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Benjamin Thomas Coverick   
Finance
Alec Frederick Crane   
Finance
Economics
Kevin David Criswell II   
Finance
Stephanie Dang   
Marketing
Finance
Tyler Daniels   
Management
***Jack Ryan Dargis   
Accounting
Vignesh Manoj Das   
Economics
Finance
Nikolas Tristen Davis   
Finance
Nicholas T. Day   
Management
Michael Gabriel DeAngelis   
Accounting
+*Gianna A. DeMarco   
Honors in Accounting
Dylan John Decker   
Finance
Diego Del Rio   
Marketing
Taylor Anne Delapa   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Marketing
***Adam Lawrence Dellos   
Finance
Justin Louis Demand   
Accounting
Finance
**Zachary Michael Denny   
Finance
Sophia Anna DiFatta   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Steve Diaz   
Finance
Halie Grace Dickinson   
Management
*William Austin Diedrich   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Julia Brooke Diltz   
Economics
Jennifer Ding   
Management
Nathan Dittmer   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Margaret Larkin Doar   
Management
Kevin Wallace Docherty   
Finance
Madison Marie Doren   
Marketing
Dale Jacob Dostal   
Finance
Kayleigh Dowd   
Accounting
Matt Drew   
Marketing
Megan Elizabeth DuBois   
Finance
Marketing
Yuqi Duan   
Finance




Danielle Duerschmidt   
Marketing
Jack Thomas Duffner   
Finance
David Philip Dunlavey   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Matthew Edward Dunn   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Ryan Patrick Dunn   
Finance
Zachary Thomas Dupre   
Economics
Finance
Derek Scott Dyball   
Management
Kelly Dyja   
Marketing
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Lauren Jeniece Eastman   
Finance
Paige Querida Eggers   
Management
Rachael Sierra Eisenreich   
Management
Finance
Morgan Kay Elmore   
Finance
Accounting
Ryan Howard Erchinger   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Kevin John Esposito   
Finance
Benjamin Joseph Ethridge   
Management
Matthew Robert Ewert   
Finance
Cecilia Catherine Faber   
Marketing
Christopher John Fanelli   
Business Analytics and Information        
   Systems
Leandra Elizabeth Feldmann   
Finance
Nathan Feltes   
Accounting
Business Analytics and Information  
    Systems
Rachel Sheyna Fialko   
Marketing
Finance
Lauren Ashley Fidler   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Sarah Rita Fields   
Marketing
John Patrick Finan   
Accounting
Finance
+Jonathan Tyler Finn   
Finance
Economics
Ryan A. Finn   
Accounting
John Thomas Finnegan   
Marketing
Mathias Finseth   
Accounting
Cody Harold Eugene Fisher   
Accounting
**Daniel Keith Fisher   
Finance
Patrick Thomas FitzGibbons   
Finance
+**Alejandra Flores   
Marketing
Sarah Marie Flores   
Marketing
Brandon Thomas Flynn   
Finance
Matthew Luke Foley   
Management
Accounting
Gabrielle Foreman   
Management
***Jessica Ann Foubert   
Finance
Patrick G. Francis   
Accounting
Orestes Celso Franco   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Trevor Michael Freking-Donahue   
Finance
***Dylan French   
Finance
Matthew David Fritz   
Finance
Gregory James Frommelt   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Accounting
Madeline Nicole Frommelt   
Finance
+Anne Kathryn Fudenberg   
Marketing
Devin N. Furio   
Finance
Zijun Gao   
Finance
Jennifer Gentile   
Marketing
Management
Jake Gervase   
Management
Finance
Alec Michael Giannakopoulos   
Accounting
Samuel Robert Gibson   
Management
Robert E. Gill III   
Economics
Finance
Emma Elizabeth Gilliland   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Tyler Dewayne Gilmore   
Economics
Finance
Adam Presney Gonzalez   
Marketing
Dustin Michael Gordon   
Finance
Nick Grandolfo   
Finance
Nicholas Robert Gray   
Finance
+***Austin T. Greenough   
Honors in Accounting
Rachel Eva Marie Groetken   
Accounting
*Michael George Grohe, Jr.   
Finance
Economics
Lauren Mary Grossman   
Marketing
Alexander Scott Gudenkauf   
Finance
Huinan Guo   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Economics
+Ye Guo   
Honors in Business Analytics and  
   Information Systems
Finance
Rita Marie Guzman   
Marketing
Sunny Jean Hampton   
Marketing
Junhyuk Han   
Finance
Yu Han   
Accounting
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Jared John Hannan   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Marketing
Michael Patrick Hannigan   
Accounting
Rory Patrick Hannigan   
Finance
April Alda Harrington   
Management
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Jacob Alexander Harris   
Economics
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Alec Robert Harrold   
Finance
Accounting
Meghan Elizabeth Hart   
Marketing
Management
Jessica Summer Harvey   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Austin Michael Hassett   
Finance
*Madison R. Hauge   
Finance
Randy Denzell Hayes   
Marketing
Jesse Anton Hellman   
Finance
Accounting
Joel David Henderson   
Accounting
*Hannah Renae Hendricks   
Economics
Finance
*Jacob Matthew Hennigan   
Finance
Halie Nicole Henning   
Marketing
Ryne D. Henrich   
Marketing
Mathew Edwin Hicks   
Accounting
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Lindsey Jo Hiepler   
Finance
**Brettan Nicholle Hilgendorf   
Management
Britton Nathaniel Hiskey   
Finance
+**Joshua Aaron Hjelmaas   
Honors in Business Administration
Gabrielle Julia Hoeksema   
Management
Austin Michael Hoffon   
Accounting
Matthew Scott Hollander   
Management
Economics
Charles Healy Holmgren   
Marketing
Economics
Ho Kei Hu   
Marketing
Qingyuan Hu   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Danyang Huang   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Lan Huang   
Accounting
Finance
Yuxuan Huang   
Finance
*Matthew Reagan Hubbell   
Economics
*Eliza G. Huber   
Marketing
Cameisha Netisha Hurst   
Finance
Blake Eric Huston   
Marketing
Jacob Matthew Hutchison   
Finance
Benjamin John Hyland   
Economics
+Noopur Inani   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Candace Marie Jacobus   
Management
James Gorman Jacoby   
Finance
Jared Scott Jaeger   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Jas Saripudeen Jas Khairulshazwan   
Economics
Jacquelyne Marie Jasek   
Management
Jocelyne Jasek   
Management
Emma Jensen   
Marketing
Yuchen Jiang   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
***Huang Jiangyan   
Finance
Lin Jin   
Finance
Xinqi Jin   
Finance
Marketing
Blake Fredric Johnson   
Management
Dylan Randolph Johnson   
Finance
Kendall Ann Johnson   
Finance
Catherine Elaine Jones   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Damian Michael Alexander Jordan   
Marketing
Jill Elizabeth Jorgensen   
Management
Alexis Margaret Jung   
Business Analytics and Information  
    Systems
Management
Laura Caley Justis   
Marketing
Shadrac Kadiayi   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Yun-Young Kang   
Economics
Michelle Lee Kannenberg   
Marketing
Mackenzie Kaplan   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Andi R. Katz   
Management
Connor Michael Kaufmann   
Marketing
Mackenzie Hoffman Kennedy   
Economics
Finance
Kara Ketterhagen   
Marketing
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Skylar Thomas Kiekhaefer   
Management
Finance
Shannon Rose Kilrea   
Marketing
Anna Kim   
Economics
Do Wan Kim   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Eunsoo Kim   
Economics
Hyebin Kim   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
**Matthew Michael King   
Economics
McKenna Lea Kinley   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Sophia A. Kleindl   
Management
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
John David Klopfenstein II   
Finance
Chase McKinley Kobilca   
Finance
Jill Kofron   
Marketing
Hudson Kolb   
Finance
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Kari Michelle Kramer   
Accounting
Kelli Lynn Kranz   
Management
Katlyn Nicole Krebs   
Marketing
Kelley Kreminski   
Marketing
Tyler Kennedy Kromkowski   
Management
Finance
Sydney Kathryn Kroska   
Management
Morgan Alexandra Kukla   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Garrett Kula   
Finance
Katie Lynn LaCroix   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Marketing
Lindsay Anne LaPointe   
Finance
Mya Lea Lacina   
Finance
Megan Elise Lafrenz   
Marketing
Tate Larsen   
Finance
*Phillip J. Laux III   
Management
Matthew Peter Lavanger   
Economics
Brian Christopher Lavery   
Marketing
Kyle William Leber   
Finance
Matthew Myron Lee   
Finance
Ryan Hin Yang Lee   
Finance
Sanghyeop Lee   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Zo-Ean Lee   
Finance
**Zachary Ryan Leonard   
Marketing
Lucas Allan Leopold   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
John David Lepic, Jr.   
Finance
Jacob Gelms Lettiere   
Finance
Zoe Tabitha Levin   
Marketing
Nick Wade Lewis   
Management
Jia Li   
Accounting
Jingyao Li   
Finance
Kaiyuan Li   
Accounting
Mingjian Li   
Finance
Qi Li   
Finance
+Sirui Li   
Finance
Yunyi Li   
Honors in Business Analytics and  
   Information Systems
Bryan Liman   
Marketing
Junxia Lin   
Finance
Xinqing Lin   
Marketing
Management
+Kaylee Lynne Lindburg   
Honors in Economics
Yu Ling   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Boyun Liu   
Accounting
Jingwen Liu   
Economics
Xinyi Liu   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Zijun Liu   
Accounting
John Thomas Loecher   
Accounting
Maria Joanne Lollino   
Finance
Yanran Lu   
Finance
Ziyan Lu   
Finance
Dana Marie Lumetta   
Marketing
Management
Nils Lundgren   
Economics
Charlie J. Lynch   
Finance
Joseph Ryan Machalek   
Marketing
Austin James Madda   
Marketing
Sneha Madhavaram   
Finance
Economics
Anne Marie Madigan   
Management
Nathan Philip Maicke   
Marketing
Richelle Manuel   
Finance
Michael Lee Mariella   
Finance
Jeremy Edward Marks   
Management
Robert Marr   
Finance
Claire Elizabeth Marshall   
Marketing
Juan Crits Martin   
Management
Jared Michael Matthews   
Accounting
Finance
Arielle Jacqueline Matus   
Marketing
Matthew William Mauser   
Finance
Benjamin Michael Mazurski   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Mitch McAndrew   
Economics
Daniel John McCartan   
Marketing
Carson McGill   
Finance
Brady Ryan McGrath   
Marketing
Stacey Ann McKiernan   
Management
**Mark Robert McLaughlin, Jr.   
Finance
Sean Mehigan   
Finance
Marketing
Kaitlin Anne Meier   
Finance
Brianna Renae Meister   
Marketing
Kolton Michael Mente   
Finance
Omar Meraz   
Business Analytics and Information  
    Systems
Tessa Josette Merkel   
Marketing
Sam Meuret   
Finance
Marissa Elizabeth Meyer   
Management
James John Micheli   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
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Benjamin Preston Miles   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Ryan David Milroy   
Accounting
Madeline Anne Minske   
Accounting
Giovanni F. Miranda   
Marketing
*Cody David Moehn   
Finance
Maggie Jo Molander   
Marketing
Madelyn Dee Monk   
Finance
Jasmine Montgomery   
Marketing
Evan Joel Moore   
Finance
Jacqueline Moore   
Marketing
***Matthew Thomas Moran   
Accounting
Finance
Samuel James Morgan   
Accounting
Maggie Morony   
Marketing
Braden Michael Moser   
Management
Kevin Thomas Moss   
Marketing
Vance Mueller   
Accounting
Morgan Lee Murphy   
Management
Finance
Daniel John Neal   
Management
Jacob Scott Nefzger   
Finance
Carter William Neilsen   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Ellen Paige Nelson   
Management
*Connor Jacob Neuhaus   
Economics
Finance
Erin Michelle Neuwohner   
Finance
Anna Lee Noll   
Management
Marketing
Kaley Ann Noonan   
Marketing
Finance
Maura Eileen Norris   
Marketing
Adam Christopher O'Brien   
Marketing
Carly Christine O'Brien   
Accounting
Ryan Michael Olberding   
Finance
Myles Lee Ollinger   
Finance
Matthew Robery Pacyna   
Finance
Delun Pan   
Finance
Taylor Pankau   
Finance
+**Rebecca Aubrey Paras   
Management
Jong Woo Park   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Zachary Joseph Parle   
Economics
Saagar Atul Patel   
Finance
Economics
Despina Melanie Pavlou   
Marketing
Matt Payton   
Finance
Jonathon Pearson   
Finance
Andrew Steven Pec   
Marketing
Dominick Kenneth Peluso   
Marketing
Matthew D. Perry   
Management
Zack Arthur Petersen   
Finance
Andrew Grant Peterson   
Accounting
Daniel Clark Peterson   
Marketing
Emily Christina Phelps   
Finance
Cameron J. Phillips   
Marketing
Jared Keith Plimmer   
Finance
Dylan Eugene Poi   
Marketing
Morgan Christine Poppen   
Marketing
Keenan Ann Portz   
Marketing
Aaron Broderick Power   
Accounting
*Marisa Ann Powers   
Accounting
Megan Elizabeth Prince   
Marketing
Evan Connor Puppolo   
Marketing
Jinze Qi   
Finance
Tangyue Qian   
Finance
Alexander Lawrence Quist   
Finance
Kaleb Daniel Rabe   
Marketing
Management
Samantha Winifred Radel   
Marketing
*Brooke Raley   
Management
Marketing
Rafael Alejandro Ramirez   
Management
Lindsay Marie Randklev   
Management
Jennifer Rank   
Finance
+Catherine Anne Rasmussen   
Management
*Margaret Grace Rechtoris   
Finance
Jeffery Recker   
Economics
Avery Jacob Reed   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
John Hunter Reed   
Marketing
**Lauren Grace Reed   
Management
+Alex Carroll Rice   
Honors in Economics
Gabrielle Riechert   
Marketing
Kristen Rieker   
Accounting
***Brooke Raelynn Roberts   
Marketing
Daniel Francis Rocco   
Finance
Grace Kriston Rohrwasser   
Management
Jill C. Rokusek   
Management
Kevin N. Romy   
Finance
Charles William Rose   
Marketing




Daniel Robert Rosenberger   
Finance
Mackenzie Marie Rosendahl   
Marketing
Caroline Rossberger   
Marketing
Blake Barron Rossdeutcher   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Owen Rost   
Finance
Amber Nicole Rouleau   
Marketing
Katelyn Jean Ruiz   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Lindsey Jo Russell   
Marketing
Alexis Lynn Sachleben   
Management
Nathan Michael Salzburg   
Finance
Nizamuddin Bin Samsuri   
Economics
John Michael Schaeffer   
Economics
Finance
Dakota Alan Schafer   
Management
Marketing
Jared Scharf   
Management
+Amy Kathryn Schembari   
Marketing
Honors in Management & Organizations
Melody Rose Schick   
Finance
Amanda Marie Schloemer   
Accounting
Bai Zhu Schmillen   
Management
Laura Jean Schneider   
Accounting
Cameron Christopher Schorg   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Justin Adam Schultz   
Management
Marketing
Nathan Schulz   
Management
Addie Elizabeth Schumacher   
Finance
Stephanie Ann Schwieger   
Marketing
Joseph F. Sciaccotta   
Finance
Kellie Marie Sciurba   
Accounting
Finance
Emory Melissa Scurto   
Marketing
Joshua Paul Secord   
Management
+**Chloe Mallika Sekhran   
Marketing
Justin Wayne Seyfert   
Finance
John Keegan Shaw   
Economics
Zach James Shepherd   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
*Han Shi   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Haoran Shi   
Accounting
**Yixin Shi   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Paige Noelle Shockey   
Marketing
Weston Lee Shultz   
Finance
Austin Lee Slade   
Finance
Keegan James Sloan   
Finance
Robert James Sloss   
Finance
Ariana Arzetta Smith   
Marketing
Management
Jack Smith   
Finance
Tanner Douglas Smith   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Zeyu Song   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Samuel Owen Sorenson   
Finance
Parker Ryan Spall   
Marketing
Katelyn Nicole Spivey   
Finance
Nicole Sroubek   
Finance
Michael Fred Stateman, Jr.   
Finance
Economics
Morgan Steenhoek   
Management
Anna Steggerda   
Accounting
Jessie Shanna Stein   
Marketing
Cassidy Lea Steines   
Marketing
Emma Marie Stier   
Marketing
Austin Timothy Stiles   
Management
Ethan Robert Stone   
Finance
Management
Tanner Duane Stotts   
Economics
Finance
Adam Gerald Strang   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Shelby Ann Straughn   
Management
Chris Streit   
Marketing
Allison Marie Stroud   
Marketing
Alexander Barquist Sturm   
Finance
Management
Elisa Suarez   
Finance
Michael Anthony Suarez   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Guangyu Sun   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
**Xiaolei Sun   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
George Adam Susral III   
Finance
Jillian Jaye Sutherland   
Marketing
Hana Mary Svitek   
Marketing
Michael John Swanberg   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Shelby Lynn Sweeney   
Management
Jiaxin Tan   
Finance
Wynn YuZhen Tan   
Accounting
Zehua Tan   
Business Analytics and Information  




Zhi Jun Tan   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Ming Tang   
Accounting
Wenxin Tang   
Economics
Andrew George Taylor   
Finance
Nicholas Timothy Taylor   
Finance
Economics
Benjamin Bertin Tchatat Nkouendje   
Finance
Joseph Robert Thomas   
Accounting
Selena Dawn Thomas   
Accounting
Nathan Tilka   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Alex John Till   
Marketing
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Nathan A. Timmerman   
Finance
Gabrielle Hannah Trabucco   
Marketing
Maxwell Mandus Tracy   
Economics
Sai Nikita Tummala   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Lucas Schuyler Van Orden IV   
Management
Hannah Mae Van Soelen   
Finance
Jodi Lynn VanDahm   
Finance
Gerrit Wade VanMaanen   
Finance
Whitney Leigh Vance   
Management
Marketing
Michael Andrew Varner   
Marketing
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Jhonathan Vasquez   
Management
Michael John Vennetti, Jr.   
Management
Tori Ann Vennetti   
Marketing
Sydney Grace Verdi   
Finance
Molly Kathleen Villhauer   
Accounting
Molly Anne Vipond   
Marketing
Kenneth Robert Wade   
Management
Kegan Wakefield   
Marketing
Madeline Anne Walker   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Economics
Richard K. Waller   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
***Madeleine Rose Walsh   
Management
+**Bowen Wang   
Honors in Accounting
Ji Wang   
Management
Jiayu Wang   
Accounting
Jingrui Wang   
Economics
Finance
Yachen Wang   
Finance
Yuxi Wang   
Finance
Joseph M. Weber   
Finance
Tyler McKenzie Welter   
Finance
Jacob Werner   
Finance
Sarah Wetrich   
Finance
Anna Marie White   
Accounting
Nicholas Evan Whittaker   
Marketing
Bennett M. Wiese   
Finance
Caine Riley Wildeboer   
Marketing
Koby Wildenborg   
Economics
Ryan Wiley   
Finance
+Samuel Patrick Williams   
Finance
Hailey Michelle Wishne   
Marketing
Sydney Elizabeth Wolfe   
Marketing
*Jerod William Wolfgram   
Finance
Accounting
Nicholas James Wood   
Management
Michael Wormley   
Management
Jiaying Wu   
Finance
Accounting
Shuang Wu   
Finance
Tuo Wu   
Finance
Yifan Wu   
Accounting
Yuxin Wu   
Management
Qin Xia   
Accounting
Finance
Renlin Xiao   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Bohan Xiong   
Accounting
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Yinan Xu   
Finance
Le Xue   
Finance
***Anthony Yang   
Finance
Economics
Sarah Michelle Yaske   
Finance
Wenxiong Ye   
Finance
Nicklas Steven Yeater   
Marketing
Elizabeth Yonathan   
Finance
Yung Liang Yong   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Jeongin You   
Accounting
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Guohong Yu   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Management
JiaHong Yu   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Yu Yu   
Finance
Tyler Matthew Zampa   
Marketing
*Marisa Elizabeth Zamudio   
Marketing
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Michael Joseph Zaremba   
Economics
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***Greyson Lee Zaun   
Economics
Finance
Samuel Paul Zernhelt   
Finance
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
HanWen Zhang   
Accounting
Finance
Haonan Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Finance
Tailai Zhang   
Finance
*Yiling Zhang   
Finance
Yuan Zhang   
Marketing
+**Yuanxi Zhang   
Honors in Accounting
Finance
Chutian Zhao   
Finance
Accounting
Renze Zhao   
Finance
Xiaoxiao Zhong   
Business Analytics and Information  
   Systems
Shaoyuan Zhou   
Finance
Zhiqian Zhuang   
Finance
Zijian Zhuo   
Finance
Garrett Anders von Walden   
Finance




Master of Business 
Administration
Bryce Vincent Abbink   
Pranay Kumar Agarwal   
Deepak Ahuja   
*Courtney Marie Althoff   
Kriti Anand   
Andrew Keyl Augustine   
Gonzalo Baidon Flores   
*Richard Steven Ballinger   
Daniel C. Banas   
Collin Jay Baumhover   
Sharon Lynn Beck   
Gregory Russell Bell   
Catherine Justine Bermel   
*Luv Bhagria   
*Carl Bogda   
Jagadeeshbabu Subba Satya Boggarapu   
Kelly Bolkema   
Curtis James Braverman   
Benjamin Ryan Breuer   
Emily Jo Butler   
*Umar Butt   
Siddhanta Chandra   
Ronald Richard Chaon   
Hayle Cho   
*Tyler Robert Christiansen   
Christina D. Clair   
Derek Clark   
William Cobian-Ruelas   
Brooke Leigh Cook   
Dana Marie Cooney   
*Leigh Chaisson Howell Cooper   
*Katherine A. Cummins   
*Dustyn Joseph Curran   
Sara Curry   
Rochelle DeShazer   
Deborah DellaBetta-Elliott   
Kristi Lynne Dillon   
*Michaela Shireen Donaldson   
*Crystal Erin Doudna   
*Matthew Robert Doudna   
Melissa Elizabeth Doudna   
Travis Eichelberger   
*Kyle David Erickson   
Benjamin Joseph Ertl   
*Carlos Enrique Martin Fernandez Silva   
Abby Leigh Finnegan   
Kyle Anthony Fitzpatrick   
*Andrew Stephen From   
Adam Lee Gallmeyer   
*Jia Hao Gan   
Angela Rae Genkinger   
Benjamin Thomas Gipple   
Timothy Gnewuch   
*Mathias Donald Gran   
Amber Leigh Gros   
Tyler Goddard Groves   
*Jennifer Haines   
*Daniel Mark Hanawalt   
Heather Dawn Heim   
Travis Wagner Heimbuch   
Garik Himebaugh   
*Kenton Jess Hines   
Benjamin Daniel Hjelmaas   
Carl John Hobart   
*Marvin Paul Holmes-Leopold   
Emily Hubbard   
Dyrk Scott Huffman   
Brittany N. Ivey   
*Sajal Jain   
*Aric M. Jensen   
*Michael Jiskoot   
Andrew Joseph Johns   
Eleanore Kathleen Johnson   
Sarah Dakken Johnson   
Ryan William Johnstone   
Nicholas Matthew Jones   
Edward David Jorgensen   
Adithya Kambampati   
Elangovan Kandasamy Shanmugam   
*Alexandria Jae Karei   
*Kunal Kishore   
*Travis Cody Kissel   
Brian Klaren   
*Daniel Joseph Kocen   
Pankit Prakash Kotecha   
Lisa Kae Kriley   
Brad Allen Kroll   
Saurav Kumar   
Cole Reed Lambert   
Jonathan Andrew Lange   
Tyler Bryan Latcham   
*Kristofer Luke Lester   
Andrew Benjamin Letarte   
Hsin-Lien Lin   
Brady Joel Loper   
Wendy Loving   
*Craig S. Ludwig   
Seth Ryan Lynch   
Michael Wray Maddalozzo   
Anton Malin   
Karthicprabu Marappan   
Chase McCool   
Daniel Michael McGrath   
*David Meyer   
*Jade Walker Miner   
Ashutosh Mishra   
Libby Montenguise   
Ross Andrew Fisher Mortenson   
*Meron Myers   
Juhi Narang   
*Talha Naushad   
Bhumika Nayak   
Edwin Andong Ndum   
Cathy Sarah Nelson   
Matthew Wesley Nelson   
*Samuel Addison Norman   
*Anthony Okwara Ogbuanu   
*Cassidy Allan Page   
Pashupati Nath Pandey   
Vineesha Patnam   
*Nicholas Wayne Patrum   
Matthew Peeling   
Aloysio Ricardo Perez de Oliveira   
Jacob Pfundheller   
*Venkatasubramaniam Ravichandran   
Levi Reeves   
Amanda Carlson Reimann   
Jesse Reyes   
Mark Andersen Riemer   
Crista J. Righi   
*Monica Trigo Rios   
Scott Roberts   
Abigail Marie Rustioni   
Hadiza K. Sa-Aadu   
Kyle Jacob Salsbery   
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Christopher Aaron Sankot   
Anurag Satija   
Evan Paul Saunders   
*Savanah Schott   
Caleb Grove Schultz   
Ross William Schwake   
Josh Mark Sevcik   
*Troy Shannon   
*Gaurav Sharma   
*Jane Eleanor Simpson   
William B. Sindlinger   
*Venkata Sishtla   
*Gabriel Charles Smith   
Janey Nichole Spratt   
Zachary Rhodes Stahlin   
*Edward Jason Stanek   
Joseph Alan Steffen   
Zachary Roger Stien   
Yu-Chih Su   
*Vineeth Vijay Sugatha Vijayan   
Justin S. Svenson   
Misty Bree Thinglum   
*Jacob Addison Thomas   
Matthew Paul Thompson   
*Nolan Adam Toot   
*Douglas Lee Ummel   
Stephen Lowell Uszak   
Charles Daniel Uthe   
*Andrey Uuemaa   
Jim Ryan Fajardo Valerio   
John Derald Van Horn   
Karen Rae Ver Hoef   
*Gabriele Villarini   
*Brock Anthony Wagner   
Steven Eric Ware   
Ben Michael Warren   
Luke Wood   
Sadie Elizabeth Woodley   
Carol Lee Woten   
*Sandeep Yadav   
*Tsung-Pin Yeh   
Xinbin Yu   
Jingbo Zhu   
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Doctor of Dental Surgery
Elizabeth R. Axell   
Jacob C. Baumgartner   
Brooke Ashley Berkey   
Erik A. Blomquist   
Keegan Jarrett Bohn   
Emillie Claire Brandt   
Karley Rhea Brantman   
Jasmeet K. Brar   
Jeffry D. Breitbach   
Jacob R. Briese   
Natalie W. Brown   
Michelle A. Burson   
Sophia Chen   
Anisha V. Cheruvillil   
Alison Renee Christensen   
Sherri Chyi   
Cameron Jones Clause   
Taylor F. Cook   
Sam Michael Crane   
Tho Huu Do   
Peter D. Douglas   
Carolyn Ann Duong   
Justin T. Durancik   
Jennifer Brittany Feingold   
Kyle L. Ford   
Stephanie Friestad   
Ryan Robert Frost   
Brandon Daniel Full   
Elliott Daniel Glenn   
Maria Paula Gomez Hernandez   
Will J. Hansen   
Seth M. Hintze   
Stacey L. Howes   
Josee M. Jansen   
Bryn Elise Johnson   
Brian R. Jones   
Aaron Miles Keith   
Emily Suzanne Kopec   
Aaron Jordan Kotecki   
Craig David Kozeluh   
Ian T. Lam   
Christopher Ryan Lawhead   
Macaira Claire Leahy   
Christopher Zeng-Yue Liu   
Eric Anthony Meyer   
Matthew T. Meyers   
Justin T. Mikesell   
Jennifer M. Mitchell   
Matthew A. Mueller   
Daniel Aaron Nelson   
Meghan M. Nelson   
Ebosetale Odiaogbe Okoruwa   
Marin I. Parsons   
Taylor Rae Postler   
Kristin E. Potts   
Erica Nicole Recker   
Bethany Lynne Redmond   
Andrew D. Richter   
Kathleen Deming Rowley   
Scott M. Rysz   
Lauren F. Schemmel   
Mark A. Schemmel   
Garrett Paul Schultz   
Jason D. Sholly   
Lauren O. Siegert   
James M. Skvor   
David A. Smith   
Jennifer Lee Solberg   
Madeline Anne Swenson   
Michael J. Taloumis   
Shelby Elizabeth Tesar   
Ethan E. Tindall   
Erik K. Toy   
Brandon J. Turley   
Bradley J. Weimerskirch   
Cody Ryan West   
Trevor Matthew White   
Deborah Yu   
College of Dentistry
Dental education began at The University of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, four faculty members, and a first year’s budget of just over $1,000. 
Patients were treated in an improvised clinic equipped with borrowed barber chairs. Today the College of Dentistry is among the leading 
dental schools in the United States. An integral part of The University of Iowa Health Sciences Campus, the College enrolls dental students, 
advanced education and graduate students in programs representing all of the dental specialties as well as master’s and Ph.D. programs in 
oral science.
The Dental Science Building affords faculty and students of the college excellent facilities for their many programs of research into the nature 
and treatment of oral diseases. These investigations have resulted in a number of significant advances in dental science.
A recently completed renovation and expansion of clinic, classroom and research space will provide state-of-the-art facilities for students, 
faculty and patients.
Faculty, postdoctoral and predoctoral students extend service to hundreds of thousands of Iowa citizens in the patient care clinics of the 
Dental Science Building. Students also provide dental care to Iowa communities through the College’s extramural programs in hospitals, 
community health centers and nursing homes. Dental health educational presentations are regularly provided by dental students in schools, 
nursing homes and other locations throughout the state.
The College has a long history of graduating students who become nationally prominent clinicians, dental educators, and researchers. More 




Jennifer Lynn Altosino   
Elementary Education
Kelsea Lynn Anderson   
Elementary Education
Elisabeth LeeAnn Boulund   
Elementary Education
Allison Elizabeth Bowers   
Elementary Education
Amanda Nichole Corso   
Elementary Education
**Emma Elizabeth Crandall   
Elementary Education
Janessa Lee Davis   
Elementary Education
Keith Michael Dehnel   
Elementary Education
Ashley Lynn Duthie   
Elementary Education
Lauren Nicole George   
Elementary Education
***Shay Haverkamp   
Elementary Education
Darian Nadine Johnson   
Elementary Education
Laura Anne Kellogg   
Elementary Education
Leah Kathleen Kremer   
Elementary Education
Lauren Elizabeth Krogman   
Elementary Education
Kirby B. Lackman   
Elementary Education
Tara Lowe   
Elementary Education
College of Education
The College of Education, which is the top-ranked College of Education in the state of Iowa, traces its roots to the University of Iowa’s 
founding in 1847. Teacher education was the only program specifically called for when legislators created the State University of Iowa, just 59 
days after Iowa became a state.
Currently, the college enrolls approximately 500 undergraduate students in teacher education programs that prepare them for licensure in 
elementary education and eight secondary education areas (art, English, foreign language, math, music, science, social studies, and special 
education). Our students benefit from more highly supervised clinical experiences than any other program in the state and is Iowa’s only 
one to offer a one-to-one series that integrates mobile technology into the curriculum. Every Hawkeye teacher graduates with a Teacher 
Leader Certificate that sets them apart from every other teacher in the nation because of the advanced training and professional development 
students receive in the areas of assessment, technology, and diversity/community engagement.
More than 500 graduate students are enrolled in programs that consistently rank among the nation’s top 20. Graduates can be found serving 
as counselors, psychologists, principals, superintendents, student development experts, testing specialists, and educational leaders around 
the world.
The college continues to expand its online academic offerings, launching a new Master of Arts in Teaching, Leadership and Cultural 
Competency in spring 2017.
In addition to their innovative teaching, the College’s 93 faculty members are actively engaged in research and service. They have formed 
numerous partnerships with school districts throughout Iowa to create and investigate new methods of teaching and built connections with 
multiple countries around the globe to enrich learning and provide opportunities not previously available.
By forging new frontiers in STEM education, our faculty lead worldwide STEM initiatives. They also provide a wide range of outreach 
services and engaged scholarship by supplying valuable information and support and incorporating the newest technology to enhance 
learning. Faculty members work collaboratively with K-12 educators, assist school districts with curriculum development, provide counseling 
services, and administrator workshops for professional development and continuing education.
The college is home to the world-renowned Iowa Testing Programs, developers of the Iowa Assessments™. Under the program’s leadership 
of Stephen B. Dunbar, the Hieronymus-Feldt Professor of Educational Measurement, and Professor Catherine Welch, the Leonard and Natalie 
Feldt Faculty Fellow, development and research are underway for the next generation of assessments. Under the direction of its founder, E.F. 
Lindquist, Iowa Testing Programs also established ACT and Pearson, now considered two of Iowa’s largest technology transfers. Faculty 
members provide essential expertise for national assessment agencies, including Educational Testing Service and the College Board.
Faculty members also develop and lead major assessment centers. Professor Won-Chan Lee directs the Center for Advanced Studies in 
Measurement and Assessment. Professor Liz Hollingworth directs the Center for Evaluation and Assessment.
Ernest Pascarella, the Mary Louise Petersen Chair in Higher Education, is the most-cited scholar in his field with over 30,000 citations on 
Google Scholar. He established the college’s Center for Research on Undergraduate Education, a national resource for how college affects 
students, now directed by Professor Nick Bowman.
As a leader of gifted education, the college’s Belin-Blank International Center for Gifted Education and Talent Development offers services, 
support, and programs for academically gifted and talented students and their teachers and parents from pre-K through college level. 
Developed 30 years ago by Dean Emeritus Nicholas Colangelo and now directed by Susan Assouline, the Myron and Jacqueline Blank 
Professor of Gifted Education, the center’s activities touch the lives of children from a wide variety of regions, backgrounds, and abilities and 
have helped distinguish the college as one of the top programs for gifted education in the country.
The College also excels in the area of assisting learners with disabilities. The Iowa Center for Assistive Technology Education and Research 
(ICATER) provides hands-on preparation to our students, as well as to educators, administrators, and families across Iowa. It conducts and 
supports research examining the effectiveness of adaptive technology devices in education, living, and work. In addition, the UI REACH 
(Realizing Educational and Career Hopes) Program offers a two-year certificate, with a third-year option, for young adults with intellectual 
and learning disabilities. The first of its type at a major public university, UI REACH empowers these students to acquire the skills necessary 
to become independent, productive, and fully participating adults living and working in the community.
The Iowa Reading Research Center (IRRC) at the University of Iowa College of Education is a partnership with the Iowa Department of 
Education and was created as the result of 2012 legislation that mandated schools across the state improve the literacy proficiency of pre-K 
through 12 students. The IRRC provides resources to parents, teachers, students, and school districts across the state. 
The College of Education is clearly home to leaders, scholars, and innovators.
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   *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Antonina Anna Luszczak   
Elementary Education
Morgan Bailey McAtee   
Elementary Education
Lindsey Anne Medema   
Elementary Education
Kayla Meeker   
Elementary Education
Katherine Jean Milbourn   
Elementary Education
Analaura Osorio   
Elementary Education
Alexis Christine Otte   
Elementary Education
Alyssa Catherine Peiffer   
Elementary Education
Abby Lynn Placzkowski   
Elementary Education
Makenna Beth Poidomani   
Elementary Education
Grace Elizabeth Prunty   
Elementary Education
Dahlia Quintanilla   
Elementary Education
**Mattie Isabelle Rogers   
Elementary Education
Madison Marie Ruge   
Elementary Education
*Kaylea Elizabeth Rusch   
Elementary Education
Alisha Saathoff   
Elementary Education
Madison Sue Schroder   
Elementary Education
Karly Ann Seeger   
Elementary Education
McKinzi Jo Shook   
Elementary Education
*Sierra Nicole Smith   
Elementary Education
Sally May Solomon   
Elementary Education
Alaina Stills   
Elementary Education
Allison Jo Van Buren   
Elementary Education
**Morgan Taylor Vana   
Elementary Education
Elena Nicole Voiculescu   
Elementary Education
Danielle Marie Vrankin   
Elementary Education
Arianiz Wells   
Elementary Education
Jordan Mackenzie Wheeler   
Elementary Education
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Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
Abdulelah Hamad Abuhaimed   
Chemical Engineering
Matthew Aguilar   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Hassan Abdalaziz Ahamed   
Biomedical Engineering
John Paul Aldana   
Mechanical Engineering
Garrett Michael Alfred   
Chemical Engineering
Fahad Saleh M Alokla   
Chemical Engineering
Aaron Ambrose   
Computer Science and Engineering
Jacob Paul Anderson   
Industrial Engineering
+Kyle Lane Anderson   
Computer Science and Engineering
+Corinne N. Andresen   
Chemical Engineering
+***Megan Michelle Andrew   
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Antos   
Industrial Engineering
+**Brett Calvert Austin   
Biomedical Engineering
Mohad Aziz Azmat Awan   
Biomedical Engineering
Adam John Azriel   
Mechanical Engineering
Alexandria Ballard   
Electrical Engineering
Dan Mark Balun   
Industrial Engineering
McCabe Corbin Barrett   
Civil Engineering
Garrett Thomas Baumann   
Civil Engineering
***Jacob M. Behrendt   
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Connor Benson   
Industrial Engineering
Molly Kay Blasberg   
Industrial Engineering
***Bjorn Aksel Blomquist   
Chemical Engineering
Logan James Blosser   
Mechanical Engineering
Jessica Mae Blumberg   
Industrial Engineering
**Seth Alan Boysen   
Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Tyler Bradshaw   
Chemical Engineering
Austin Lawrence Brehm   
Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Sean Brickey   
Industrial Engineering
+*Carli Brucker   
Mechanical Engineering
***Rachel Martha Bruflodt   
Honors in Electrical Engineering
Brooks Leonard Budelis   
Mechanical Engineering
Phillip Bui   
Chemical Engineering
+William Anh Viet Bui Tran   
Biomedical Engineering
Peter John Burelbach   
Mechanical Engineering
Kyle Paul Callender   
Civil Engineering
Nick Caminiti   
Mechanical Engineering
+*Rachel Ann Canby   
Industrial Engineering
Angel David Cardenas   
Industrial Engineering
Nolan Michael Carroll   
Mechanical Engineering
Nicolas Loyd Chapman   
Industrial Engineering
Hao Chen   
Civil Engineering
Zikun Chen   
Industrial Engineering
+Madison Sue Chrisman   
Biomedical Engineering
Kyle Patrick Christiansen   
Electrical Engineering
**Shelby Christine Clair   
Mechanical Engineering
Samora Dante Clay, Jr.   
Civil Engineering
Blake Richard Connor   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Patrick Cooke   
Civil Engineering
Matthew Nelson Corbett   
Biomedical Engineering
Nicole Michael Corcoran   
Industrial Engineering
Mayra Corona   
Civil Engineering
Jeffrey Andrew Crone   
Civil Engineering
Justin Lee Cross   
Electrical Engineering
David James Cullen   
Mechanical Engineering
***Kelsi Doraee Dahms   
Biomedical Engineering
Jesse Dankle   
Industrial Engineering
Kai Lee Davis   
Biomedical Engineering
College of Engineering
The College of Engineering is one of 11 colleges that comprise the University of Iowa. With educational courses dating back over 100 
years, the College today has an enrollment of 2,474 students – 2,165 undergraduate students and 309 graduate students. About 50% of 
undergraduate students come from the state of Iowa (82% from Iowa and Illinois), with the remaining 50% from contiguous states and 
abroad.
The College teaches undergraduate and graduate coursework in biomedical, chemical and biochemical, civil and environmental, electrical 
and computer, industrial, and mechanical engineering; 100% of undergraduate classes are taught by 90 faculty members. More than 50% of 
our students graduate with a second major, minor, or certificate. The college enjoys a 99% job/graduate school placement rate.
Engineering at Iowa is especially recognized for inspiring a personalized, student-oriented vision—coupled with the resources of a large 
research university. Most of our students come to the University of Iowa because they know with confidence that they want to become 
engineers, but they want to be something more. At Iowa, they can combine engineering with the University’s strengths in other colleges—
with natural strengths in international studies, writing and communications, health sciences, business, law, arts and humanities. This makes 
the University of Iowa uniquely qualified to provide talented engineering students the type of broad technological education demanded in a 
rapidly changing world. The College is ranked among the top 20% of graduate and undergraduate colleges of engineering in the nation.
There are more than 14,500 engineering alumni living and working throughout the world – 3,900 in the state of Iowa – many with corporate 
and personal ties to the College through recruitment, mentoring, guest seminars, faculty consulting, sponsored research, financial giving, and 
other interactions.
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Tess Ilene Davis   
Biomedical Engineering
Brady Mark Dawley   
Mechanical Engineering
*Timothy John Dawson   
Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Ryan DeForest   
Mechanical Engineering
Spencer Michael Delgado   
Mechanical Engineering
+***Riley Joseph Deutsch   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Chrystina Marie DiVito   
Civil Engineering
William Thomas Dougherty   
Chemical Engineering
***Roman Doyle   
Mechanical Engineering
Alex Thomas Duster   
Chemical Engineering
James Chatham Edge   
Mechanical Engineering
Sara Yasser El-Hattab   
Chemical Engineering
Ahmed Elmaleh   
Electrical Engineering
Andrew Jon Eusebio   
Mechanical Engineering
Stephen Richard Evans   
Industrial Engineering
Ali H. Fawaz   
Electrical Engineering
Taime Douglas Fenton   
Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Fields   
Civil Engineering
James Thomas Fischer   
Mechanical Engineering
Colin D. Fisher   
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Edward Fitzgerald   
Industrial Engineering
Mitchell Dean Fitzpatrick   
Electrical Engineering
Zachary Ryan Flynn   
Industrial Engineering
+Chad Austin Ford   
Chemical Engineering
Max Dalton Ford   
Mechanical Engineering
+*Harrison Liam Freund   
Honors in Computer Science and  
   Engineering
Adam James Fritz   
Civil Engineering
Patrick Pierce Gallagher   
Mechanical Engineering
Colleen Margaret Gannon   
Electrical Engineering
Jillian Louise Garbars   
Biomedical Engineering
Gwen Marie Gardner   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Michael Garneau   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Mandy Gavin   
Industrial Engineering
Austin Clark Gibson   
Biomedical Engineering
Kara L. Gibson   
Civil Engineering
Ethan Daniel Glenn   
Industrial Engineering
Genevieve Goelz   
Biomedical Engineering
Ulysses ST Josiah Grant   
Biomedical Engineering
Peter James Greif   
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Colin Groenke   
Mechanical Engineering
Michelle Ann Guetzko   
Mechanical Engineering
Samuel Peter Guglietta   
Civil Engineering
+Michael James Haas   
Biomedical Engineering
Jiyu Han   
Computer Science and Engineering
Jeffrey Patrick Hancock   
Industrial Engineering
John Joseph Hardek III   
Industrial Engineering
Shahaed Hasan   
Biomedical Engineering
Samantha K. Hauser   
Biomedical Engineering
Shea Andrew Hawkins   
Electrical Engineering
Charles Arthur Hearn   
Mechanical Engineering
+***Megan Helms   
Biomedical Engineering
Anthony Donald Hemann   
Civil Engineering
Robert John Hemmingsen III   
Electrical Engineering
Colin Henderson   
Mechanical Engineering
Connor James Hensley   
Mechanical Engineering
***Madeline Suzanne Hess   
Chemical Engineering
Nathan Robert Hess   
Electrical Engineering
+James Henry Hiller   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
+Lauren Hillman   
Biomedical Engineering
Tyler James Holan   
Biomedical Engineering
Jordan Scott Hostetler   
Civil Engineering
Fengtong Hou   
Civil Engineering
Robin Howk   
Electrical Engineering
Yongchao Huang   
Biomedical Engineering
+*Elizabeth Marie Hubbard   
Biomedical Engineering
Claudio Huerta   
Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Huff   
Chemical Engineering
Trenton Shilling Humphrey   
Civil Engineering
+Jeremy Keith Hutton   
Chemical Engineering
Andrew Ryan Ico   
Civil Engineering
***Josh Caleb Jacobs   
Industrial Engineering
Johanna Lynn Jekel   
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Matthew Jendra   
Civil Engineering
+Tyler Lee Jensen   
Biomedical Engineering
Yuchen Jiang   
Biomedical Engineering
Theodore James Johnson   
Biomedical Engineering
Megan Jones   
Chemical Engineering
Joseph Francis Julien   
Industrial Engineering
Noah Daniel Kalter   
Civil Engineering
Balashankar Karthikeyan   
Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Robert Keegan   
Industrial Engineering
Jake Patrick Keil   
Chemical Engineering
+***Rachel Lynn Kessler   
Chemical Engineering
Monica Kettelson   
Biomedical Engineering
David Andrew Kinney   
Chemical Engineering
Morgan Lynn Kinney   
Civil Engineering
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Anthony Shaw Kirrish   
Electrical Engineering
James Austin Kliebhan II   
Chemical Engineering
Aaron Paul Klinker   
Mechanical Engineering
+*Eric Gordon Knapp   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Jacob P. Knudtson   
Civil Engineering
Michael John Kolpak   
Mechanical Engineering
Sean Daniel Koopman   
Mechanical Engineering
Luke Jesse Kottemann   
Electrical Engineering
Alison Elizabeth Krick   
Civil Engineering
Samantha Mae Kueter   
Mechanical Engineering
Eleonore Soizic Kulp   
Civil Engineering
+Renae Elizabeth Kurpius   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
+***Maria Fernanda Larraga Martinez   
Biomedical Engineering
Aubree Helen Larson   
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Erik M. Lattner   
Mechanical Engineering
Lucas Christopher Laufenberg   
Industrial Engineering
Aarron Benjamin Lebow   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Patrick Lehman   
Civil Engineering
Brentyn H. Leong   
Industrial Engineering
Jingxuan Li   
Civil Engineering
+*Yahang Li   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
***Yinghui Li   
Biomedical Engineering
Hanjie Liang   
Civil Engineering
Esteban Eduardo Londono   
Environmental Engineering
Kevin Jeffrey Long   
Mechanical Engineering
Jazmin Lopez   
Civil Engineering
Vincent M. Lopez   
Computer Science and Engineering
Yangyue Ma   
Electrical Engineering
Anthony Michael Maiers   
Electrical Engineering
Gregory James Malicki, Jr.   
Biomedical Engineering
*Sophia Rae Mallaro   
Honors in Electrical Engineering
Ziyang Mao   
Chemical Engineering
Zora Desa Marinkovich   
Biomedical Engineering
Taylor John Reon Mattingly   
Chemical Engineering
John Richard Mauk   
Computer Science and Engineering
John Richard Mauk   
Chemical Engineering
Conor McCartney   
Mechanical Engineering
Aidan Bach McConnell   
Industrial Engineering
Emily McCormick   
Electrical Engineering
Emily Lin McGee   
Electrical Engineering
Brandon Wesley McKaig   
Mechanical Engineering
+***Alyssa Lea Mendenhall   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Emma Kathryn Menich   
Industrial Engineering
Brian Merrill   
Mechanical Engineering
Kenneth Lucas Meyer   
Biomedical Engineering
Grant Michael Milam   
Biomedical Engineering
Hunter Jacob Miller   
Civil Engineering
Jacob Wilder Milroy   
Mechanical Engineering
Ford Joseph Minaghan   
Biomedical Engineering
Chad Matthew Mirabelli   
Industrial Engineering
Mitchell Dean Moeller   
Electrical Engineering
Luis Moncada   
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Moore   
Civil Engineering
+Ashley Ovrelid Morris   
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Joseph Darius Moslemian   
Civil Engineering
Kyle Anthony Mosqueda   
Mechanical Engineering
Mir Rahsinul Mulk   
Electrical Engineering
+***Madison Jean Murhammer   
Chemical Engineering
Ryan Patrick Murphy   
Biomedical Engineering
Lucas Patrick Murray   
Computer Science and Engineering
Eric Raymond Nagle   
Electrical Engineering
Trey Frederick Nelson   
Mechanical Engineering
Allison Helena Nemecek   
Mechanical Engineering
Logan Micheal Nichols   
Electrical Engineering
+Elizabeth Esther Niedert   
Biomedical Engineering
Thomas Dennis Niemeyer   
Mechanical Engineering
*Pavlo Meyer Nikolaidis   
Mechanical Engineering
Logan Matthew Nootbaar   
Mechanical Engineering
Oscar Felipe Oliveros III   
Biomedical Engineering
Bradley Marshall Olson   
Chemical Engineering
+Angela Crystal Olvera   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Lee Page   
Civil Engineering
Keegan Patrick Parizek   
Civil Engineering
Paige Christyna Parker   
Industrial Engineering
Ketan Patel   
Mechanical Engineering
Emily Rose Pattee   
Chemical Engineering
Benjamin Robert Perlson   
Industrial Engineering
Danielle Rae Peterson   
Industrial Engineering
Baibhav K. Poudel   
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Eric Poulsen   
Industrial Engineering
Brian R. Prohaska   
Civil Engineering
Sibai Qu   
Electrical Engineering
+Patric Mackenzie Reinbold   
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Taylor Mae Renshaw   
Chemical Engineering
Kelly Nicole Rhodes   
Biomedical Engineering
*Jacquelyn Rose Ricke   
Chemical Engineering
Felipe Rios Saavedra   
Chemical Engineering
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Charles Ryan Risinger   
Electrical Engineering
+**Anna Victoria Rodriguez   
Biomedical Engineering
Wade J. Rollins   
Industrial Engineering
+Jiancheng Rong   
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Thomas Warren Rose   
Industrial Engineering
+Natalie Louise Ross   
Biomedical Engineering
Jason James Ruffatti   
Civil Engineering
Trey Russell Ryan   
Mechanical Engineering
Dalip Saini   
Biomedical Engineering
Alejandro Saldana   
Industrial Engineering
Paige Salz   
Civil Engineering
+Velarchana Sangami Santhana   
Biomedical Engineering
Steven James Sawallisch   
Mechanical Engineering
Mekenna Ann Scheitlin   
Mechanical Engineering
Dillon Jeffery Schiltz   
Civil Engineering
Allison Marie Schmidt   
Biomedical Engineering
Kara Christine Schneider   
Biomedical Engineering
+Kristen Elizabeth Schneider   
Biomedical Engineering
Landon James Schreck   
Industrial Engineering
Tanner Schropp   
Civil Engineering
Paighton Anne Schrupp   
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas John Schwartz   
Industrial Engineering
Samantha Jo Seeman   
Electrical Engineering
Rachel Lynn Seibel   
Chemical Engineering
Michael Seibt   
Chemical Engineering
Ariel Culbertson Serrano   
Biomedical Engineering
Claire Marie Sevenich   
Biomedical Engineering
Seth S. Sevenich   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Anna Lea Seydel   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
*Jieqiu Shao   
Mechanical Engineering
Keegan Patrick Shay   
Electrical Engineering
+Ashten E. Sherman   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
***Gengxin Shi   
Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Rae Shull   
Biomedical Engineering
Tyler Joel Simon   
Chemical Engineering
Tillie Kathleen Sitz   
Mechanical Engineering
Austin Joseph Sitzmann   
Civil Engineering
Gregory Francis Slonka   
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Wilfred Smith   
Electrical Engineering
Landon Scott Smith   
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Daniel Smith   
Electrical Engineering
Steven Andrew Sommer   
Biomedical Engineering
Reina HyeEun Song   
Biomedical Engineering
+**Ethan Thomas Stancliffe   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Reed Patrick Stock   
Electrical Engineering
Cody Stolfus   
Electrical Engineering
+***Qingyang Su   
Honors in Electrical Engineering
+**Erin Elizabeth Sullivan   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Danning Sun   
Electrical Engineering
Victor Lee Sun   
Mechanical Engineering
Nicole Szabo   
Biomedical Engineering
Bryan Donald Tanner   
Biomedical Engineering
Tyler Tatro   
Mechanical Engineering
Megan Leigh Tebbe   
Mechanical Engineering
Jian Teng   
Mechanical Engineering
*Matthew John Thommana   
Electrical Engineering
Givan Viktor Tichy   
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Michael Tienda   
Civil Engineering
+Jacqueline Lee Timmins   
Biomedical Engineering
+Kevin V. Tobin   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Christian Torres   
Mechanical Engineering
Cody Tran   
Mechanical Engineering
+*Jake Russell Uribe   
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Marri Lin Van Dyke   
Civil Engineering
Matthew Thomas Vandegrift   
Mechanical Engineering
Carlos Alberto Varela-Hernandez   
Mechanical Engineering
Alvin Viloria   
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Chris Voge   
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Robert Earl Volkening   
Chemical Engineering
Blake Tyler Waeghe   
Electrical Engineering
Matthew William Wagner   
Chemical Engineering
Anthony J. Walker   
Mechanical Engineering
*Ellie Claire Wallace   
Biomedical Engineering
Jianhan Wang   
Electrical Engineering
Yisu Wang   
Biomedical Engineering
Jeffrey Thomas Warburton   
Civil Engineering
Austin C. Ward   
Biomedical Engineering
Collin Weber   
Chemical Engineering
Joseph Randall Weeks   
Mechanical Engineering
+**Nathaniel Weger   
Mechanical Engineering
+*Tyler Juno Wessels   
Biomedical Engineering
Harrison B. White   
Electrical Engineering
Cameron Gordon Whittaker   
Mechanical Engineering
Duncan Jacob Winoski   
Civil Engineering
Kelly Marissa Wollner   
Civil Engineering
Lucas James Wolski   
Biomedical Engineering
Adam Hing Wong   
Biomedical Engineering
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Amanda Gene Wootonn   
Industrial Engineering
Rui Wu   
Electrical Engineering
**Chenyang Xiao   
Biomedical Engineering
Ruihao Xie   
Computer Science and Engineering
Xing Xing   
Electrical Engineering
**Yujun Xu   
Biomedical Engineering
Zelin Xu   
Chemical Engineering
Dan Yan   
Biomedical Engineering
Hao Yang   
Electrical Engineering
***Kwok Wing Yuen   
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Steven Zielke   
Mechanical Engineering
Kaylee Marie Zimlich   
Industrial Engineering
+Elizabeth K. Zimmerman   
Chemical Engineering
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Master of Laws
Zhe Chen   
Juris Doctor
Ejulius C. Adorno   
David Aguilar   
Ziyad Al-Mutairi   
Ojone Emmanuella Ameadaji   
Patrick Veitch Anderl   
Ross T. Andrews   
Kayleen C. Asmus   
Emily M. Asp   
Sarah J. Bahn   
Alex Samuel Berenstein   
Matthew Carpenter Bergs   
Michael J. Beverly   
Mathilde Botti   
Courtney Michelle Brokloff   
Wenqian Cai   
Alyssa Mae Carlson   
Dillon John Carpenter   
Richard David Champion   
Jordan Elizabeth Christensen   
Joshua Lee Clapp   
Robert C. Davidson   
Bria Davis   
Jordan Stirling Davis   
Kayla M. DeLoach   
Kimberly Alison DePalma   
Eric Dirth   
Keishelle Sophia Elizabeth Dupres   
Dillan Ray Edwards   
Garrick M. Ehlers   
Logan J. Eliasen   
Bradley C. Entwistle   
Benjamin R. Erickson   
Hossein Fazilatfar   
David J. Fountain   
Gabriel F. Fox   
Loren Kayleen Galloway   
Jennifer Gieselman   
Kelli M. Golinghorst   
David Brian Gonzales   
Patrick Timothy Greenwood   
Skyler B. Gunderson   
Conor Frederic Hall   
Eric M. Hampton   
Adrian Alexander Haughton   
Leslyn M. Hayes   
Natalie J. Hedberg   
Charles A. Heins   
Colin Lewis Hendricks   
Juan David Hernandez   
Megan Elena Hingtgen   
Joseph Wesley Hinrichs   
Jacob Samuel Hjelmaas   
Alex Lee Hofer   
Melanie Huettman   
Nicholas J. Huffmon   
Jacob R. Huju   
John F. Huldin   
Sarah Emily Jack   
Nils A. Johnson   
Matthew D. Jones   
Olivia R. Karns   
Sarah H. Keely   
Steven P. Keely   
Mahmoud Khalil   
Ian M. Kinghorn   
Benjamin Sean Kohn   
Nathan Michael Kooker   
Ogi C. Kwon   
Tyler Bryan Latcham   
Kelsey A. Leopold   
College of Law
The University of Iowa College of Law prepares its students to become tomorrow’s leaders in law, government and industry. The leading 
academic law library, a global curriculum, and a strong writing tradition highlight the world-class legal education we provide. Through 
our unique Citizen Lawyer Program, live-client clinics, and a wide-range of externship placements, our law students hone their skills and 
embrace the highest ideals of the legal profession by providing legal services to the indigent and working on law reform for the improvement 
of the general welfare. Iowa-educated lawyers begin early to make a difference.
When students choose to come to the University of Iowa College of Law, they become part of a proud history. 
The College of Law is the oldest law school in continuous operation west of the Mississippi and from the day we first opened our doors in 
1865 through the current day, the College has been a welcoming and inclusive community, admitting students dedicated to the study of law 
without regard to ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual identity, or socio-economic status. Today, we have an enrollment of nearly 450 students 
and a faculty of approximately 43 full-time professors. 77 undergraduate institutions, 29 states and 2 foreign countries were represented by 
the 2017 entering class.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street to the Silicon Valley, from London to Beijing, and in almost all of Iowa’s 99 counties. As corporate 
counsel, they advise business leaders, and as chief executive officers, they run businesses. They are state and federal judges, appointed 
officials, elected leaders, law professors, law deans, and university presidents. They can be found in the halls of Congress, on Indian 
reservations, in classrooms, courtrooms, and boardrooms in every state in the nation, and in countries  around the world.
The learning environment at the College of Law is rigorous and collaborative, and the intellectual climate is open and robust.
Whether the topic is legal theory or legal practice, constitutional law or contracts, our students select courses from a rich and varied 
curriculum and participate in a wide array of extracurricular learning opportunities. Our Legal Analysis, Writing and Research program, 
along with our Writing Resource Center and our four student-edited law journals, showcase our longstanding tradition of training 
exceptional legal writers.
The College of Law offers service to the state of Iowa and prepares our students to become civically engaged citizens and community leaders 
through our Citizen Lawyer Program. This comprehensive program develops and matches students with service opportunities while teaching 
the values and skills important to new lawyers through activities that include: pro bono (law-related volunteer) projects, community service 
opportunities, service learning courses, and professional values and civic leadership programs.
Our faculty is comprised of nationally and internationally known scholars and accomplished teachers who are leaders in their fields of study. 
Their scholarship is cutting-edge and their research and advocacy make a difference on issues ranging from bankruptcy law to the criminal 
justice system. The College of Law offers a climate of collegiality where student-faculty interaction is pervasive, and where collaboration 
across disciplinary boundaries yields new insights and cross-campus partnerships.
The College of Law ranks among the nation’s best law schools, public or private. But, as a public law school, we take our public missions 
of access, affordability, and service seriously. To fulfill the promise to the public we serve, we draw upon the breadth and depth of the law 
school’s assembled expertise to create new knowledge and to address the weightiest problems confronting modern society. We are grateful to 
the State of Iowa and the many individuals whose support contributes to our successes.
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Claire Justine Lippman   
Jacob Lubben   
Isiah Lyman   
Cecelia A. MacDonald   
Benjamin E. Mannion   
Amanda Marie Marincic   
William T. McClure   
Daniel Michael McGrath   
Jodi H. McKay   
Devon McKenna   
Alle E. McNorton   
David Clifton Miller   
Jeremy T. Minor   
Ryan Monk   
Daniel A. Morales   
Robert J. Mostek   
Lindsay M. Moulton   
Cierra DonShae Newman   
Austin Paul Norden   
Erick F. Orantes   
Sebastian Ovalle   
Theodore Robert Arthur Ovrom   
Brandon J. Pakkebier   
Eileen Pepple   
Drew A. Powell   
Kevin T. Protzmann   
Kassandra Ricklefs   
Braydon R. Roberts   
Mark Alan Robertson   
Casie C. Rodenberger   
Kendall James Alden Salter   
Evan Paul Saunders   
Erin Leigh Schumacher   
Adrienne M. Sconyers   
Hannah Marie Shirey   
Grant W. Simmons   
William B. Sindlinger   
Vinita R. Singh   
Anahita D. Sotoohi   
Elizabeth Lea Souer   
Michael J. Stern   
Wesley Grant Stoddard   
Corey W. Stone   
Daniela Talmadge   
Lauren Anne Taylor   
Elizabeth Rose May Teebagy   
Sarah Christine Thielen   
Chanmealea Thou   
Patrick Michael Took   
Reid Raebel Turner   
George Daniel Tzanetakos   
Curtis L. Underwood   
Erick Uribe   
Adam J. Vander Stoep   
Spencer O. Vasey   
John J. Waters   
Lucas A. Whited   
Ellen Elizabeth Whitehorn   
Christina M. Willman   
Emily Wilson   
Robert W. Winterton   
Sadie Elizabeth Woodley   
Andrew James Workman   
Lingna Yan   
Junhao Zhong   
Master of Studies in Law
Jeremy Joseph Parrish   
Doctor of Juridical Science
Kwang-Hyuk Yoo   
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Bachelor of Arts
Mikhail Dmitriyevich Acherkan   
Political Science
Bailey Ackman   
Psychology
+Austin James Dyami Adams   
Ethics and Public Policy
Economics
Cassidy Lynn Adams   
Speech and Hearing Science
Darliah Adams   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicholas Adams   
Health and Human Physiology
Rosemary Adams   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ross Michael Adams   
Economics
Thomas J. Adams   
Health and Human Physiology
Peter Addo   
Biochemistry
Connor Patrick Aden   
Cinema
Alex Rylan Adkins   
Enterprise Leadership
Katherine Teresa Agey   
Enterprise Leadership
Hasan Mujeeb Ahmed   
Enterprise Leadership
Lydia Mae Marie Ahrens   
Health and Human Physiology
Samuel Sterling Ainsworth   
Chemistry
+Aparna Sai Ajjarapu   
Biochemistry
John Joseph Akpan   
Ethics and Public Policy
Alexis Danielle Albertsen   
Health and Human Physiology
Jacqueline Marie Albrecht   
Spanish
Brenda Zulema Alcaraz   
Political Science
Laura Rose Alexander   
Honors in Journalism and Mass  
   Communication
English
Sydney Elizabeth Alexander   
Theatre Arts
Angel Anthony Alicea   
Political Science
+Amanda McMahon Allard   
French
Colter Blake Allen   
Asian Languages and Literature
Nicholas Allen   
Art
Taylin Olivia Alm   
Psychology
Connor Robert Alne   
Enterprise Leadership
Yoliana Alrobei   
Health and Human Physiology
Brelyn Christopher Alston-Barclay   
Enterprise Leadership
Nathan Christopher Althoff   
Health and Human Physiology
Lily Alvey   
Mathematics
Nicole Marie Amato   
Health and Human Physiology
Allison Amedeo   
Enterprise Leadership
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences invites students to explore the entire range of human learning: the visual and performing arts, the 
humanities, the social sciences, and the natural and mathematical sciences. 
Our students work with faculty members who are committed to integrating their research into their teaching and to helping students develop 
their own capacity to communicate persuasively, think creatively, adapt quickly, be open to emerging ideas and technologies, and work with 
colleagues with diverse expertise and backgrounds to solve problems and develop new frontiers. 
These competencies, honed throughout the undergraduate experience, will form the basis for lifelong success and learning. These are not 
only the skills that employers are seeking in a job market that is changing at lightning speed, but they also are what our graduates need to be 
knowledgeable citizens in our participatory democracy. 
Although a liberal arts and sciences education has been available since the University of Iowa first began offering instruction in 1855, the 
“College of Liberal Arts” was not created until the beginning of the 1900-01 academic year. In the years that followed, other colleges evolved 
out of that first college: Engineering in 1905, Education in 1913, and Commerce (now the Tippie College of Business) in 1921. In fall 2001, the 
“College of Liberal Arts” became the 
“College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,” a name that encompasses the breadth of the college’s teaching and research. 
In 1900-01, the college had about 600 students in its four “courses of study,” and a faculty consisting of only 28 professors and assistant 
professors. Today, more than 17,000 undergraduates are enrolled every year. About 80 percent of all UI undergraduates begin their studies in 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award about 70 percent of the university’s undergraduate degrees. 
Our undergraduate students choose to major in one of nearly 70 programs leading to a B.A., B.F.A., B.L.S., B.M., or B.S. degree. Many of our 
students add additional majors, minors, and interdisciplinary certificate credentials to their degrees, further expanding their knowledge and 
skills.
Students in all disciplines work side by side with distinguished faculty on groundbreaking research and creative work, and many participate 
in service-learning courses through which they help Iowa communities while advancing their own education. 
Each year, hundreds of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences students graduate with university honors, with honors in their major, and “with 
distinction,” “with high distinction,” or “with highest distinction” at the collegiate level. 
About 600 tenured and tenure-track faculty members—in addition to about 200 instructional-track faculty members—teach, conduct research, 
and create artistic work in almost 40 departments and programs. Faculty members from every area of the college have developed national 
and international reputations for the quality of their work. 
We are grateful to the many alumni who continue to support the college with their time and expertise and who have helped to provide 
funding to create opportunities and scholarships for our students. Most important, we are proud of our hardworking graduates who carry 
their University of Iowa College of Liberal Arts and Sciences education into their professional and civic lives.
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Michelle Ann Amling   
French
Danielle Ammirata   
English
Jennifer Amundson   
Psychology
Fiameta Berhane Ande   
Psychology
**Kaitlin Marie Andersen   
English
**Evan Anderson   
Ethics and Public Policy
Genevieve Irene Anderson   
Health and Human Physiology
Jennifer Lauren Anderson   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelly Ann Anderson   
Sociology
Ethics and Public Policy
Nathan Ferrel Anderson   
Art
William Anderson   
Enterprise Leadership
Allison Rachel Andrews   
Psychology
McKenna Rio Angellotti   
Health and Human Physiology
Onyeka Chidinma Anikamadu   
Health and Human Physiology
Kaylin Mia Antioho   
Social Work
Victoria Jane Appelgate   
Interdepartmental Studies
Taylor Ashlyn Armstrong   
English and Creative Writing
Molly Maureen Arndt   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Riley Elizabeth Arnold   
English
Alyssa Esperanza Arroyo   
Health and Human Physiology
Natalie Jean Arth   
Enterprise Leadership
Ricardo Ascencio II   
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Allison Megan Ash   
Psychology
Akua Mary Elizabeth Atuobi   
Speech and Hearing Science
**Alexus Lavonne Atzen   
Communication Studies
Anna Vivian Ausman   
Biochemistry
Fabian Avina   
Enterprise Leadership
Alicia Insorn Baccam   
Interdepartmental Studies
Selena Brooke Baccam   
Health and Human Physiology
+Serif Bacevac   
Honors in Health and Human Physiology
Lane Bachelder   
English
Cinema
Nicholas John Baer   
Communication Studies
Michael John Bagatti, Jr.   
Ancient Civilization
Jordan Anthony Bahr   
Mathematics
Nimin Bai   
Linguistics
Langston Alexander Bailey-Murray   
Political Science
Madeleine Kathryn Baird   
Communication Studies
Hanna Baker   
Communication Studies
+James Cortlandt Baker   
Honors in Gender, Women's and 
Sexuality Studies
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Kayla Baker   
Psychology
Jamie Ann Bakeris   
Health and Human Physiology
Alpha Oumar Balde   
Political Science
Samantha Rae Banes   
Enterprise Leadership
Epepengui Mugny Bangui Ongagna   
Enterprise Leadership
Kaiwen Bao   
Computer Science
Economics
Drake Andrew Barbour   
Cinema
Communication Studies
Kendall Stuart Barlass   
Communication Studies
Reannan Jade Barlow   
Biology
Alexander Brandon Barner   
Ethics and Public Policy
International Relations
Cindy Elizabeth Barrera   
Health and Human Physiology
Mystica Alejandra Barrera   
Health and Human Physiology
Rachel Marie Bartlett   
Informatics
Psychology
Amalia Marie Bascom   
Linguistics
French
Calum Moats Bashford   
Criminology, Law and Justice
**Maya Bhagwat Bassuk   
Music
Theatre Arts
Nicole Rae Battaglia   
Psychology
Tyler Batterham   
Enterprise Leadership
Ashlynn Kierra Bauer   
Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Haley Bean   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily Marie Beattie   
Sociology
Abigail Mary Becker   
Political Science
Autumn Marie Becker   
Art
*Rachel Leigh Becker   
Social Work
Kenneth Charles Beckman   
Economics
Brendan Robert Beeter   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Religious Studies
Juliana Marina Benedetto   
Health and Human Physiology
Esme Lu Bengtson   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Katherine Jones Bening   
Communication Studies
Michelle Jean Beranek   
Health and Human Physiology
Katelyn Rose Berberet   
Communication Studies
Daniel Timothy Berg   
Mathematics
Alaina Lynn Bergamini   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kaitlin Marie Bergan   
Health and Human Physiology
Halie Marie Berger   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Asher Vaughan Bergman   
International Studies
Linguistics
Nicole Elizabeth Bergstrom   
Health and Human Physiology
*Mary Elizabeth Bernholtz   
Social Work
Taylor Moran Bernitt   
Art
Patrick Lewis Besh   
Enterprise Leadership
Keaton Richard Betterton   
Enterprise Leadership
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Hayden Marie Bevelacqua   
Interdepartmental Studies
Akash Bhalerao   
Interdepartmental Studies
Mark Biangmano   
Psychology
Dalton Robert Bierer   
Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Bryan Christopher Bierma   
Communication Studies
Mugdha Bilgikar   
Health and Human Physiology
Kaisha Marie Billings   
Informatics
Tiffany Noelle Bilthouse   
Psychology
Nicole Lexi Binder   
Enterprise Leadership
Allyson Marie Bingham   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Evan Joseph Bittner   
English
Honors in History
Christopher Ryan Blake   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Matthew Blasa   
Asian Languages and Literature
Sarah Blount   
Health and Human Physiology
Tyler Matthew Board   
Political Science
**Kayla Marie Boche   
Sociology
*Grant Book Boesen   
Social Work
Jessica Boesen   
Psychology
Jake Boettcher   
Sociology
Taylor Catherine Boldt   
Psychology
+*Elizabeth Marie Bonnett   
Honors in Social Work
Music
Ethan R. Bonzer   
Computer Science
Jeremy Alexander Borjas   
Communication Studies
Brittany Lynn Boudreau   
Journalism and Mass Communication
**Delaney Paige Bounds   
Ethics and Public Policy
Clair Jacquelynn Bowers   
English and Creative Writing
Katherine Susan Boyd   
History
Emily Claire Boylan   
Sociology
Blaine Patrick Boyle   
Psychology
History
Ryan Parker Boyle   
Enterprise Leadership
Allison Mae Bradley   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alex L. Bradshaw   
Sociology
Ethics and Public Policy
Colton Bramsen   
French
Isabella Gabriel Brauhn   
Psychology
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Taylor Brauneis   
Health and Human Physiology
Nate Breckenridge   
Psychology
Lauren Teresa Breiner   
Anthropology
Myles Brewer   
Health and Human Physiology
Harley Brinsky   
Speech and Hearing Science
Alexandra Michelle Brod   
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Madeline Louise Broderick   
Health and Human Physiology
Olivia Brodie   
Health and Human Physiology
Amanda Browder   
Health and Human Physiology
Theodore Charles Brown   
Theatre Arts
Matthew Richard Brownrigg   
International Studies
Kyler Wayne Bruner   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Nicholas James Brunet   
English and Creative Writing
Alexis Rose Brunk   
Art
Noah Samuel Bryant   
Communication Studies
John Joseph Buckingham   
Health and Human Physiology
*Ashley Marie Buksa   
Health and Human Physiology
Minodora Adriana Buliga-Stoian   
Interdepartmental Studies
Brittany Marie Bunker   
Interdepartmental Studies
Daniel Nicholas Burkle   
Computer Science
Rhea Kathleen Burns   
Enterprise Leadership
+Allison Marie Buser   
Honors in History
Xiaowen Cai   
Mathematics
Jessy Pauline Calef   
Psychology





Ryan Patrick Calmeyn   
Sociology
Taylor Jane Cambridge   
Psychology
Connor Thomas Campbell   
Communication Studies
Jared Martin Campbell   
Computer Science
Patricia Ann Cannavo   
Communication Studies
Steven Gregory Canon   
Health and Human Physiology
Simeng Cao   
Economics
Olivia Rae Carey   
Health and Human Physiology
Taylor Renae Carley   
Communication Studies
Kevin Lynn Carlson   
Enterprise Leadership
Kerrigan Dawn Carr   
Cinema
Alison Marie Carraher   
Health and Human Physiology
Valentina Carrero   
Sociology
Jack Riley Carrico   
Ethics and Public Policy
Kacie Carstens   
Social Work
Jordan Ruth Carter   
Linguistics
Spanish
Shannon Nicole Casey   
Communication Studies
Victoria Castelluccio   
Italian
International Studies
Kimberly Jeniffer Castillo   
Art




Renisha Catron   
Social Work
Jennette Catherine Cecchini   
Health and Human Physiology
Ydalis Marie Cerna   
Global Health Studies
Christopher Michael Cervantes   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Wesley Heeyoung Chai   
English and Creative Writing
Tyler William Chambers   
Enterprise Leadership
Sheridan Mckenzi Champe   
Psychology
*Katherine Margaret Chanez   
History
English and Creative Writing
+Kyle Jonathan Chapman   
Honors in Political Science
*Ameena Chaudhry   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
English and Creative Writing
Cynthia Aracely Chavarria   
Health and Human Physiology
*Angela Grace Chay   
Psychology
Megan Elizabeth Chelf   
Health and Human Physiology
Liangping Chen   
Computer Science
Yi Chen   
Computer Science
Yuanzhou Chen   
Art
Jinyang Cheng   
Honors in Art
Kimberly Ann Chexnayder   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Clarisse Chia   
Mathematics
Nicole Elyse Chidlers   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hannah Noelle Chisler   
History
+*Ashley Jinkyung Chong   
Honors in International Studies
Alexandra Lee Christensen   
Communication Studies
Benjamin Jacob Christensen   
Geography
Yoon Jae Chung   
Psychology
Sophie Churchill   
Anthropology
Honors in International Studies
Alex Emil Cimaglia   
Biology
Rebecca Cisneros   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Ciszek   
English and Creative Writing
**Shelby Christine Clair   
German
+Taylor Elizabeth Claman   
Honors in Spanish
Honors in Theatre Arts
Asia Clark   
Interdepartmental Studies
Dalton Clark   
Health and Human Physiology
David Edward Clark   
Enterprise Leadership
Mary Ann Clark   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joseph Thomas Clarke   
Political Science
Brittany Nicole Clary   
Psychology
Bria Renee Clay   
African American Studies
Psychology
Kathryn Lee Clements   
Psychology
Katherine Rose Clesle   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Marie Coble   
Communication Studies
Chase Xeangelese Coley   
International Studies
Emon Tymia Collazo   
Health and Human Physiology
Lamar Delgado Colon   
Enterprise Leadership
Courtney Catherine Colston   
Enterprise Leadership
Emily Lynn Comer   
Psychology
Sarah Joy Compton   
Social Work
John Michael Conlan   
Interdepartmental Studies
Harrison Micheal Cook   
English and Creative Writing
Cameron William Cooper   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ethics and Public Policy
Leslie Alexander Cooper   
Music
+*Michael Joseph Corazza   
Ethics and Public Policy
Honors in Philosophy
Alexandria Isabel Correa   
Communication Studies
Art
Patrick John Corrigan, Jr.   
Enterprise Leadership
Robert William Cortes   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicholas Glenn Coulson   
English and Creative Writing
Nazira Maria Coury   
International Relations
Janice Aubrea Cousin   
Psychology
Sadie Carolyn Crees   
Communication Studies
+Michelle Croghan   
Mathematics
Cameron Ries Crombie   
Enterprise Leadership
Tyler Dean Cropley   
Health and Human Physiology
Brianne Erin Crouch   
Communication Studies
Madeline Crowdy   
Health and Human Physiology
Cassidy Caye Cruise   
Health and Human Physiology
Lizette Ivonne Cruz   
Health and Human Physiology
Daisy Cuautle   
Health and Human Physiology
Caitlyn Barbara Cummings   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Christophe Jean Cummings   
History
Lexie Taylor Cundiff   
Social Work
Maria Cristina Curi   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Mickaela Curry   
Spanish
Psychology
Matt Keegan Cuvelier   
Enterprise Leadership
Ning Dai   
Health and Human Physiology
*Yu Dai   
Informatics
Makenzie Renee Dalbey   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicole Joy Dale   
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Holden Bryce Danielewicz   
Chemistry
Shantel Lee Danielsen   
Psychology
Speech and Hearing Science
Ashley Lynne Danover   
Informatics
Phuoc Thien Dao   
Computer Science
Emily A. David   
Sociology
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Andrea Rae Davidson   
Psychology
Bruce Brandon Davis   
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Ruth Davis   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Nikolas Tristen Davis   
Psychology
Jennah Rose Davison   
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Christopher Chase Dawson   
English
Cinema
Yasmin Azuzena De Anda   
Linguistics
Molly Frances DeBrock   
Communication Studies
Jared Louis DeFauw   
Health and Human Physiology
Luis DeLeon   
Psychology
Alyssa DeLoach   
Linguistics
+Gianna A. DeMarco   
Ethics and Public Policy
Brook Allen DeMarque   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Jamie Nicole DeVita   
Sociology
Sheri Ella Deal-Tyne   
Ethics and Public Policy
Sophie Sherwood Deam   
French
Alec Deer   
Economics
***Adam Lawrence Dellos   
French
+***Benjamin George Dellos   
Economics
Honors in Geography
Rongwei Deng   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexandria Denniston   
Communication Studies
Ryan A. Denny   
Computer Science
Marlena Marie Detzel   
Health and Human Physiology
Bianca DiBellonia   
International Studies
+**Anna Roth DiGiovanni   
Honors in Sociology
*Kyla Maria Dickey   
Health and Human Physiology
Joseph Walter Dickson   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ian Michael Diedrich   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Haley Kathleen Dierks   
Health and Human Physiology
Tyler Anthony Dieters   
Enterprise Leadership
Claire Dietz   
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kaitlin Nicole Dinan   
Health and Human Physiology
Brandon Dinshaw   
Enterprise Leadership
Taylor Christine Doble   
Health and Human Physiology
+***Abigail Marie Dockum   
Sport Studies
Honors in History
***Justin Sheeley Dodd   
Psychology
Political Science
Heather Lu Dodson   
Psychology
Freya Louise Dodsworth   
Communication Studies
Nathan Andrew Dolan   
Enterprise Leadership
Izabella Maria Dolba   
Health and Human Physiology
Maggie Dollahan   
Political Science
Sonia Victoria Dominguez   
Health and Human Physiology
Alexandra Nicolette Doner   
Political Science
Andrew David Donlan   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Mikayla Joan Donovan   
Communication Studies
Alex Scott Dornacker   
Spanish
International Relations
Zachary Richard Dotzler   
English
Greta Clare Doucette   
International Studies
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Drees   
Health and Human Physiology
Jake Patrick Drennan   
Enterprise Leadership
Lexie Jae Drevline   
Psychology
Amanda Jo Drummer   
Interdepartmental Studies
Johnathan Brett DuBois   
Informatics
Ana Paula Duarte   
Health and Human Physiology
Ashley Victoria Duda   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ian Thomas Dunbar   
German
Environmental Policy and Planning
Garrett Robert Duncan   
Enterprise Leadership
Mitchell Philip Dupuis   
Enterprise Leadership
**Erin Elizabeth Durian   
Theatre Arts
Dance
Colleen Katherine Durkin   
English and Creative Writing
Communication Studies
Andrea Mae Dutton   
Communication Studies
**Allison Dykstra   
Biochemistry
Ashlee Nicole Eaton   
Sociology
Psychology
Kingsley Nduwisi Ebirim   
Health and Human Physiology
Cassidy Rae Eckerman   
Speech and Hearing Science
Jennifer D. Eckstrom   
Interdepartmental Studies
Caroline Victoria Edmunds-Diez   
Enterprise Leadership
Muhammad Emillio Daniel Effendy   
English and Creative Writing
Juliann Therese Egizio   
History
Ethics and Public Policy
Elizabeth Lee Ehlers   
Communication Studies
Dylan Scott Eilers   
Art
Raleke Ekwena   
Enterprise Leadership
Ali Eldadah   
Health and Human Physiology
Gage Eller   
Enterprise Leadership
Brady Arthur Ellingson   
Sport Studies
Enterprise Leadership
Dayton Ryleigh Elliott   
Sociology
Dylan Christopher Ellsworth   
Enterprise Leadership
*Kenyon Ixchel Ellsworth   
Journalism and Mass Communication
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Cory Jacob Elsbernd   
Health and Human Physiology
Interdepartmental Studies
+***Caroline Renee Emory   
Psychology
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Yannik Miguel Encarnacao   
Theatre Arts
Agnes Elise Enokian   
Cinema
Kenneth Charles Enokian   
Informatics
Tina L. Epp   
Social Work
Benjamin Erickson   
Enterprise Leadership
Ashley Jo-Lynne Essmann   
Health and Human Physiology
Jacob Estell   
Enterprise Leadership
+Fidel Estrada-Ayala   
Geography
Viridiana Estudillo   
Social Work
+Julia Lynn Everitt   
Honors in English
Olivia Christine Ewing   
International Relations
English
Matthew Eileen Faley   
Ethics and Public Policy
Brandon Farias   
Economics
Georgia Eve Farley   
Communication Studies
Danielle Kathleen Farmer   
Psychology
Jordan Frances Farnham   
Sociology
Arlinda Fasliu   
International Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Ranan Assi Fattal   
Honors in Health and Human Physiology
Elana Michelle Feeny   
Communication Studies
Paige Morgan Feld   
Sociology
Joshua Dee Fell   
Ethics and Public Policy
Samantha Renee Feltenz   
Spanish
Celine Fender   
English
Xiaokang Feng   
Mathematics
Psychology
Cecilia Joyce Fernandes   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Geography
Kelsie Taylor Ferstl   
Health and Human Physiology
Katrina Lucianna Gomez Fey   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lyndsey Amelia Field   
Enterprise Leadership
Christopher D. Fifield   
Sport Studies
Dominick Matthew Figliulo   
Enterprise Leadership
+*Sean Michael Finn   
Ethics and Public Policy
John Thomas Finnegan   
Music
+***Laura Anne Fischer   
Chemistry
Jennifer Fisher   
Communication Studies
Kyle Robert Fleck   
Communication Studies
Clara Ester Fleitas   
Social Work
Spanish
Wren True Fleming   
English and Creative Writing
Megan Lynn Flewellyn   
Communication Studies
James Haxton Flickinger   
Biology
Justin M. Flood   
Enterprise Leadership
Lindsey Morgan Floryance   
Chemistry
Jason Patrick Foley   
Communication Studies
Daneissa Meshaela Folker   
Communication Studies
Michelle G. Forrester   
English and Creative Writing
Daniel Forsythe   
Computer Science
+*Gabriel Antonio Fortunato   
Biochemistry
Michael A. Foschi   
Enterprise Leadership
Destiny Foster   
Communication Studies
Haley Elizabeth Foster   
Anthropology
Garrett Andrew Frambach   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Abby Rose Franks II   
Health and Human Physiology
Stan James Franson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hayley Brinn Frazier   
Communication Studies
Rebecca Sue Frederick   
English
Katie M. Frericks   
Communication Studies
Justine Renee Freund   
Health and Human Physiology
Zachary Jon Fricke   
Health and Human Physiology
Cameron Allen Frieden   
Enterprise Leadership
Yaw Frimpong   
Health and Human Physiology
*Hao Fu   
Chemistry
Griffin John Fujii   
Enterprise Leadership
Brandon T. Furuta   
French
+Kathryn Rose Gabel   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Hayden Bellile Gamble   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Edgar Gamboa   
Interdepartmental Studies
+Rebekah J. Gansemer   
Honors in History
+Cindy Carolina Garcia   
Honors in History
Journalism and Mass Communication
Diana Garcia   
Anthropology
Kenia Garcia   
Mathematics
Keyla Mariela Garcia   
Enterprise Leadership
Katherin Garcia-Loera   
Biochemistry
Christina Marie Gargano   
Communication Studies
Anne Kathryn Gaspar   
Communication Studies
Emma McCarron Geary   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
James Henry Geneser   
Biochemistry
Dabang Geng   
Art
Emily Kay Gengler   
German
*Madison Rose Genz   
International Studies
Linguistics
Molly Marie Georgia   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joseph C. Gerdes   
Economics
**Grant Gertsen   
Computer Science
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Eric Joseph Geskermann   
Enterprise Leadership
Lauren Michelle Geurink   
Speech and Hearing Science
Ariana Rose Gevov   
Communication Studies
Ashley Nicole Ghere   
Ethics and Public Policy
Alec Michael Giannakopoulos   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Lucas Ray Gibbs   
Honors in German
Juliann Alyse Gibson   
Enterprise Leadership
Spanish
Guthrie James Gifford   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hunter Charles Gillaspie   
Ethics and Public Policy
Ricki Ellen Gilman   
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Frances Giovannetti   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Cameron David Gitzlaff   
Informatics
Von William Glaser   
Health and Human Physiology
Rachal Kathryn Glenn   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Michael Gmitro   
English and Creative Writing
Katherine Gniatczyk   
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Ann Gogola   
Interdepartmental Studies
Stephen Lamonn Golden, Jr.   
Health and Human Physiology
Rebecca Michelle Goldman   
Psychology
Nicole Brooke Goldwater   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Lynn Goliszewski   
Mathematics
Genevieve Marie Gomez-Long   
Health and Human Physiology
Viviana Gabrielle Gonzalez   
French
Psychology
Ashley Ann Goodpasture   
Enterprise Leadership
Elizabeth Christine Gordon   
Political Science
Manisha Gore   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Brendan James Gorkis   
Psychology
Sarah Rose Gornik   
Communication Studies
Brianna Michelle Goux   
English and Creative Writing
Nohema Marie Graber   
International Studies
Spanish
*Heather M. Graeve   
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Ryeu Granados   
Religious Studies
Political Science
Veronika Jayde Graves   
Enterprise Leadership
Olivia Ann Gray   
Biology
Rachel Elizabeth Green   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Johanna Lyn Grenko   
Social Work
Tyler Leland Grenko   
Computer Science
Malcolm Grieve   
Biology
Biochemistry
Eric W. Grimm   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+**Hanna Rose Grimson   
Honors in English
*Jason Grobstich   
Theatre Arts
Hannah Xiaoying Gross   
Health and Human Physiology
Paul David Growt   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cody Phillip Grubbs   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Hannah Kay Gruenwald   
Biology
Zihao Gu   
Psychology
Josephine Ella Guagliardo   
Biology
Ivania Gabriela Guerra Ceron   
Ethics and Public Policy
Estefany Guido   
Global Health Studies
John Michael Gunderson   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Morgan R. Guns   
Psychology
Yihao Guo   
Interdepartmental Studies
Amanda Nicole Gustafson   
Dance
Jackie Byrne Gustafson   
Sociology
Jacob Ryan Guth   
Computer Science
Samuel Conrad Guthrie, Jr.   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Ethan Gutstein   
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicole Lane Haas   
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Joy Hack   
Health and Human Physiology
Saba Zahid Hafeez   
English
Tyler Chase Hager   
Health and Human Physiology
Beau Patrick Hahn   
Interdepartmental Studies
Salma Haider   
Psychology
+*Anna Theresa Haller   
Honors in History
Jonathon Micheal Halverson   
Computer Science
Chase Hamilton   
Psychology
Nicholas Edward Hamilton   
Communication Studies
Isaac LaRoy Hamlet   
English and Creative Writing
Clayton Allan Hammen   
Communication Studies
+***Brianna Kay Hammer   
Speech and Hearing Science
Kinsey Louise Hamra   
International Studies
Allison Marie Hancock   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Alyssa Mercedes Hancock   
Psychology
*Conor Hanley   
Economics
Carley Ann Hanna   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Caroline Grace Hansen   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Chase Jourdan Hansen   
Health and Human Physiology
Ryan Christopher Hansen   
Enterprise Leadership
Emily Nicole Hanson   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Lakyn Rae Hanson   
Enterprise Leadership
Wei Haoyang   
Mathematics
Computer Science
Zachary Michael Hare   
Health and Human Physiology
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Bailie Dawn Harris   
Health and Human Physiology
Joseph Albert Harris   
History
Zachary Edward Harris   
English
Danielle Elizabeth Harrison   
Social Work
Jake Hart   
Communication Studies
Shahaed Hasan   
Chemistry
Sarah Sue Haskins   
Psychology
Griffin S. Hasler   
Economics
Farhia Mahamud Hassan   
International Studies
Ian Alexander Hassenfritz   
Enterprise Leadership
Alex Joseph Hasson   
History
Heather Nicole Hastings   
Social Work
+***Scott David Hastings   
Political Science
Ethics and Public Policy
Evan Patrick Hataway   
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine Hauck   
Mathematics
Caitlin Mae Haught   
Health and Human Physiology
Chantel Nicole Haughton   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Marie Hauser   
Health and Human Physiology
Neal Patrick Hausmann   
Honors in Chemistry




Courtney Monique Hawkins   
Art
Mackenzie Bryanne Hawkins   
Asian Languages and Literature
Hunter Blake Haws   
Enterprise Leadership
Michael Phillip Haws   
Enterprise Leadership
Alyssa Marie Hayes   
Enterprise Leadership
John Alexander Hayes   
Political Science
+Hallee Morgan Haygood   
Ethics and Public Policy
Honors in Political Science
Alejandra C. Headley   
Interdepartmental Studies
+Morgan Elizabeth Hebert   
Honors in History
Jason Robert Hedden   
Theatre Arts
**Leon Hedstrom   
English
Honors in Religious Studies
+**Kaelynn Christine Heiberg   
Honors in Sociology
Ethics and Public Policy
Kirsten Lara Heim   
Health and Human Physiology
Kendall Lane Heininger   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Demi Kristina Heiss   
Health and Human Physiology
**Abby Katherine Hellem   
Spanish
Honors in International Studies
Haley Christine Hellner   
Anthropology
Regina Rosielee Henderson   
Cinema
Interdepartmental Studies
Robyn Henderson   
English and Creative Writing
Katherine Ann Hendricks   
Interdepartmental Studies
Patrick Gerard Heneghan   
Biochemistry
Hannah Nicole Hentges   
Communication Studies
Mary Kate Herion   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Monica Carolina Herrera   
Global Health Studies
Kayla Lynn Herrig   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Sidney Nicole Herrig   
Honors in International Relations
History
*Dalton Andrew Hertel   
English
Emma Mae Hester   
Psychology
Charles Norbert Hettrick   
English
William Richard Heyl   
Environmental Sciences
Jake Allen Highfill   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley Jean Highland   
Social Work
Gene Hill   
English and Creative Writing
+Lauren Hillman   
Psychology
Margaret Rachel Hindmand   
Speech and Hearing Science
MaryClaire Fitzgibbons Hipp   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ethics and Public Policy
Kristopher Garrett Hoce   
Economics
Matthew Hoeg   
Health and Human Physiology
+*Carolyn Maire Hoemann   
Honors in Ethics and Public Policy
Madison Anne Hoffman   
Psychology
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Cooper James Hofstad   
Enterprise Leadership
Charlotte Holland   
International Relations
Jenni Jo Hollinrake   
Communication Studies
Cassandra May Holm   
Health and Human Physiology
Alexandra Holmblad   
Communication Studies
Dance
Samantha Emily Holt   
Communication Studies
English and Creative Writing
Brianne Lauren Holtkamp   
Psychology
Carli Marie Holub   
Psychology
Anthony Martin Hoover   
Physics
Samuel Hoover   
Linguistics
Garrett Christopher Hopkins   
Economics
+**Kelsey Ann Hopkins   
Mathematics
+Megan Nicole Hopkins   
Psychology
Ethics and Public Policy
Tyler Ray Hopwood   
French
Krista Lashon Hornsby   
Speech and Hearing Science
Daniel Paul Horton   
Political Science
Siyang Hou   
Psychology
Shannon Renee Houston   
Psychology
Shea Ann Hoyt   
Communication Studies
***Yi-Hsuan Hsiao   
Psychology
Jialin Hu   
Enterprise Leadership
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Yukun Hu   
Economics
Zexian Huang   
Computer Science
*Tyler Seeley Hudson   
Cinema
English
Trisha Marie Huerta   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Daniel Hufferd   
Geography
Jennifer Alanah Hughes   
American Studies
Kevin Hulfachor   
Political Science
Evan Matthew Hull   
English
+**Madison Mae Hunke   
French
Political Science
Jamie Marie Huntley   
Health and Human Physiology
Dayna Huor   
Health and Human Physiology
Georgiana Huynh   
Linguistics
Sabrina C A Hyer   
Spanish
James Mitchell Hynes   
Enterprise Leadership
Kiana Ihm   
Health and Human Physiology
Jessica Wai Chun Ip   
Computer Science
Trystan Ae Irvin   
Communication Studies
Jenna Elizabeth Jablonski   
Speech and Hearing Science
+Mollie Anne Jackowski   
Honors in Enterprise Leadership
David Knott Jacobs   
Enterprise Leadership
+Claire Connolly Jacobson   
Honors in French
Cameron Dale Jacobus   
International Studies
Laura Jaime   
Communication Studies
Cinema
Keir Austin James   
Health and Human Physiology
Ridhi Jani   
Psychology
**Jessica Lynn Janota   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Abby Elizabeth Jay   
Communication Studies
Caroline Raymond Jenkins   
Enterprise Leadership
Haley Jensen   
Health and Human Physiology
Meika Nicole Jensen   
Social Work
Carson Jacob Jespersen   
Anthropology
Thomas Dean Jesse   
Honors in German
Zhiwei Jia   
Economics
Yuchen Jiang   
Mathematics
+Yunfan Jiang   
Mathematics
+Siying Jiao   
Honors in Linguistics
David Camilo Jimenez   
Linguistics
Hao Jin   
Enterprise Leadership
Gina Leigh Jochimsen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
William Warren Jodeit, Jr.   
History
Brenna Pamela Johnson   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Hannah Browning Johnson   
Psychology
Jacob P. Johnson   
Health and Human Physiology
Jessica Lauren Johnson   
Psychology
Joelle Ruthann Johnson   
Psychology
+Meredith Claire Johnson   
Honors in English
***Vanessa Sharee Johnson   
Psychology
Amelia Grace Jones   
History
Bree Nishell Jones   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Erin Nicole Jones   
Social Work
Kacey Jones   
English and Creative Writing
Madison Lela Jones   
Sociology
Maurice Deshawn Jones   
Communication Studies
**Morgan L. Jones   
Communication Studies
English
Noel Wilson Jones   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Trevi Lou Jones   
Communication Studies
Allison Joy Jongewaard   
Health and Human Physiology
Matthew Dale Jordan   
Interdepartmental Studies
Constance Loren Judd   
Asian Languages and Literature
Communication Studies
Hyunmin Jung   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amy Christina Jurczak   
Health and Human Physiology
Michaela Ann Just   
Environmental Sciences
Drew George Charles Kabala   
Computer Science
Rojahn Mona Kakavandi   
Health and Human Physiology
Ellen Elizabeth Kane   
Theatre Arts
Tiara M. Kane   
English
+*Sarah Kang   
Psychology
Maggie R. Kaplan   
Cinema
Kayla Lynn Karegianes   
Psychology
+Michael Karl   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Cinema
Jeremy Robert Karll   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Abagail Rose Karwoski   
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin Beth Kaufmann   
Speech and Hearing Science
Chyna Kavan   
Sociology
Samantha Jane Kay   
Psychology
Elizabeth Rose Keane   
Communication Studies
Amisha Willow Kearney   
International Studies
Peter Joseph Keegan   
Environmental Sciences
+**Michael David Kegel   
Music
Biochemistry
Hannah Adriana Keimig   
Health and Human Physiology
Karen Keithley   
Political Science
Rosemarie Kelleher   
Interdepartmental Studies
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Magdalene Celeste Kelley   
Health and Human Physiology
Katelyn A. Kelly   
Psychology
**Mary Kelly   
Social Work
Spanish
+**Heather Ann Kemp   
Computer Science
Sarah LeMaster Kendeigh   
Mathematics
Elizabeth Ann Kenney   
Psychology
Phoutsaksit Keomala   
Computer Science
Aaron K. Kepler   
Religious Studies
Kyle Steven Kerger   
Biology
Gemma Kerr   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Kathryn Kersten   
Health and Human Physiology
Laura Grace Keuter   
English
+***Lina Samir Khodor   
Honors in International Studies
Joshua Glenn Kidman   
History
Molly Jean Kigin   
English and Creative Writing
+***Anya Alexandra Kim   
Spanish
Daehwan Kim   
Economics
Do Hyeon Kim   
Economics
Grace Yoon Kim   
Cinema
Asian Languages and Literature
Jinkyeong Kim   
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joon Hyuk Kim   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Min Kyeong Kim   
Speech and Hearing Science
Soh Eun Kim   
Asian Languages and Literature
Soyeun Kim   
Psychology
Sungmo Kim   
Psychology
Luke Andrew Kingsbury   
English and Creative Writing
McKenna Lea Kinley   
Computer Science
James Raymond Kinney IV   
Communication Studies
Alexandra Marie Kinowski   
Communication Studies
Joe Paul Kipp   
Communication Studies
Psychology
Nathan Kirchberg   
Anthropology
Mitchell Thomas Kirkland   
Enterprise Leadership
Jacob John Kirvin   
Enterprise Leadership
Giavanna Louise Kish   
Sociology
Caitlyn Rose Kithcart   
Sociology
Leah R. Kitsis   
Global Health Studies
Leah Rachel Klejch   
Mathematics
Karyn Klimes   
Social Work
Ethan Moses Kline   
Art
Ancient Civilization
Zoe Elizabeth Kminek   
Communication Studies
Kelcie Jayne Knapp   
Health and Human Physiology
Abrianna Velada Knaus   
Health and Human Physiology
Jordynne Lei Knipper   
Health and Human Physiology
Schyler Knoll   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kaitlyn Diann Knuth   
Health and Human Physiology
Skyler David Knutzen   
Cinema
+Jacob Koch   
Honors in English
Kaliska Winona Kock   
Enterprise Leadership
Amelia Koehn   
Political Science
Jace Koenig   
Cinema
Jake Martin Kohler   
Political Science
Samantha Rachel Kolker   
Enterprise Leadership
Journalism and Mass Communication
Taylor Marie Koolstra   
Speech and Hearing Science
Margaret Joyce Korn   
Health and Human Physiology
Chase Dalton Koster   
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicholas Kostich   
Enterprise Leadership
Hailey Marie Koteski   
Sociology
Alexa Jordan Kotlyar   
Health and Human Physiology
Lydia Katherine Kozak   
Communication Studies
+***Evan John Kramer   
Honors in Philosophy
Sheima Zair Krezi   
International Studies
Alexander Wayne Kronk   
Communication Studies
Sydney Kathryn Kroska   
Psychology
Douglas Allen Krough II   
Psychology
*Ellen M. Kuehnle   
Honors in Gender, Women's and 
Sexuality Studies
Olivia Josephine Kuester   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Sociology
Landon Charles Kuhlmann   
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Grace Catherine Kunkel   
Speech and Hearing Science
John B. Kuster   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Samuel Marcus Kuznetsov   
Interdepartmental Studies
Da Hye Kwon   
Psychology
Connor Alexander LaGrone   
Political Science
+Madeline Marie LaPage   
Environmental Sciences
Environmental Policy and Planning
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Aneta Kathryn Laciak   
Health and Human Physiology
Chance Lacina   
Philosophy
Nikol Leonarda Lagodzinska   
Communication Studies
Laura Marie Lainson   
Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jordan Marie Lambert   
Communication Studies
Abigail Jean Lange   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Peter Robert Lapointe   
Political Science
Levi Reid Lappin   
English
+Dylan Anthony Larino   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Celina Larios   
Spanish
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Paige Nicole Larson   
Health and Human Physiology
Brooke Lawler   
Biology
Maggie Lynn Laws   
Communication Studies
Sociology
Natalie Nicole Lawyer   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
*Samantha Jean Lay   
Sociology
Martino Lam Le   
Health and Human Physiology
Minh Gia Le   
Health and Human Physiology
Tiffany Trinh Le   
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Thomas LeMense   
Health and Human Physiology
Hae Sung Lee   
Communication Studies
Junyong Lee   
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren Benet Leehy   
Interdepartmental Studies
Mallory Logan Lefkowitz   
Enterprise Leadership
Tereysa Patricia Lehnertz   
Art
Chris Lehtinen   
Communication Studies
Dustin John Leitheiser   
Asian Languages and Literature
**Jordyn Lepird   
Psychology
Brandon Stephen Lettiere   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kierra Katherine Lewis   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cohen Campbell Lewis-Hill   
Spanish
Dance
Jingyao Li   
Computer Science
Emil Mordecai Lichtenthal   
Asian Languages and Literature
Cinema
Collin Lee Lidstrom   
Computer Science
Thomas Alan Light   
Environmental Sciences
Andrew Joseph Lilley   
Health and Human Physiology
+Katherine Vivian Lillis   
Psychology
Seungbee Lim   
Psychology
Taylor Nicole Limas   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Casey James Lindecrantz   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alexander Bayne Linden   
Biochemistry
+Benjamin Michael Linden   
Biochemistry
+Heather Marie Lindenberg   
Speech and Hearing Science
Zoe Rae Lindskog Robinson   
Communication Studies
Alex Linton   
Cinema
Lauren Nicole Lipan   
Speech and Hearing Science
Natalie Ann Litavecz   
Psychology
Borui Liu   
Art
Xinyang Liu   
Biology
Xinyi Liu   
Music
Zhengming Liu   
Economics
Jason Zephin Livingston   
English and Creative Writing
Dylan Alexander Lloyd   
Biology
Vincent James LoCicero   
Communication Studies
Danielle Olivia Loague   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas Locke   
Sociology
Philosophy
Benjamin James Loeffelholz   
Economics
**Nadia Beacham Loeppke   
International Studies
Spanish
Brooke Lee Loftus   
Ethics and Public Policy
*Julia Ann Logan   
Speech and Hearing Science
Cara Anne Lombardo   
Communication Studies
*Catherine Elizabeth Long   
Dance
Communication Studies
Ivory Kristina Long   
Interdepartmental Studies
Dena Looft   
Communication Studies
Keilly C. Lopata   
Health and Human Physiology
Imarie Nicole Lopez   
Cinema
Jose Gustavo Lopez   
Health and Human Physiology
Michelle D. Lopez   
Chemistry
Maritza Lopez-Campos   
Social Work
Abigail Alexi Lowry   
Psychology
Sydney Lynn Luallen   
Psychology
Shingho Luk   
English
Jiayi Luo   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Ruth Luoma   
Interdepartmental Studies
Amy Luong   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Xinyu Ma   
Mathematics
Bryce Matthew Maczko   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexis Jeanne Madsen   
Chemistry
+*Rachel Mary Maggi   
Honors in International Studies
Raven Taylor Makinster   
Enterprise Leadership
Sophie Malcolm   
Communication Studies
+Bekzoda Malikova   
Philosophy
Shailyn Brooke Mally   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Frances Manczko   
Spanish
Caitlin Celestine Manspeaker   
Economics
Psychology
Ian Michael Manternach   
Interdepartmental Studies
Xueni Mao   
Mathematics
Andrew Marburg   
Ancient Civilization
Computer Science
Clara Jo Marchini   
Speech and Hearing Science
Michael Joseph Marchione   
Health and Human Physiology
Patrick John Markmann   
Sociology
Informatics
Michael George Markopoulos   
Informatics
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Jake Bryan Markowitz   
Cinema
Ariel Marie Marquez   
Communication Studies
Maria Leonor Marquez Ponce   
Spanish
Taylor Elizabeth Marsh   
Health and Human Physiology
Addison Catherine Martin   
English
Alexandrea LaBarge Martin   
Anthropology
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Anna Rae Martin   
Communication Studies
*Megan Ann Martin   
Chemistry
Natalie Grace Martin   
Psychology
Trisha Martin   
History
Art History
Cesar Ramiro Martinez   
Chemistry
Victoria Marie Martinez   
Political Science
Zachary Allen Martinson   
Health and Human Physiology
Kezia Masoner   
French
Mary Christine Masterson   
Health and Human Physiology
Mary Frances Mathis   
Art
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dakota August Matje   
English and Creative Writing
Matthew Mattson   
History
Erin Mary Maurer   
Enterprise Leadership
Kathleen Marie Maxcy   
Enterprise Leadership
**Brady Scott Mayo   
Sociology
Phillip Anthony Maziarka   
Enterprise Leadership
Allison Patricia Mc Daid   
Health and Human Physiology
Robert Emmet McCabe   
Economics
Kayla LeAnn McCaffery   
Psychology
Chelsey Marie McCarthy   
Psychology
Mareshah Saphir McCarty   
Enterprise Leadership
Victoria McCarty   
History
Isaiah A. McClellan   
Enterprise Leadership
Brady P. McCloskey   
Art
Micah Grace McClurg   
Linguistics
McKinley Lynn McCollough   
English
Christian Robert McConnell   
English and Creative Writing
Kaitlyn Elizabeth McCurdy   
Psychology
Social Work
Tatum Hope Noel McDonald   
Communication Studies
Enterprise Leadership
Jason McDowell   
Computer Science
Elliott Benford McGaugh   
Enterprise Leadership
Hannah Li McGowan   
Political Science
Connor Michael McGuire   
English
Asian Languages and Literature
Kathleen Lorelei McHenry   
Sociology
+Erin Elizabeth McInerney   
Honors in English
Greg Robert McKee   
English and Creative Writing
Duncan McNaughton   
Psychology
Lucia Lynne McNeal   
Social Work
Logan McQuillen   
Health and Human Physiology
Sierra Ann McVietty   
Political Science
History
Ian David McWilliams   
Biology
Keion Mcneal, Jr.   
Cinema
Colin Thomas Meade   
Interdepartmental Studies
Lynsey Michelle Medd   
Communication Studies
Hao Mei   
Economics
Lauren Kate Meier   
Interdepartmental Studies
Larissa Lauren Meierotto   
Enterprise Leadership
Michael David Melchert   
Health and Human Physiology
+Hunter Jay Menken   
Theatre Arts
*Emily Jo Mere   
Asian Languages and Literature
Allyson Ellen Merfeld   
Health and Human Physiology
Abigail Louise Merhar   
Communication Studies
Paige Makenzie Merritt   
Communication Studies
Tram Trinh Messerly   
Informatics
+*Jason Messerschmitt   
Honors in Philosophy
Brigitta AvaMarie Meyer   
Art
Marissa Elizabeth Meyer   
Ethics and Public Policy
Nelly Pearl Meyer   
Psychology
Elaine Marie Meyers   
Psychology
Jeremiah Quinn Meyers   
Informatics
Joshua Blake Meyers   
Social Work
*Lindsey Meza   
Sociology
+Nathan Kilian Micatka   
Honors in Ethics and Public Policy
Honors in Political Science
Payton Haley Michaels   
Health and Human Physiology
Brittany Elizabeth Michalski   
English
Makali Renea Mickelson   
Health and Human Physiology
Gustavo Mier   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Stephanie Lynn Milder   
Psychology
AmberDawn Lynn Miley   
Communication Studies
+Abigail Teresa Miller   
Honors in English
Art
Alexi Patricia Miller   
Communication Studies
**Brianne Catherine Miller   
Health and Human Physiology
Elizabeth Aubree Miller   
English and Creative Writing
*Emma Katherine Miller   
Interdepartmental Studies
Olivia Marie Miller   
Health and Human Physiology
Zachary Joseph Miller   
Economics
James B. Mims   
Mathematics
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Brian Joseph Miner   
Honors in History
+*Sara A. Miner   
Honors in English
Bin Ming   
Interdepartmental Studies
Callan Miranda   
English
Jessica Rebecca Misra   
Speech and Hearing Science
Margaret Patrice Mitchell   
Psychology
+***Paige Nicole Mitchell   
Honors in History
Honors in Art History
Addison Koehn Mittelstaedt   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Laila Madeleine Mobasheri   
Interdepartmental Studies
Linguistics
Luke D. Moen   
Psychology
Maisarah Mohd   
Psychology
Mohamad Abdullah Mohd Kamal   
Mathematics
Zachary Arthur Robert Mohr   
Mathematics
Mickayla Ruth Molnar   
Honors in International Studies
Alec Kyler Monahan   
History
Aubrey Taylor Moore   
Enterprise Leadership
Clare Marjorie Moore   
Theatre Arts
Shannon Therese Moore   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Leigh Mora   
Psychology
Art
Isabel Morales   
Psychology
Lisa M. Morales   
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Thomas Moreano   
Health and Human Physiology
Brianna Rose Morgan   
Communication Studies
Prince Morkeh   
French
Kassandra Grace Morlan   
Honors in Art
Harvey John Morrell III   
Interdepartmental Studies
Abigail Mae Morris   
Informatics
Spanish
Abigail Ruth Morrow   
English
Alexis Noelle Mpistolarides   
Interdepartmental Studies
Guangyuan Mu   
Economics
Dylan Mara Mueller   
Communication Studies
Maggie Mueller   
Enterprise Leadership
Muhamad Farid Anas Bin Johari   
Economics
Antonio Carlos Murillo   
Art
Bridget Athenas Murillo   
Interdepartmental Studies
Conlan Murphy   
Informatics
Gracey Elyssa Murphy   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Theatre Arts
Shayla Lucille Murphy   
Sociology
Brianna Marie Murray   
Psychology
Matthew Larson Murry   
Biology
Afije Mustafa   
Enterprise Leadership
Aubrey Kathleen Nabholz   
Geography
Abigail Naeve   
Social Work
Brennen Christopher Nagorzanski   
Political Science
Novepreet Nagra   
Enterprise Leadership
+*William Narhi   
Spanish
*Jeffrey M. Nassif, Jr.   
Health and Human Physiology
+*Danielle Nicole Nauman   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Ryan Peter Negoski   
Political Science
Aubrey Marie Nekvinda   
English
Elizabeth Joy Nelsen   
Cinema
Matthew William Nelson   
Biology
Sara Kay Nelson   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Morgan Sue Newman   
Social Work
William Ralph Newman   
Interdepartmental Studies
Sydney Leslie Newton   
English
Hieu Quoc Nguyen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Julie Nguyen   
Enterprise Leadership
Audrey Nieslawski   
Enterprise Leadership
Michael Frederick Niles   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Paige Marie Noble   
Biochemistry
Gina Noecker   
Health and Human Physiology
Kyle Nolan   
English
Rachel Marie Nolan   
Speech and Hearing Science
+Shannon Holly Nolan   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Interdepartmental Studies
Morgan Elizabeth Noonan   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Katherine Sue Norton   
Health and Human Physiology
Connor Timothy Nosbisch   
Enterprise Leadership
Andrew Alexander Novitskiy   
Computer Science
Erin Elizabeth Nubel   
German
International Relations
Lexxi Marie O'Brien   
Enterprise Leadership
Michael Thomas O'Connor   
Communication Studies
Peter Foley O'Connor   
Political Science
Riley Jameson O'Day   
Communication Studies
Claire Veronica O'Donnell   
Health and Human Physiology
Brooke O'Hollearn   
Sociology
Allison O'Keefe   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelly Christine O'Malley   
Communication Studies
Tara Shea O'Malley   
Sociology
Kelsey O'Neill   
Biochemistry
Casey Obrochta, Jr.   
Enterprise Leadership
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Anna Sofia Ochoa   
English
Stephanie Ochoa   
Speech and Hearing Science
Emma Elizabeth Oelkers   
Social Work
Chang Hwan Oh   
Economics
Alexis Ojinnaka   
Communication Studies
Amy Catherine Olson   
Psychology
Ashley Ann Olson   
Psychology
Yasmin Omer   
Interdepartmental Studies
Callie Annalise Ondracek   
Health and Human Physiology
Caitlin Ann Ondrashek   
Psychology
Sociology
+Chioma Joy Onuigbo   
Health and Human Physiology
Jacob William Orris   
Enterprise Leadership
Imani Lee Ortiz   
Health and Human Physiology
Karolina Aleksandra Orynczak   
Health and Human Physiology
Samuel Osaro   
Health and Human Physiology
Tyler Jay Oswald   
Economics
Chance Robert Otto   
Economics
Sarah Joanne Overbergen   
Communication Studies
Quinn Rosemarie Overman   
Communication Studies
+*Akimi Oya   
Psychology
Amy Pajak   
Geography
Joanna Stephanie Palma   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Spanish
Matthew Ryan Palmer   
Political Science
Ethics and Public Policy
Camden David Palmisano   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Xu Pan   
Mathematics
Samuel Man Kit Pang   
Psychology
Kendrew Alexander Panyanouvong   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samaria Janet Parada   
Enterprise Leadership
*Paige Taylor Parker   
Sport Studies
Sydney Danielle Parker   
Psychology
Lucas Aaron Parks   
Health and Human Physiology
Elijah Parsells   
Health and Human Physiology
Anthonia Wobga Pasiah   
Health and Human Physiology
Harsh D. Patel   
Interdepartmental Studies
Poojan Rajesh Patel   
Economics
Grace Nicole Pateras   
Journalism and Mass Communication
American Studies
Lucy Patterson   
French
Bradley Shane Peak   
Psychology
Bradley Joseph Pector   
Art
Janita Pegram   
Theatre Arts
Hayden Brenna Pelletier   
Speech and Hearing Science
Kendra Kaye Pennock   
Speech and Hearing Science
Cristina Perez   
Health and Human Physiology
Cheyanne Cassondra Renee Perkins-Sellers   
Linguistics
Asian Languages and Literature
Gabrielle May Perruzzi   
Psychology
Morgan Ashliegh Perry   
Communication Studies
Hubol Clay Persson-Gordon   
Computer Science
Kelsey Jean Peters   
Health and Human Physiology
Olivia Mary Peters   
Honors in English
Bradley Richard Petersen   
Biology
Madison Sue Petersen   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
+***Max Nathaniel Peterson   
Mathematics
Samantha Scharmann Peterson   
Spanish
Taylor Glenn Peterson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Robert Samuel Petrie, Jr.   
Theatre Arts
Emily Nicole Petty   
Interdepartmental Studies
Brandon Nguyen Pham   
Computer Science
Michael Duy Phan   
Computer Science
Conner Clark Phillips   
Ethics and Public Policy
Sara Marie Piccoli   
Communication Studies
Colette Mayree Pickel   
Health and Human Physiology
Logan Bennett Pillard   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alexander John Pins   
Economics
Briana J. Pint   
Psychology
Kristine Elizabeth Pinter   
Health and Human Physiology
French
Sierra M. Pippen   
Communication Studies
Jacob Andrew Pippin   
Cinema
Sarah Marie Pippin   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brandon Lee Plond   
Sport Studies
Cinema
Rachel Anne Podmajersky   
English
Jordan Kay Poock   
Communication Studies
Robyn Diana Popelka   
Health and Human Physiology
Robert Porcaro   
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Jean Pospisil   
Chemistry
Benjamin Poss   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Taran Elise Pottebaum   
Health and Human Physiology
+Cassandra Hanna Poulos   
Biology
Jacob Prall   
Ethics and Public Policy
*Mariah Nelida Prendergast   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Joshua Austin Preston   
Communication Studies
Kara Elizabeth Prewitt   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Sabrina Nacole Price   
Psychology
Dainese Danielle Pridegon   
Health and Human Physiology
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Holly Ann Prohaska   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
International Studies
Kayli Putman   
Psychology
**Jasmine Lyric Putney   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Meng Qi   
Mathematics
Chong Qin   
Interdepartmental Studies
Siyu Qu   
Art
Melissa Marie Quaiyoom   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Stefan Queck   
Theatre Arts
Mackenzie Lynn Quick   
Psychology
Colleen Anne Quigley   
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyler James August Rabideaux   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexi Michelle Rabin   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Paul Peter Rafac IV   
English
Morgan Elise Rafferty   
Mathematics
Apoorva Sudhanshu Raikwar   
Anthropology
Erica Ramaekers   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Jordan Evan Rand   
Health and Human Physiology
Miriam Katie Randolph   
Theatre Arts
Andres Rangel   
Informatics
Kristen Elizabeth Rankin   
International Studies
Daniel Che Rapaport Beightley   
Psychology
Brooke Elizabeth Ratcliff   
International Studies
+**Alyssa Taylor Ray   
Biochemistry
Chemistry
+***Olivia Alexandra Ray   
Biochemistry
Honors in Chemistry
Shelby Elizabeth Rayhons   
Speech and Hearing Science
Lindsey Danielle Rayner   
Political Science
Communication Studies
Samantha Lynn Redmond   
Speech and Hearing Science
James Charles Reed   
History
Lance Daniel Reed   
Geography
Joshua Alan Reeder   
Chemistry
Evan Reichert   
International Studies
Anastasia Reimchen   
English and Creative Writing
Jonathan Jeffrey Reinhart   
Computer Science
Michael Anthony Reiser   
Health and Human Physiology
Enterprise Leadership
Dan Mark Renner   
Cinema
Joaquin Reyes   
Computer Science
William Holtan Reynolds   
Enterprise Leadership
*Charlie Jeffrey Rezabek   
Biology
Psychology
Gorden Dane Rhutasel   
Health and Human Physiology
Skyler Ryley Richter   
Enterprise Leadership
Logan Elliott Ridenour   
Enterprise Leadership
Abagail Jane Rider   
Communication Studies
Grace Irene Ridnour   
English
+***Alex Rier   
Honors in Chemistry
Zachary Kenneth Rigdon   
Theatre Arts
Communication Studies
+Michael James Ripa   
Honors in English
Rose Mary Ripslinger   
Health and Human Physiology
Emmett Michael Ritter   
Enterprise Leadership
Madeline Leigh Rivera   
Spanish
Psychology
Austin Joseph Robak   
Geography
Stamatia Samantha Robbins   
Psychology
Cortland Symone Roberts   
Art
Jalynn Connie Roberts-Lewis   
Sociology
Jori Kayla Robertson   
Health and Human Physiology
Kristy Jo Robinson   
Health and Human Physiology
Nathan Joseph Roden   
Health and Human Physiology
Cheyenne Elizabeth Rodriguez   
Sociology
*Daniel Jorge Rodriguez   
English
Diana E. Rodriguez   
Psychology
Rebecca Adene Rodriguez   
Psychology
Lyndi Roecker   
Speech and Hearing Science
Shelby Lynne Rogers   
Social Work
Julia Kathryn Rohn   
History
**Christiana Marie Romano   
Communication Studies
Joe Victor Romenesko   
Communication Studies
International Relations
Kylie Aine Rommelfanger   
Psychology
Charles Patrick Rose   
Economics
Emma Marjorie Rosenbaum   
English
Brittany Nicole Ross   
Health and Human Physiology
Luke M. Ross   
Biochemistry
Shelby Rossborough   
Communication Studies
Abigail Marie Rouse   
Psychology
+*Kathryn Ruth Rouw   
Art
Honors in Art History
Christopher Edward Rozell   
Economics
Natalie Christine Ruffner   
Speech and Hearing Science
Indah Puspita Dewi Rukin   
Mathematics
Erin Margaret Rumsey   
Communication Studies
Molly Claire Runser   
Communication Studies
*Jessica Anne Rusick   
Journalism and Mass Communication
English and Creative Writing
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Maxwell Lawrence Rustan   
Health and Human Physiology
Bailey Elizabeth Ryan   
Anthropology
Psychology
+***Megan Miranda Ryan   
Honors in History
Nicolette Lynn Salerno   
Psychology
Malik Robert Salsberry   
Enterprise Leadership
Ashley Rose Salter   
Psychology
Sehseh Karen-Celine Sanan   
Ethics and Public Policy
Julian Ramirez Sanchez   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Karina Sanchez   
International Relations
Nicolas G. Sanchez   
History
International Relations
Lilian Maryna Sanchez Garcia   
Political Science
Ethics and Public Policy
Brandy Korin Sanders   
Informatics
+***Alexa Kay Sandon   
English
International Relations
Gerardo Sandoval, Jr.   
Communication Studies
Spanish
Xiomara Santana   
Health and Human Physiology
+Deepon Sarkar   
Biochemistry
Abigail Alexis Saucedo   
Enterprise Leadership
Savannah Lee Saunders   
Communication Studies
English
Margaret Tate Sawyer   
Psychology
Kayla Schaefer   
Sociology
+*Allison Elaine Schafer   
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jay Allen Scheel   
Psychology
Tyler David Scheib   
Enterprise Leadership
Madison Irish Scheldrup   
Psychology
Timothy Schell   
Interdepartmental Studies
Samantha M. Schiek   
International Studies
Whitney Blair Schley   
Sociology
Tatiana Monnique Schlote-Bonne   
Health and Human Physiology
Jacob Paul Schmid   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
+Eli Schmidt   
Interdepartmental Studies
Spencer Robert Schmidt   
International Relations
Aubree Elizabeth Schmitt   
Health and Human Physiology
+Jacob Michael Schmitt   
Mathematics
Maeve Anna Schmitt   
Cinema
English and Creative Writing
Morgan Julia Schmitz   
Communication Studies
Holly Anne Schneider   
Health and Human Physiology
Laura Jean Schneider   
Psychology
Adam M. Schnoor   
Chemistry
Rachel Nicole Schrimmer   
Communication Studies
Chelsea Ann Schroeder   
Communication Studies
Malissa Anne Schroeder   
Anthropology
Joseph Woods Schuler   
Physics
Alexis Marie Schumacher   
Health and Human Physiology
Ryan Lloyd Schumacher   
Computer Science
Whitney Lynn Schutterle   
Enterprise Leadership
Kyle Partrick Schwartz   
History
Ian Garrett Schweiger   
Enterprise Leadership
Caterina Francesca Scordato   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Caroline Elizabeth Scott   
English
Jozey Seaton   
Psychology
Alexandria Seavey   
Communication Studies
English
Andrew Boyer Secrest   
Interdepartmental Studies
Mikaela Elizabeth Seely   
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Segalla   
Enterprise Leadership
Emily Segura   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kajal Singh Sejwal   
English
+*Chloe Mallika Sekhran   
Dance
+Girindra B. Selleck   
Honors in English
Tevin Donell Sellers   
Health and Human Physiology
+***Anna Lea Seydel   
Computer Science
Halle Grace Seydel   
Political Science
English
Michael George Shabel   
Geography
Haley Elizabeth Shaffer   
Communication Studies
Madison Renee Shaffer   
Health and Human Physiology
Steven Daniel Shanahan   
History
Eilish Karen Shannon   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Casondra Lee Shaw   
Art
Jacob Christian Shaw   
Enterprise Leadership
**Kathryn Maris Sheehy   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Mae Sheldon   
History
Katelyn Nicole Sheley   
Communication Studies
Fengyi Shen   
International Studies
Yaodong Shen   
Mathematics
Jinjia Shi   
Art
*Victoria Horea Shihadah   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Vanessa Marquis Shirley   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Senead Melva Short   
Honors in International Studies
Weston Lee Shultz   
Political Science
Corrina Louise Shymansky   
Communication Studies
Carissa Janine Siddell   
Communication Studies
Cristina M. Siddu   
Interdepartmental Studies
Cormac Joseph Siegert   
Enterprise Leadership
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Jacob Micheal Sikorski   
Theatre Arts
Informatics
Brianna Nicole Silberschlag   
Health and Human Physiology
Spencer Silver   
Honors in Religious Studies
Ancient Civilization
Mason David Sima   
Health and Human Physiology
Timothy Thomas Simak   
Enterprise Leadership
Tahlia Patricia Simon   
International Relations
Greer Nicole Simpson   
Speech and Hearing Science
+**Jacob Daniel Simpson   
Economics
William Jefferson Simpson   
History
Janice Kay Sinclair   
Social Work
Joshua Gene Sindelar   
Interdepartmental Studies
Simranjeet Singh   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Nicholas Stephen Sisler   
Anthropology
History
Paige Siwinski   
Speech and Hearing Science
***Zachary Paul Skopec   
Biology
Kaitlyn Sloan   
Communication Studies
Jacob Gerard Slobe   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nowlin Chatman Smalls III   
International Studies
Asian Languages and Literature
Adam James Smith   
Enterprise Leadership
Benjamin Allan Smith   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Elizabeth Smith   
Psychology
Emma Lynn Smith   
Communication Studies
Geret Smith   
Enterprise Leadership
Jason Ramon Smith V   
International Studies
Madeline Murphy Smith   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Marcus John Smith   
Political Science
Ethics and Public Policy
Monika Natalia Smolen   
Psychology
Alexandra Myers Smolik   
Psychology
Hallie Lynn Smyth   
Speech and Hearing Science
Taylor Jade Snyder   
English
Virginia Elizabeth Snyder   
English and Creative Writing
Ryan H. Snytsheuvel   
Health and Human Physiology
Tessa Micaela Solomon   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
English and Creative Writing
Daniel Mack Solon   
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Emilie Camille Ryann Sommers   
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Seung Hyun Song   
Economics
**Kyra Danielle Sorenson   
Health and Human Physiology
+*Megan Nicole Sorenson   
History
Collin Joseph Soto   
Sociology
Parker Ryan Spall   
German
Elizabeth Ann Spaulding   
Political Science
Tyler Marc Spear   
Health and Human Physiology
Jerry Robert Spector   
Chemistry
Margaret Ann Sperry   
Communication Studies
Shawn Michael Sperry   
Ethics and Public Policy
Alexandria Lynn Spillios   
Enterprise Leadership
+*Nathen Allen Spitz   
Psychology
Shannon Rose Stargardt   
Speech and Hearing Science
Brandon Kyle Stark   
Interdepartmental Studies
Robin Allen Stark   
International Relations
Alexa Rae Starry   
English
Kyle Joseph Stearns   
Enterprise Leadership
Derek Vincent Steffen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Nicholas Roman Steffes   
Theatre Arts
Tanner Stephens   
American Studies
Cinema
Christopher James Stephenson   
Psychology
Patrick Meade Stephenson   
Cinema
Psychology
Megan Stessman   
Health and Human Physiology
Tyler J. Steuber   
Enterprise Leadership
Leigha Marie Stewart   
Health and Human Physiology
+***Joseph Paul Stiefel   
Mathematics
Jonathan E. Stirn   
Speech and Hearing Science
Rebecca Stone   
Communication Studies
McKenzie Kayla Story   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Amberlynn Marie Stowers   
Spanish
Linguistics
Gennea L. Strable   
Speech and Hearing Science
Ana Marie Strait   
Social Work
Amanda Jean Street   
Social Work
Nicole Lurie Strom   
Political Science
Michael Glenn Stuart   
Enterprise Leadership
Samuel Dennis Studer   
Communication Studies
Robert Studley   
Enterprise Leadership
Karly Alexis Stuenkel   
Communication Studies
Madison Sturms   
Communication Studies
Caroline Marie Sullivan   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joshua Sumhlei   
Chemistry
Olivia Lynette Sun   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Darby Rene Sutherland   
Health and Human Physiology
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Taylor Swanson   
Economics
Anastasia Donovan Sweeney   
Psychology
Matthew H. Swire   
Psychology
Keeley Pauline Switzer   
Anthropology
Keely Kathleen Sybesma   
Chemistry
Anthony Szula   
Enterprise Leadership
Communication Studies
Nicholas James Taffe   
Enterprise Leadership
Jingyi Tang   
Asian Languages and Literature
Rong Tang   
Enterprise Leadership
Martika Tapia   
Psychology
Scott Martin Tarnoff   
Communication Studies
Jonathan Gregory Tasler   
Interdepartmental Studies
Economics
Millie Jane Tasler   
Communication Studies
Diew Jock Tay   
Interdepartmental Studies
Allison Michelle Taylor   
Asian Languages and Literature
+Blake Michael Brown Termini   
Honors in Psychology
Lyndsay Dawn Terpstra   
Social Work
Quinn Amber Terrill   
Health and Human Physiology
Henry James Silkworth Terry   
History
Aaron Jay Tetrick   
Cinema
John Charles Theulen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Natalie Mae Thilges   
Spanish
International Relations
Paris Athena Thomas   
Psychology
Harleen Mayjil Thompson   
Health and Human Physiology
Zeyu Tian   
Enterprise Leadership
Abbey Mae Tiecke   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hannah Marie Timmerman   
Enterprise Leadership
Dylan Timmons   
Health and Human Physiology
Monica Quinn Tipperreiter   
Spanish
Madeline Marie Tornabane   
Spanish
Kyle Joseph Toth   
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Charles Towar   
Health and Human Physiology
Devin Grant Tracey   
Social Work
Jacob Scott Tracy   
Speech and Hearing Science
Luke Tragesser   
International Relations
Jonathan George Trakakis   
Interdepartmental Studies
Tuan A. Tran   
Health and Human Physiology
Kyle Trapp   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Psychology
Christina Trigoutis   
Spanish
Morgan Cathryn Trinkle   
Biochemistry
Matthew Triplett   
Interdepartmental Studies
Alexander Nicholas Tuccori   
Political Science
Katherine Margaret Tucker   
History
Anthropology
Spencer Tucker   
Physics
Jacqueline Tulini   
Health and Human Physiology
Courtney Tuning   
Political Science
Jonathan Turman   
Health and Human Physiology
Claire Nicole Turner   
International Studies
Spanish
Dominique Uhl   
Enterprise Leadership
Clare Gabrielle Umberger   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jennifer Margaret Umek   
Health and Human Physiology
Maxwell Umphress   
Economics
Alex Thomas Underwood   
Enterprise Leadership
Kelsey Marie Utterback   
Communication Studies
Christian Dimitri Vadevoulis   
Psychology
Shakira Marie Valcarcel-Gonzalez   
Spanish
Keenen Ross Valdivia   
History
+*Daniel Nelson Valentin   
Honors in International Studies
Anthony W. Van Aacken   
Economics
Matthew David Van Horn   
Psychology
Joseph VanBladel   
Interdepartmental Studies
Seangchan Cathy Vanhxay   
Health and Human Physiology
Jacob William Vargo   
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Marie Vaughan   
English and Creative Writing
Cinema
Quinn Hadley Veasman   
Art History
Italian
Katherine Liliana Vega   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alexia Jean Velasquez   
English and Creative Writing
Andrew R. VenHuizen   
Communication Studies
John Dale Ver Mulm   
Cinema
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Patrick Lee Verbrugge   
Computer Science
+Madeline Grace Verdon   
Honors in Art History
French
Ben Paul Vinar   
Economics
Christian Herbert Vincent   
Enterprise Leadership
Linnea Winn Virzi   
Health and Human Physiology
Taylor Jo Vislisel   
Psychology
Nicholas Vittore   
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Lauren Jo Vogel   
Communication Studies
Psychology
Elena Nicole Voiculescu   
Spanish
Jena Marie Vonderhaar   
Psychology
Jacob Vondrasek   
Psychology
Ryan Paul Vsetecka   
English
+*Caroline Anne Wadman   
Psychology
Emma Marie Walhof   
History
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Kaitlyn Walker   
Anthropology
Criminology, Law and Justice
Kathryn Mary Walsh   
Communication Studies
***Madeleine Rose Walsh   
Dance
Patrick M. Walsh   
Communication Studies
Kade Patrick Walz   
English
Riley Walz   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexander Mitchell Wang   
Computer Science
English and Creative Writing
Jiawen Wang   
Health and Human Physiology
Ying Wang   
Enterprise Leadership
Yuehan Wang   
Computer Science
Danielle Marie Washington   
African American Studies
Zachary Waskowiak   
Psychology
Spencer Lee Watson   
Health and Human Physiology
Connor Watters   
Enterprise Leadership
Stevie Lynn Watts   
Enterprise Leadership
+Leah Rae Waughtal   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Marni Lynn Wax   
Honors in Communication Studies
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Maggie Elizabeth Webb   
Interdepartmental Studies
Collin James Wegener   
Political Science
History
Troy Michael Weiman   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dana Marie Weinstein   
Social Work
Dance
Trevor Wellborn   
Political Science
Joseph Elijah Wendel   
Sociology
Jacynthia Katrenne West   
Linguistics
Keaton Riley West   
Art
Monica Ann West   
Psychology
Rachel Lokelane Weyers   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samuel Weyers   
Enterprise Leadership
Samuel James Wheat   
Spanish
Rachel Ann Wheelock   
Political Science
Matthew Arthur Whipple   
Biology
Tarah A. Whitaker   
Honors in International Studies
Courtney White   
Social Work
Jessica Lynn White   
Speech and Hearing Science
Hailee Erin Whitehouse   
Communication Studies
Megan Whitehouse   
Communication Studies
***Jacob Michael Wicks   
Economics
Mitchell Wieland   
Health and Human Physiology
Leah Joy Wilborn   
Social Work
Ellie Elizabeth Wilder   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Zachary Robert Wilford   
Enterprise Leadership
Samantha Louise Wilkerson   
Psychology
Adelaide Ann Wilkinson   
Health and Human Physiology
Samantha Lynn Wilkinson   
Psychology
Sociology
Brett J. Willenborg   
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Scott Willette   
Computer Science
Music
Breyana Zhane Williams   
Health and Human Physiology
Jayne Emily Williams   
Social Work
Michaela Amber Williams   
Psychology
Rebecca Kay Williams   
Social Work
Claire Shannon Wilson   
Psychology
Social Work
+**Mckinna Mae Wilts   
Psychology
Honors in Gender, Women's and  
   Sexuality Studies
Matthew Aaron Witcik   
Communication Studies
*Aja Renata Witt   
Honors in African American Studies
Honors in Journalism and Mass  
   Communication
Darean Keith Witt   
Biology
Jamillah Ayana Witt   
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Sara Rebecca Wojcik   
Health and Human Physiology
Elijah Creed Wolfe   
Health and Human Physiology
Katie Wolfe   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Aaron Christopher Wolmutt   
Informatics
Jennie Aurelia Wonderlin   
Anthropology
Spanish
Aldina Lynn Wood   
Enterprise Leadership
+**Audrey Lee Wood   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Emily Wood   
Psychology
Thomas Lee Wood, Jr.   
Psychology
Glenn Wooden, Jr.   
Art
Madison Marie Woodfine   
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Naomi Woolridge   
History
Hannah Catherine Wright   
Art
History
Shiyu Wu   
Economics
Zihan Wu   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ciara Lauren Wynn   
Spanish
Health and Human Physiology
Duncan Joseph Wyrwas   
Informatics
Ziling Xia   
Health and Human Physiology
Tianyuan Xie   
Communication Studies
Zehua Xie   
Enterprise Leadership
Wangyang Xu   
Computer Science
Weicheng Xu   
Mathematics
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+Kristofer-Noel Abejuela Yambao   
International Relations
Liu Yan   
Enterprise Leadership
Sociology
***Anthony Yang   
Asian Languages and Literature
Elizabeth Yang   
Social Work
Meng Yang   
Chemistry
Luke John Yankoe   
Communication Studies
Li Yao   
Art
James Christopher Year   
Sociology
Emily Carol Jean Yen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Cantaberry Yonathan   
Computer Science
Devyn Balla Young   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ashley Kathleen Yoways   
Psychology
Jiaxin Yu   
Health and Human Physiology
Liangping Yu   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jiangting Yue   
Computer Science
Sun Young Yun   
International Studies
Jeffrey Robert Zahery   
Communication Studies
+Bailey Zaputil   
English
Informatics
Jamie Lee Zeithamel   
Enterprise Leadership
Emma Leigh Zeller   
Enterprise Leadership
Wenqi Zeng   
Italian
Linguistics
Kaiwen Zhang   
Economics
Zhen Zhang   
French
Zhizhen Zhang   
Communication Studies
Zhang   
Economics
Xueying Zhao   
Psychology
Yutian Zhao   
Economics
Mengni Zheng   
Economics
Yunxin Zhong   
Art
Bingyu Zhou   
Psychology
Hanqi Zhou   
Health and Human Physiology
Kezhen Daniel Zhou   
Informatics
+**Shiwen Zhou   
Communication Studies
Zhexian Zhou   
Interdepartmental Studies
Psychology
+Elizabeth K. Zimmerman   
Biochemistry
Anna Mary Zittergruen   
Ethics and Public Policy
Michelle Zumhof   
International Studies
Yihua Zuo   
History
Melissa Marie Zurawski   
Health and Human Physiology
Christian Taylor Zvokel   
Biochemistry
Political Science
Sophia Frances de Waard   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ruby Pilar van Zalingen   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Bachelor of Fine Arts
*Valeria Amador   
Dance
Leigh Catherine Balderrama   
Art
Bailey Beaderstadt   
Art
Edward Karl Boyken   
Art
Jared M. Brdicko   
Honors in Art
Josh Allen Brdicko   
Art
Darien Phillip Buford   
Art
Cahle Michael Correll   
Art
+**Asa Crowe   
Honors in Art
Eugenia Catherine Davis   
Art
Veniesa Lee Dillon   
Art
Bonnie L. Duong   
Honors in Art
*Kenyon Ixchel Ellsworth   
Art
Katrina Lucianna Gomez Fey   
Art
Jordan Alan Gale   
Art
Ryan Gause   
Art
Breeana Mikael Marie Glenn   
Art
Hannah Xiaoying Gross   
Dance
Yukun Hao   
Honors in Art
Ana Jade Hosier   
Honors in Art
Gyeonghye Ko   
Art
Margaret Joyce Korn   
Dance
*Anya Kress   
Dance
Trevor Anthony Kuenn   
Art
Meghan Eileen Lavelle   
Art
**Yiran Li   
Honors in Art
**Angela Nichole Livezey   
Art
Anna Marie Long   
Art
*Helena Patricia Magalhaes   
Dance
Zoe Elizabeth Maish   
Dance
Dylan M. Menke   
Art
Jean Moessner   
Art
Rachel Ann Nease   
Art
Samuel Law Nordstrom   
Art
Kennedy Papian   
Art
Eliza Marie Reinhardt   
Art
*Tessa Joyce Ritchey   
Dance
Ravan Russchon Ross   
Art
Krystal Marie Rudick   
Art
Christopher Michael Scott   
Honors in Art
Storm Alexis Shearer   
Art
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Sarah Shoemaker   
Honors in Art
Dana Chastine Smith   
Honors in Art
+Emilie Camille Ryann Sommers   
Honors in Art
Collin Jordan Spratt   
Art
***Lindley Warren   
Honors in Art
Carly Patricia Watson   
Art
Yusha Wen   
Art
Elizabeth Mae Wiegand   
Art
Jasmine Gawart Sanders Woolery   
Honors in Art
Jia Zheng   
Art
Bachelor of Music
Cristina Tiffany Bates   
Jennifer Marie Boeding   
Wiatt Joseph Cariveau   
Daniel Turner Ellis   
Peter Raymond Grubisich   
Matthew Carl Johnson   
Keaton Garret Judy   
Katelyn Taylor Knight   
Michael Geoffrey Matthews   
Elizabeth Joy Nelsen   
David William Nicholson   
Noah Douglas Perkins   
Mallory Ann Price   
+***Benjamin Isaac Ross   
Honors in Music
Elizabeth Scott Salerno   
Lee Steven Stickney   
+***Joseph Paul Stiefel   
Honors in Music
+**Alexander Nathan Toth   
Honors in Music
Wenbing Yang   
Bachelor of Science
+Austin James Dyami Adams   
Honors in Political Science
Samuel Sterling Ainsworth   
Mathematics
Michael Jeffrey Aaron Alston   
Environmental Sciences
Nicole Louise Amato   
Human Physiology
Jadyn Nicole Amidei   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Emily Elizabeth Anderson   
Human Physiology
Biology
+Kyle Lane Anderson   
Mathematics
+Preston James Anderson   
Honors in Biochemistry
Honors in Human Physiology
William Charles Anderson   
Computer Science
Mathematics
William Anderson   
Sport and Recreation Management
Matthew Aponte   
Sport and Recreation Management
Abraham Arellano   
Biology
Connor Francis Ayres   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alexa M. Bacha   
Human Physiology
Kayla Jeanne Baker   
Therapeutic Recreation
Alexander Norman Balke   
Environmental Sciences
Jack Patrick Barbash   
Human Physiology
Kaylie Alexandra Barnett   
Human Physiology
Nathan Gregory Bauer   
Environmental Policy and Planning
+Christina Joy Behrens   
Psychology
Matthew Harold Bennett   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alex Bergquist   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Matthew Cade Bergstad   
Economics
Taylor Moran Bernitt   
Human Physiology
Alexandra Leigh Bess   
Biochemistry
Tyler Scott Bialobreski   
Sport and Recreation Management
Isabelle Ann Bindseil   
Human Physiology
Ashli Marie Bishop   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brandon James Bishop   
Sport and Recreation Management
Margaret Beth Blackledge   
Environmental Sciences
Michael James Blackwell   
Human Physiology
Cole Matthew Blodgett   
Honors in Human Physiology
Jeremy Arthur Bobera   
Honors in Human Physiology
Madeline Rose Boender   
Psychology
Taylor Catherine Boldt   
Human Physiology
Benjamin Border   
Human Physiology
Evgenia A. Borisenko   
Human Physiology
+***Thomas Joseph Bowman   
International Relations
Maya Jocelyn Branch   
Sport and Recreation Management
Lauren Teresa Breiner   
Microbiology
Christian Michael Brommel   
Human Physiology
Destiny Brown   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Eleanor Victoria Burke   
Psychology
Jenna Leigh Buss   
Global Health Studies
Rachael Ann Butz   
Sport and Recreation Management
Andrew Jake Cacchione   
Athletic Training
Nicole Marie Cady   
Biology
Michael Anthony Caligiuri, Jr.   
Sport and Recreation Management
Christina Michele Cardamone   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ellen C. Carman   
Science Education
Kiara Jordan Carpenter   
Human Physiology
Isaiah Enrique Castellanos   
Biology
Karla Marcela Chagolla   
Human Physiology
Daniela Rene Chambers   
Sport and Recreation Management
Danielle Marie Chaney   
Honors in Biology
Jonathan Chang   
Human Physiology
Leah Michelle Cheatham   
Human Physiology
Guangyu Chen   
Statistics
Jiongyu Chen   
Chemistry
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Weiwen Chen   
Psychology
Xinyuan Chen   
Mathematics
Haotian Cheng   
Physics
Caitlin Bone t Chiri   
Psychology
Hyeonmug Choe   
Sport and Recreation Management
Anne Louise Clendenen   
Human Physiology
Cole Thornton Cochran   
Honors in Human Physiology
Leah Danielle Colbert   
Therapeutic Recreation
Holly Lauren Connor   
Human Physiology
Bailey Marie Cooper   
Microbiology
Brittani Nicole Corbin   
Therapeutic Recreation
Alexander Michael Craig   
Human Physiology
Trevor William Craig   
Human Physiology
Angelina Marie Crescimone   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Michelle Croghan   
Statistics
Honors in Actuarial Science
Abimael Cruz III   
Sport and Recreation Management
Darian Alexis Curry   
Biology
Faith Barididum Dan-Dukor   
Psychology
Anthony An Dang   
Human Physiology
Brandon Darrington   
Sport and Recreation Management
Human Physiology
Luis DeLeon   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Hannah Elizabeth DeMoss   
Global Health Studies
Sophie Sherwood Deam   
Physics
Astronomy
***Cassidy Lynn Dean   
Human Physiology
Alex Joseph Delaney   
Sport and Recreation Management
Hayley Deutmeyer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alexander Maurice Deutsch   
Human Physiology
Patrick Nickolas Dey   
Honors in Chemistry
Kezia Jade DiGioia   
Athletic Training
Shyanna Caprice Dickens   
Human Physiology
Justin Charles Dickinson   
Honors in Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Statistics
Chi Minh Dong   
Biology
Paige Downing   
Microbiology
Jiashuo Du   
Actuarial Science
***Trey Matthew Duit   
Human Physiology
Joshua Rakwon Dunigan   
Biology
Madison Rose Dunkley   
Human Physiology
+Taylor Morgan Dunn   
Biology
Sean Ryan Dunphy   
Human Physiology
+Tiffanie Le Duong   
Honors in Human Physiology
**Allison Dykstra   
Microbiology
Margaret Magill Dzurisin   
Therapeutic Recreation
Benjamin Matthew East   
Computer Science
Lauren Elizabeth Eddy   
Human Physiology
Zachary Nathaniel Edelstein   
Human Physiology
***Jenna Renae Edwards   
Athletic Training
Morgan Lynn Eilers   
Sport and Recreation Management
Abigail Kay Elceser   
Human Physiology
Jessica Marie Elder   
Athletic Training
Ahmed Elmahboub   
Statistics
Yannik Miguel Encarnacao   
Psychology
Carter David Engelby   
Human Physiology
+Julia Lynn Everitt   
Economics
Matthew Thomas Feeley   
Human Physiology
Katherine Elizabeth Finch   
Human Physiology
Ryder Lee Fink   
Human Physiology
+*Sean Michael Finn   
Economics
Matthew Alan Finnern   
Human Physiology
+***Laura Anne Fischer   
Honors in Biochemistry
Megan Ann Fishel   
Psychology
Ben Flaherty   
Sport and Recreation Management
Colin Christopher Fletcher   
Computer Science
James Haxton Flickinger   
Environmental Sciences
Justin M. Flood   
Sport and Recreation Management
Lauren Marie Foss   
Geography
Tyler Charles Foster   
Computer Science
Elena Li Foulke   
Biology
Raymond James Fouts   
Political Science
Ben Jeffrey Fox   
Human Physiology
Rebecca Sue Frederick   
Psychology
Megan Beth Frischmeyer   
Environmental Sciences
Brian Andrew Froelich   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jamie Marie Furio   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Rebekah J. Gansemer   
Honors in Anthropology
Brooke Gabrielle Garnica   
Human Physiology
Matthew William Gassen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Lindsey Nicole Gaul   
Psychology
Veranecca Lawren Gerdes   
Human Physiology
*Megan Marie Gibbons   
Human Physiology
+Marina Kaitlin Gibbs   
Human Physiology
Spencer Gibson   
Environmental Sciences
Mallory Gillispie   
Human Physiology
+*Callie Marie Ginapp   
Honors in Biology
Nikolaus Henry Goecke   
Psychology
Jennifer Kimberly Gonzalez   
Athletic Training
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Brian James Goodell   
Biology
Anuradha Malhar Gore   
Human Physiology
Biology
Amelia Jane Grady   
Human Physiology
Tara Ryan Grandolfo   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Kenneth Eduardo Granillo-Velasquez   
Honors in Psychology
Alex David Grganto   
Human Physiology
Danielle Louise Griffin   
Therapeutic Recreation
Paul David Growt   
Sport and Recreation Management
Leon Grund   
Computer Science
Jingyi Gu   
Sociology
+**Grant Logan Gullion   
Human Physiology
Gregory James Gunther   
Biology
Austin Guzzo-Foliaro   
Sport and Recreation Management
Thomas Arthur Hader   
Science Education
Nathan Halko   
Mathematics
Actuarial Science
Samantha Hall   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Jessica Lauren Halyko   
Honors in Biology
Sarah Anne Hansen   
Geoscience
David Nidal Harb   
Global Health Studies
+Tyler Robert Harper   
Human Physiology
Steven Edward Harrington   
Sport and Recreation Management
Joseph Albert Harris   
Human Physiology
Kieran Michael Hartley   
Honors in Biology
Aleah Hartman   
Human Physiology
Shahaed Hasan   
Biochemistry
Nathan Hawksworth   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yifan He   
Computer Science
+*Lance Robert Heady   
Honors in Biochemistry
Biology
Megan N. Heath   
Environmental Sciences
Jessica Lynn Heberlie   
Human Physiology
Tyler John Hefel   
Sport and Recreation Management
+*Elizabeth Ann Helfenberger   
Honors in Physics
Mathematics
Patrick Gerard Heneghan   
Computer Science
Joseph Thomas Herrmann   
Sport and Recreation Management
+**Patrick John Hiatt   
Honors in Mathematics
Benjamin T. Hillebrand   
Geography
Emma James Hindes   
Athletic Training
Austin Gregory Hodges   
Human Physiology
Emily Renae Hoeper   
Microbiology
Joshua Hoffman   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Torrie Hook   
Human Physiology
Alexander Scott Hopkins   
Honors in Mathematics
+**Kelsey Ann Hopkins   
Honors in Economics
Owen Alden G Hopkins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jeffrey Gerald Horak   
Human Physiology
Christian Schissel Horan   
Computer Science
Fengtong Hou   
Economics
*Titus Hou   
Honors in Biochemistry
*Molly Josephine Houdeshell   
Therapeutic Recreation
Lucas Andrew Houska   
Human Physiology
+***Kara Rose Hoving   
Environmental Sciences
Yuting Hu   
Chemistry
+Steven Huang   
Honors in Biochemistry
Human Physiology
*Kayln Hugdahl   
Human Physiology
Travis Hunziker   
Biology
Drew Robert Hutchinson   
Geoscience
Daniella Ibarra   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Noopur Inani   
Political Science
Kevin Joseph Ingold   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Jacob William Isbell   
Honors in Physics
Honors in Astronomy
Breanne Noelle Jacoba   
Therapeutic Recreation
**Benjamin Louis Jacobs   
Statistics
Rizzia Jafferi   
Human Physiology
Nedzada Jasarevic   
Human Physiology
Emily Anne Jefferson   
Human Physiology
Jennison Rollins Jenkins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Journalism and Mass Communication
+*Brooke Maria Jennings   
Honors in Biology
Adrienne Owens Jensen   
Honors in Psychology
+Yunfan Jiang   
Computer Science
Zachary Edward Johannes   
Environmental Sciences
Nick C. Johnson   
Geoscience
Felicia Lanai Jordan   
Microbiology
Caleb Michael Kahley   
Chemistry
Hyo Kyung Kang   
Mathematics
**Nicholas John Kao   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Cortlyn Joann Kasik   
Human Physiology
**Madison Marie Kasparek   
Human Physiology
Maxton Daniel Kearns   
Sport and Recreation Management
Beau Scott Kehoe   
Human Physiology
Katelyn Marie Kelley   
Honors in Economics
Breanna Marie Kellogg   
Sport and Recreation Management
Katelyn A. Kelly   
Anthropology
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Liam Kenney   
Psychology
Aissa Kergna   
Microbiology
Haider Ali Khan   
Human Physiology
+Kallin Nawaz Khan   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Austin Lee Kiel   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Anya Alexandra Kim   
Honors in Biology
Alexander Thomas King   
Human Physiology
Leah Rachel Klejch   
Actuarial Science
LiLian X. Knudsen   
Human Physiology
Payton Marie Knupp   
Psychology
Taylor Nicole Koestner   
Microbiology
Alexis Marie Koethe   
Human Physiology
+**Nadav Kohen   
Honors in Mathematics
Computer Science
Chaitanya Kovuri   
Computer Science
Sandeep Kowkuntla   
Human Physiology
+*Breanna June Kramer-Riesberg   
Honors in Microbiology
+***Alora Kraus   
Biochemistry
Chloe Taylor Kuhn   
Biology
Human Physiology
Shelby Nicole Kuhnert   
Microbiology
*Sarah Mae Kurtz   
Sport and Recreation Management
Da Hye Kwon   
Economics
Tyler Scott LaBarge   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brianna Louise LaPapa   
Environmental Sciences
Kayla Marie Ladd   
Biochemistry
Amber Lynne Lange   
Human Physiology
Hannah Elizabeth Langenfeld   
Biology
Jonathan Michael Lantz   
Sport and Recreation Management
Hyunji Lee   
Human Physiology
Quentin Hamann Lee   
Computer Science
Joseph Thomas Leiferman   
Computer Science
+*Tomas Lence   
Biology
Justin Thomas Lenczycki   
Human Physiology
*Julia Ann Lerman   
Human Physiology
Mingjian Li   
Mathematics
Runhao Li   
Human Physiology
+Sirui Li   
Mathematics
Siyuan Li   
Statistics
Xiaopu Li   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Yuang Liang   
Computer Science
Drew Lilienthal   
Human Physiology
+Katherine Vivian Lillis   
Human Physiology
Carter James Lilly   
Human Physiology
**Ziyan Lin   
Statistics
Mathematics
Faradis Lindblom   
Human Physiology
Kendra Marie Lindner   
Psychology
Brian Lines   
Mathematics
Riley Liss   
Human Physiology
Colleen Marie Little   
Human Physiology
Jingwen Liu   
Mathematics
Lingyi Liu   
Chemistry
Biochemistry
*Mohan Liu   
Mathematics
Economics
*Jacob Martin Locher   
Chemistry
Nicholas John Lodi   
Biology
Alexandra Nicole Long   
Psychology
Rebecka Jean Longe   
Human Physiology
Salvatore Anthony Lopez   
Human Physiology
+Michael David Lord   
Human Physiology
+*Madeline Mae Lorentzen   
Honors in Human Physiology
Allison Noel Lorey   
Human Physiology
Sarah Lowenberg   
Human Physiology
Joseph Michael Lozada   
Human Physiology
+Daning Lu   
Honors in Chemistry
+Sheng Hao Lu   
Microbiology
Trent Lux   
Human Physiology
Junbin Ma   
Computer Science
Joshua James Mackey   
Human Physiology
Richard James Magnuson   
Honors in Biology
+*Rumbidzai Jean Majee   
Honors in Human Physiology
Reed Christopher Malcolm   
Sport and Recreation Management
Laura Nicole Mallinger   
Microbiology
Sarah Frances Manczko   
Human Physiology
***Charles Marcucci IV   
Honors in Biology
*Nicholas John Marino   
Human Physiology
Baylie Anne Martin   
Psychology
*Megan Ann Martin   
Environmental Sciences
Gerard Maslanka   
Sport and Recreation Management
Cassandra Jean May   
Human Physiology
Mayumi Goto McAninch   
Mathematics
+**Alexander David McCammant   
Honors in Human Physiology
Orion McCullough-Smith   
Environmental Sciences
Baillie Paige McCunn   
Human Physiology
Jason McDowell   
Actuarial Science
Samuel Patrick McGee   
Human Physiology
Stephanie Alexandra McKeen   
Athletic Training
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+Mackenzie Ann McKnight   
Human Physiology
Jacob Michael McLurkin   
Sport and Recreation Management
Sydney Erin McMurry   
Anthropology
Logan McQuillen   
Biology
Tram Trinh Messerly   
Psychology
Benjamin Joseph Meyer   
Human Physiology
Justin Richard Mezera   
Human Physiology
Gabriel Stephen Paul Miecznikowski   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jessica Lin Mielenz   
Psychology
*Carly Marie Miller   
Athletic Training
+Colette Isabel Miller   
Human Physiology
Luke Edward Miller   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kara Marie Misel   
Biochemistry
+**Eric Richard Mittauer   
Human Physiology
Caitlyn Mae Mitts   
Therapeutic Recreation
Cody David Moehn   
Sport and Recreation Management
Mohammad Farhan Bin Mohammad Fauzi   
Biology
Mohamad Abdullah Mohd Kamal   
Statistics
Carly Jordan Mohns   
Sport and Recreation Management
Sadie Henricks Moore   
Astronomy
*Samantha Marie Moore   
Human Physiology
Isabella Morbidelli   
Microbiology
Jorge Armando Moreno   
Biology
+*Hannah Elin Morris   
Honors in Therapeutic Recreation
Lucas Michael Mozena   
Sport and Recreation Management
Samuel M. Mraz   
Geoscience
Tracy Daphine Mudondo   
Human Physiology
Andrew Michael Muellerleile   
Honors in Physics
Austin Patrick Murphy   
Human Physiology
Colin Joseph Murphy   
Computer Science
Faris Ramsey Najdawi   
Human Physiology
Tyler Lee Nance   
Athletic Training
+*William Narhi   
Honors in Psychology
Abdul-Rahman M. Nasser   
Mathematics
Tad Anthony Nelson   
Science Education
Benson Danh Nguyen   
Human Physiology
Sarah Kimberly Nguyen   
Honors in Psychology
+Tien Thuy Nguyen   
Honors in Biochemistry
Logan Micheal Nichols   
Physics
Ben A. Niemann   
Sport and Recreation Management
Vanja Ninkovic   
Microbiology
+*Taryn Emi Nishimura   
Honors in Human Physiology
Biology
Kate Alene Noonan   
Human Physiology
Kyle James Norman   
Economics
Anani Noupougbe   
Computer Science
Molly Elizabeth O'Brien   
Human Physiology
Fiona Valentine O'Leary   
Psychology
Mitchell Oberbroeckling   
Sport and Recreation Management
Sara Marie Olds   
Human Physiology
Taylor Renee Omweg   
Leisure Studies
+Chioma Joy Onuigbo   
Honors in Psychology
Emyleigh Rose Opat   
Human Physiology
Brad Edward Orpano   
Biology
Michael O. Osaro   
Sport and Recreation Management
Guangda Ouyang   
Computer Science
Statistics
Jocelyn Pai   
Human Physiology
Camden David Palmisano   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kayla Marie Palonis   
Human Physiology
Xu Pan   
Statistics
+*Thomas Arthur Panther   
Honors in Political Science
Ahreum Park   
Psychology
Brenna Koren Parke   
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Amanda Marie Parton   
Sport and Recreation Management
Apurv Atul Patel   
Human Physiology
Michael Edward Pedersen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Danielle Renee Pellack   
Human Physiology
Daniela Francoise Perret   
Human Physiology
Ellen Breann Peters   
Human Physiology
+**Kathleen Elizabeth Peters   
Honors in Psychology
Matthew Peters   
Honors in Human Physiology
Cole Petersen   
Computer Science
Madison Sue Petersen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Logan Quinn Peterson   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Max Nathaniel Peterson   
Honors in Actuarial Science
Jonathan Joseph Petrou   
Chemistry
Lukas Phu   
Biology
McKenna Marie Pierson   
Psychology
Devin Thomas Platt   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brett Justin Pomeroy   
Sport and Recreation Management
Melissa Christine Progar   
Human Physiology
Rachael Purcell   
Human Physiology
Jinze Qi   
Computer Science




*Xinyu Qian   
Computer Science
Mathematics
Daly Scott Quinn   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Melissa Mae Rader   
Honors in Human Physiology
Jessica Lea Ralfs   
Human Physiology
Sunaina Ramesh   
International Relations
Katey Lee Randall   
Biology
Miriam Katie Randolph   
Human Physiology
Kendall Rasmussen   
Statistics
Ramya Ravi   
Biochemistry
Joseph Mark Reed   
Human Physiology
Mason Patrick Reed   
Physics
Astronomy
Emma Elizabeth Reeve   
Mathematics
***Leah Reierson   
Honors in Human Physiology
Jonathan Jeffrey Reinhart   
Honors in Actuarial Science
Nicholas Ryan Remmes   
Sport and Recreation Management
Devin Reusch   
Honors in Biochemistry
Jacob Daniel Riedemann   
Human Physiology
Dylan Robert Ritchie   
Sport and Recreation Management
John Timothy Ritchie   
Chemistry
Paige Elizabeth Rohrich   
Biology
Reid Robinson Roos   
Human Physiology
Matthew Todd Roozeboom   
Human Physiology
Patrick Paul Rosenberg   
Sport and Recreation Management
Taylor Ann Roth   
Sport and Recreation Management
***Charlie Ann Rupp   
Human Physiology
Brigid Rose Ryan   
Science Education
Sophie B. Salinardo   
Human Physiology
Logan Brooke Samuelson   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Deepon Sarkar   
Microbiology
+**Angela Schab   
Biology
Morgan Ellen Schadel   
Therapeutic Recreation
Megan Schaefer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jacob Thomas Schauer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Travis Scheirer   
Biology
Tiffany Jo Schick   
Human Physiology
Chantel Marie Schmidt   
Human Physiology
Biology
+Eli Schmidt   
Honors in Psychology
+Jacob Michael Schmitt   
Honors in Actuarial Science
McKenzie R. Schmitz   
Human Physiology
Delaney Lee Schneider   
Science Education
Ashlynne Marie Schwantz   
Athletic Training
Austin Schwarzkopf   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ashley Nicole Senger   
Human Physiology
Pooja Seth   
Computer Science
Alison Sexton   
Biology
+*McKayla Rae Seymour   
Honors in Human Physiology
Monzer Shakally   
Biology
+Lydia Elyse Sharp   
Honors in Human Physiology
Elizabeth Nicole Shaw   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yaodong Shen   
Actuarial Science
Cassandra Jade Shetler   
Human Physiology
Ruojia Shi   
Biology
Samuel Nathan Sierra   
Biology
Michael Donald Simon   
Geoscience
+***Neevetha Malar Sivagurunathan   
Statistics
Psychology
Adam James Smith   
Sport and Recreation Management
Aj Smith   
Sport and Recreation Management
**Kayla Suzanne Smith   
Sport and Recreation Management
Tanner Sebastion Smith   
Sport and Recreation Management
Valerie Marie Lynn Smith   
Psychology
Victoria Maureen Solbrig   
Geoscience
+Renee Nicole Sone   
Human Physiology
Brandon John Sorensen   
Sport and Recreation Management
+*Benjamin Martens Spector   
Honors in Biochemistry
Joseph Campbell Spector   
Biology
Sarah Cinderella Stafford   
Biology
+**Ethan Thomas Stancliffe   
Mathematics
Ashley Ann Stein   
Human Physiology
Brittany Nicole Stephanie   
Mathematics
*Chloe Kittrell Stewart   
Human Physiology
Joseph Harrison Stinson   
Microbiology
+Madison Margaret Stonewall   
Human Physiology
David John Strabala   
Human Physiology
Timothy John Sullivan   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yanming Sun   
Computer Science
Mathematics
+**Samantha Rae Swartz   
Honors in Biomedical Sciences
Keely Kathleen Sybesma   
Mathematics
Jasmine Alyssa Tado   
Human Physiology
Nursyahira Aliah Tajul Ariffin   
Economics
Mathematics
Darija Marija Tallat-Kelpsa   
Human Physiology
Jiaxin Tan   
Mathematics
Jingyi Tang   
Statistics
Audry H. Taylor   
Psychology
*Adrian Leigh Templeton   
Therapeutic Recreation
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Sarah Thao   
Microbiology
Daniel Dean Thayer   
Honors in Psychology
Harleen Mayjil Thompson   
Psychology
Kristin Tomcheck   
Human Physiology
Kai M. Treston   
Therapeutic Recreation
David Trieweiler   
Economics
Haleigh Jordon Tucker   
Biology
Alison Urbanski   
Human Physiology
Consuelo Valladolid   
Microbiology
Human Physiology
Trey Robert Van Hemert   
Microbiology
Connor David Vandersnick   
Actuarial Science
William Vermie   
Biology
+Alexandra Marie Vick   
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Oliver J. Vickman   
Biology
+Nidia Vanessa Villalpando   
Human Physiology
Nicole Emily Villarreal   
Athletic Training
Jamie Lynne Vogl   
Human Physiology
Mikel Robert Volz   
Athletic Training
Seth Jacob Wagner   
Statistics
Samuel F. Walstrum   
Athletic Training
John Michael Walton   
Biology
Informatics
Yutong Wan   
Chemistry
Haitao Wang   
Mathematics
Economics
Hanyu Wang   
Mathematics
Alonzo Natre Warren   
Sport and Recreation Management
Clare Elise Wasmuth   
Human Physiology
Nathan Ross Waterhouse   
Sport and Recreation Management
+*Daniel James Watters   
Honors in Biochemistry
Madison Leigh Waymire   
Sport and Recreation Management
Bridget Lee Wede   
Science Education
Troy Michael Weiman   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kyle John Weiss   
Honors in Microbiology
Logan Randolph Welter   
Psychology
Jacob Nelson Wesselink   
Human Physiology
Amelia Wheeler   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Justin Daniel Wheelock, Jr.   
Mathematics
Economics
Blake James Winter   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Katie Marie Wolter   
Honors in Human Physiology
Molly Elizabeth Woodruff   
Human Physiology
Carter S. Worth   
Psychology
Alexis Wright   
Human Physiology
Kelsey Jane Wroble   
Therapeutic Recreation
Tuo Wu   
Mathematics
Ziqi Xiao   
Mathematics
Actuarial Science
Jianchao Xu   
Chemistry
Wangyang Xu   
Mathematics
Weicheng Xu   
Statistics
Tianmin Xue   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Muhammad Daniel Farhan Yahaya   
Mathematics
Economics
Haoran Yan   
Statistics
***Anthony Yang   
Mathematics
**Jiajun Yao   
Human Physiology
Microbiology
Yiran Yao   
Psychology
Elliana Kae Yap   
Human Physiology
Wenxiong Ye   
Mathematics
Ryan Nickolas Yordanoff   
Biology
Nicole Elizabeth Youd   
Human Physiology
Gabrielle Denise Young   
Psychology
Yihao Yuan   
Chemistry
Jiangting Yue   
Mathematics
Jisung Yuk   
Honors in Human Physiology
Cody Joseph Zak   
Biology
Psychology
Nathan Joseph Zakes   
Sport and Recreation Management
Nikole Rae Zapata   
Political Science
+Yuxun Zhang   
Honors in Microbiology
Renze Zhao   
Mathematics
Shuren Zhao   
Physics
+**Shiwen Zhou   
Honors in Psychology
*Nicolas James Ziniel   
Human Physiology




Nicholas Scott Andresen   
Nicholas Christopher Arpey   
Rachel Kendra Atherton   
Nikhil Varun Batra   
Hemali Batra-Sharma   
Cory James Baughman   
Emily Anne Boevers   
Brandon Forrest Boldt   
Nicholas Louis Bormann   
Kristin Clair Bremer   
Erin Elizabeth Briggie   
Brianna Brun   
Robert Allen Burnett III   
Austin James Bush   
Courtney Rae Carlson   
James Donald Chambliss   
Liang Cheng   
Jennifer Elizabeth Chiurco   
James Phonethip Chounramany   
Ali Rae Cohen   
Daniel Paul Cook   
Tatiana Correa   
Ethan James Craig   
Greta Jean Dahlberg   
Katelynn Davis   
Ipar Zeynep Demir   
Megan Elissa Dibbern   
Martin Raymond Dittmer   
Taisha Doo   
Bradley Alvin Egbers   
Dean Elhag   
Eric Isaac Elliott   
Jacklyn Maye Engelbart   
Daniel Alan Evans   
Erin Marie Evans   
Alick Mac Feng   
Anna Frishman   
Mark Frommelt   
Jenna Corinne Coon Fussell   
William Louis Ganske   
Geoffrey Georges Gerardin   
Elizabeth Mariee Gerdis   
Andrew James Goates   
Matthew David Gosse   
Chloe Elise Gumpert   
James Patrick Halsey   
Karl Nicolas Hamouche   
Thomas N. Harris   
Kelsey Paige Hart   
John Patrick Hartnett   
Ike Burns Hasley   
Marcus Henry Haustein   
Grant Matthew Henning   
Elise Eleanor Hill   
Evan McKenzie Holleran   
Zhaohui Hu   
Pamela Marie Imperiale-Hagerman   
Alexandra Leigh Isaacson   
Francis Josef Jareczek   
Braden Scott Jensen   
Chase Johnson   
Emma Ann Killoran   
Allison Kathleen Kim   
Haein Kim   
Marie Kim   
Tae Yeon Kim   
Lauren Knaack   
Madeline Haley Knott   
Susannah Kate Koch   
James Gilweit Kohler   
Rebecca Gail Krewer   
Adam Joseph Kruse   
Aaron John Lacy   
Nyle James Larson   
Scott Andrew Laurenzo   
Kate Linkenmeyer   
Jenna Marie Lund   
Nurbek Mambetsariev   
Anna Christine Mark   
Rachel Kathryn Marlow   
Kaci Rae McCleary   
Tyler Anthony McDermott   
William Gavin McDowell   
Devin Anne McKissic   
Keenan Michael McLaughlin   
James McMenimen   
Maria McNurlen   
Thomas Michael Meirick   
Jacob Melendrez   
Adam David Miller   
Aubrey Marie Miller   
Roy J. & Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Carver College of Medicine is an integral part of University of Iowa Health Care, the state’s only comprehensive 
academic medical center that also includes UI Hospitals and Clinics and UI Physicians, the state’s largest multispecialty group practice. With 
an emphasis on scholarship, humanism, and respect, students in the College acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to embrace advances 
in medical science and technology and serve as advocates for their patients, their profession, and their communities.
The college’s Doctor of Medicine (MD) curriculum is based on core values of innovation, integration, and individualization. Three strands 
of learning—Mechanisms of Health and Disease, Medicine and Society, and Clinical and Professional Skills—ensure the integration of 
coursework and clinical experience across the four years of medical education. Distinction tracks are available to students interested in 
medical humanities, research, service, global health, teaching, and health care delivery and management.
The Medical Scientist Training Program provides education for both the MD and PhD degrees. Combined degree programs are available in 
partnership with the Tippie College of Business (MD/MBA) and the Colleges of Law (MD/JD) and Public Health (MD/MPH). The college 
offers graduate degree programs in Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Science, Physician Assistant Studies and Service, and Medical 
Education. Bachelor’s degree and certificate programs conferred by the college include Medical Laboratory Sciences, Perfusion Technology, 
and Radiation Sciences. 
In addition to teaching medical students, faculty provide instruction to students from the UI Graduate College, the Colleges of Dentistry, 
Nursing, Pharmacy, and Public Health, and the life science areas of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Faculty members also instruct 
physicians in residency and fellowship training in all the medical and surgical specialties. 
Community-based medical education is available through six regional medical education centers across Iowa. The college administers a 
community-based primary care clerkship for third-year medical students as well as a job-shadowing program for first-year students. The 
college also coordinates the UI-Affiliated Family Practice Training Network—eight family medicine residency programs in seven Iowa 
communities—as well as a visiting professor program in which faculty members lead educational activities at the community-based sites. 
Research is a hallmark of the UI Carver College of Medicine. Faculty members are recognized as leaders in the areas of bioinformatics and 
computational biology, biomedical imaging, blinding eye diseases, cancer, cardiovascular disease, cystic fibrosis, diabetes, hearing loss, 
muscular dystrophy, neuroscience, and orthopedics. 
The college’s research enterprise received $217.8 million in external funding in fiscal year 2017, which places the college 20th nationally 
among public institutions. Much of the biomedical research at Iowa is interdisciplinary, and collaborations are fostered and coordinated 
through more than 30 major research centers, institutes, and programs.
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Nathan Steven Miller   
Eric Thayne Monson   
Grace Murray   
Joseph Russell Nellis   
Norah Nguyen   
Mitchell Ross O'Neill   
Andrew Nathaniel Pap   
Meredith Grace Parsons   
Michelle Hui Pengshung   
Nicole Elizabeth Peyton   
Alyson Rebekah Pierick   
Kate Pitz   
Garrick Andrew Priebe   
Zachary Dennis Rasmussen   
Olivia Marie Rice   
Grant Michael Riesberg   
Kevin John Reyes Rivera   
Marissa Noella Robinson   
Miguel Alejandro Rodriguez-Homs   
Victoria Jane Roeder   
Brett Rosauer   
Matt Joseph Rudolph   
Hannah Mary Salk   
Caroline Adell Dicke Sanderson   
Joshua David Schoenfeld   
Heather Kristin Schopper   
Sebastian Jacob Sciegienka   
Stephanie Segura   
Brenton Greggory Sherwood   
Matthew James Sloan   
Christina Marie Sloan-Heggen   
Jihong Song   
Kathryn Songer   
Rithu Puja Srikantha   
Austin Craig Stark   
Robert Kerwin Strother   
Sara Elizabeth Stucker   
Andrea K. Sturdevant   
Sriya Sakuntala Subramani   
Subha Subramanian   
Roger Steven Sur   
Ericka Marie Tank   
Ryan James Tegtmeier   
MacKenzie Raabe Thayer   
Amy Tierney   
Matthew Traxler   
Trey Van Maanen   
Adam J. Verhoef   
Katee Lynn Verhoef   
Noelle Victoria Waldschmidt   
Kristin Rae Watson   
Corbin Anne Weaver   
Brett James Wee   
Megan Nicole Weems   
Lisa Marie Wehr Maves   
Sarah Elizabeth Wineman   
Perry Wu   
Brandon Michael Wubben   
Xiaoxi Yang   
Michael S. Zhang   
Grant Michael Zomermaand   
Dana Marie van der Heide   
Master in Medical 
Education
Amy Melinda Yoder Dowden   
Ayman A. El-Sheikh   
Bachelor of Science
Stephanie Lou Ahlrichs   
Radiation Sciences
Jennifer Verenice Alvarado   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Alana Grace Bendler   
Radiation Sciences
Torrie Merran Blake   
Radiation Sciences
Kylie Rae Bottjen   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Kara Brant   
Radiation Sciences
***Amanda Rose Burroughs   
Radiation Sciences
Paula Jo Callahan   
Radiation Sciences
Sara Renee Conwell   
Radiation Sciences
Lauren Marie DeBellis   
Radiation Sciences
*Jaelyn Renae Dougan   
Radiation Sciences
Daniel Jon Dueker   
Radiation Sciences
Michelle Leigh Erwin   
Radiation Sciences
Abigail Kathleen Frick   
Radiation Sciences
*Ashlyn Glass   
Radiation Sciences
*Konnor Leigh Harris   
Radiation Sciences
Alexis Christine Hawkins   
Medical Laboratory Science
Amy Miranda Haws   
Medical Laboratory Science
Jordan Jessica Huntley   
Radiation Sciences
*Shianne Michelle Junk   
Radiation Sciences
Max Kristopher Komes   
Radiation Sciences
***Micole Ann Lansing   
Radiation Sciences
Courtney Leigh Laux   
Radiation Sciences
McKenna Elizabeth Lebsack   
Radiation Sciences
Marisa Little   
Radiation Sciences
Ziwei Liu   
Medical Laboratory Science
Keilly C. Lopata   
Radiation Sciences
*Shelby Pamela Martin   
Radiation Sciences
Julie Nguyen   
Radiation Sciences
Jennifer L. Owen   
Medical Laboratory Science
Jason Rae Peake   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
*Rachel Joyce Ranard   
Radiation Sciences
Ashley Anne Richter   
Radiation Sciences
Taryn Sue Rockwell   
Radiation Sciences
Katelyn Sue Roman   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
AnnaLisa Elizabeth Sotelo   
Radiation Sciences
Leigha Marie Stewart   
Radiation Sciences
Jessica Erin Stingley   
Radiation Sciences
Rose Strait   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Samantha Joann Swanson   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Adam David Takes   
Radiation Sciences
Marcia Ann Thornton   
Radiation Sciences
Mary Kate Marie Titus   
Radiation Sciences
**Madeline Marie Tornabane   
Radiation Sciences
Lyndsey Hope Van Loh   
Radiation Sciences
Jacob Dean Walvoord   
Radiation Sciences
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Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Jenna Adams   
Shana Jo Augsburger   
Anna Baio   
Andria Marie Barragan   
Samantha Paige Bendfeldt   
Juliana Marina Benedetto   
Anna-Leigh Kate Benson   
*Katerina Kaye Beyerink   
Frances Anne Brockmeyer   
Alexis A. Carlson   
Anna Maud Carpenter   
Courtney Ann Cassens   
Alissa Lynn Chambers   
William Foster Cline   
Kendall Elizabeth Countryman   
Christin Jo Dahms   
Shannon Marie Dempsey   
Taylor Dodd   
Mykayla Margaret Dougan   
Anna Catherine Eisenzimmer   
+**Emma Jane Eschker   
Cori Ann Foley   
Lauren Beth Freese   
***Alicia Anne Freiburg   
Hillary K. Gant   
Anne M. Gregory   
Eliza Mae Griggs   
Grace McKenna Grinstead   
Gerardo Guerrero-Segura   
Molly Kathleen Hambright   
Courtney Breanne Heikens   
Shelby Regina Herrig   
Rebecca Garcia Houchins   
Jamie Renae Hunter   
Melissa Ann Illian   
Audrey Elizabeth Irvine   
Victoria Marie Isherwood   
Jessica Renae Johnson   
Amelia Therese Jones   
McKenna Joy   
+Cheyenne Kimbell   
Honors in Nursing
Catherine King   
MaKayla Jo Klein   
Nicola Elena Klein   
Erin Nicole Kleinow   
***Jamie Hope Kramer   
Kelsey Renee Krogman   
Amanda Nicole Kruse   
Elizabeth Kurtz   
*Katrina E. Leeney   
Julie Kay Liebe   
Monica Kaitlyn Lindsey   
Gabrielle Lockhart   
Shelby Lynn Lombard   
Danielle Lorenc   
Paige Theresa Ludman   
Annelise Lulow   
Erica Lynn Mack   
Emily Anne Martin   
Jessica Lynne McAllister   
Shannon Eire McAuley   
Bailey Ann McCready   
Shelly Lynn Menard   
***Eliza Mary Miller   
Honors in Nursing
Megan Elizabeth Miller   
Erin Elizabeth Mitchell   
Kristi Lynn Moorman   
Jessica Voreda Mueller   
Connor Mullen   
Faith Elizabeth Murphy   
Allyson Nelson   
***Bailey Nelson   
Cindy Ni   
Gabby Elizabeth O'Leary   
Asha Oli-Sedhain   
Alissa Marie Ortega   
Carly Michelle Otis   
Haylee Spencer Parker   
Misty Renee Patterson   
**Emily Marie Prystash   
Shuyao Ran   
Sierra Lynn Ricketts   
***Heather Elizabeth Rickord   
Katie Marie Roben   
Lindsay Robinson   
**Claire Marie Schluensen   
***Ashley Renee Schmidt   
Emily K. Schoer   
Jessica Leigh Scott   
*Breanna Sims   
+*Katie Lynn Sinwelski   
Honors in Nursing
*Amy Ann Smith   
Elly Marie Sourwine   
**Jessica M. Stonis   
Elizabeth Ann Teubert   
Hannah Marie Theis   
+*Margaret Frances Turk   
Honors in Nursing
Michael Bruno Van Antwerp   
Jennifer Marie Vroegh   
Kandice Jo Wallis   
Allison Christine Weis   
*Rebecca Marie White   
Jill Elizabeth Wilder   
+Margaret Marie Wilhelm   
Honors in Nursing
Charlotte Grace Wimmel   
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nursing has offered basic nursing education since the turn of the 20th century and baccalaureate and 
master’s degree programs for more than 50 years. A Ph.D. program in nursing began in 1988. The College is an integral part of the health 
sciences campus, sharing in and contributing to teaching, research, and patient-care resources, which have earned international recognition.
The Bachelor of Science in Nursing (B.S.N. degree) at the University of Iowa  builds on natural and behavioral sciences, and integrates 
liberal arts and professional courses into a cohesive program. Clinical experiences involve working with populations in both community 
and hospital settings. The University of Iowa College of Nursing offers undergraduate programs for both pre-licensure and post-licensure 
students looking to pursue a B.S.N.
The Master of Science—Clinical Nurse Leader (CNL) role is designed for nurses who want to stay at the bedside, lead teams, coordinate and 
improve care and help elevate professional practice standards. Nurses with a B.S.N. and approximately two years of experience who are seen 
as strong clinicians are good candidates for the CNL program. Excellent communication skills, ability to negotiate, curiosity and desire to 
address systems problems are essential for CNLs. Nurses who like to be leaders and are comfortable with ambiguity do well as CNLs.
The Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) degree is designed to prepare clinicians with the knowledge and skills to provide the highest 
standard of care for individuals, families and communities and navigate today’s complex health care systems. Nurse managers and 
administrators will gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop, implement and monitor programs of care and policies in complex 
organizations. You can enter the D.N.P. post-B.S.N. or post-M.S.N.
The Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing (Ph.D.) program prepares scholars to conduct research in nursing, to extend the knowledge base 
relevant to nursing, and to collaborate in interdisciplinary research with other scholars. Study requires expertise in nursing and developing 
competence in research that relates to the practice of nursing and delivery of health care. Graduates of the program are prepared for careers as 
researchers, faculty, consultants, and as leaders within the profession, in health policy making agencies, and within the health care system.
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Doctor of Pharmacy
Samantha Christine Alukas   
*Maxwell Darvin Anderegg   
**Emily N. Anderson   
Matthew Ray Austin   
So Hyun Bae   
*Abigail Lynne Baker   
Jessica Katherine Beadleston   
Sarah Elizabeth Bechtel   
**Quinton Benoit Behlers   
*Lindsy Del Benedict   
Jenna Beninga   
Brooke Jordyn Bennett   
*Kiley Carr Boeding   
Alyssa Ann Breitbach   
Emily Marie Burger   
Alexandra Marie Carlson   
Jenise Lynn Carmody   
**Chloe Camille Chabal   
*Emily Marie DeWall   
*John David Edge   
*Jade Nicole Feller   
**Lorin Jonee Fisher   
Quinton J S Franklin   
Joseph Taylor Frasher   
Zachary Allen Garton   
*Jiyeon Han   
Suzannah Marie Hekel   
Abbey Theresa Hendrickson   
*Emily Bly Henningsen   
Thao T Phuong Hoang   
*Katie Lynn Horan   
Kathryn Mary Husemann   
Cassandra Ashley Jenn   
Joshua A. Jou   
Nicholas Dale Kayser   
Saam Keshavarzi   
Vilailack Kheuakham   
Justin Michael Kilburg   
Jungwon Kate Kim   
Woorim Kim   
*Kristin Ann Klarenbeek   
**Jillian Elizabeth Koos   
Samantha Koranda   
Margaret Elizabeth Langlois   
Suzie Lee   
**David Liao   
***Jonathan Michael Lochner   
*Ashley Marie Lorenz   
Anh Que Luong   
*Joseph Patrick Maigaard   
Cole Bradley McKenzie   
Chelsea Jo Meade   
Laurel Marie Meyer   
**Morgan June Miller   
Beth Ellen Miskimins Mills   
Merrill Kathleen Montgomery   
Rob Michael Nauman   
Whitney Jepchumba Ndoigo   
*Landon W. Neese   
Adam Neubauer   
Nguyet Anh Nguyen Ngo   
Kyle Cong Nguyen   
Tyler Nichols   
*Claire Elaine North   
**Casey Robert O'Connell   
Nathan Okioga   
Kyle Erwin Parkin   
LeAnn Marie Parks   
*Rachel Ann Parry   
**Christopher David Petersen   
Julia Vitalyevna Pfluger   
Erica Ling Pham   
Ngoc Phu Pham   
Mara Elise Plifka   
Torrey P. Puncochar   
Melanie Joy Reineke   
Lynn Malloy Rich   
**Alecia Renae Rottinghaus   
Aaron William Rusch   
***Joanna Ruth Rusch   
Trevor Lee Saathoff   
*Ethan John Sabers   
Christian Michael Sandoval   
**Casey Jordan Hemer Schug   
Eva Jeptoo Serem   
Krystal Marie Shirrell   
*Jody Marie Siegrist   
*Jaclyn Renee Snyders   
Sarah Renee Sorensen   
Amanda Rose Stefl   
Sarah Catherine Sugden   
James O. Tabiri   
Kelly Michelle Tauer   
Lindsi C. Tillo   
**Sarah Tortora   
**Marisa Trautsch   
Stephen John Vavroch   
*Ashley Nicole Vold   
Leeta Ann Votsmier   
**Zoe Nicole Walters   
Daisy Wang   
Carly Ann Watertor   
Claire Marie Weidman   
**Mylo Emery Wells   
Mackenzie Kay Welsh   
**Angela Wojtczak   
**Rochelle Yijiang Yang   
College of Pharmacy
The pharmacy profession is concerned with a wide variety of activities, from developing new drug products to dispensing medicines 
to patients, with medication safety being a top priority.  An important concept in the delivery of pharmacy care is medical therapy 
management—the responsible provision of drug therapy to achieve defined outcomes that improve patients’ quality of life. These outcomes 
include preventing, arresting, or curing a disease, and/or eliminating or reducing its symptoms. In order to carry out these responsibilities, 
pharmacists specialize in the science of drugs and drug information. 
Iowa’s pharmacy students study with professors who are pioneering the development of new drugs to solve chronic health problems and 
exploring means to improve the safety and effectiveness of current drugs. The college is also home to a drug research and manufacturing 
area where experimental drugs are produced for testing and licensing by manufacturers before being introduced worldwide. 
The Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) degree combines didactic course work with extensive pharmacy practice experience to prepare a 
pharmacist for an expanded role in monitoring, evaluating, and optimizing drug therapy in hospitalized and ambulatory patients. Students 
graduating from the college enjoy a wide variety of professional opportunities in community pharmacy, hospital pharmacy, government, 
and the pharmaceutical industry.
Professional students may select combined programs leading to masters’ degrees in public health or health informatics and/or a certificate 
in palliative care. The college boasts an extensive research and graduate education program including both masters’ and doctoral degrees in 
medicinal and natural products chemistry, pharmaceutics, clinical pharmaceutical sciences, and pharmaceutical socioeconomics. Graduates 
of these programs are employed by the pharmaceutical industry, government and also assume academic positions.  The college also offers 
three undergraduate certificate programs in drug discovery, drug delivery, and drug disposition and metabolism for students majoring in 
other degree programs with an interest in pharmaceutical sciences.
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Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Christopher Allen   
Joseph M. Arling   
Arthur Kevin Atkinson   
Kendra Elyse Becker   
Dustin N. Bloom   
Rick Lee Boleyn   
**Jessica Rae Bruss   
Jeffrey Alan Carstensen   
Keith James Charlier   
Barbara Diann DeMars   
Emma Leigh Hilsenbeck   
Donna K. Macek   
Demarius Danielle Morris   
Daphne Okioga   
Rachel Kae Pearson   
Heather Ann Perry   
Carolyn Christine Pospisil   
Rachel Marie Reimer   
Jessica Lynn Ryan   
Mary Sanders   
Matthew R. Sandvold   
Eliza Jane Schaeffer   
James Charles Schappet   
Amy Shetler   
**Laura Jo Sinn   
Timothy Spencer Strebel   
Joseph Casey Warnecke   
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Nancy Elizabeth Brissee Lund   
Elizabeth Anne Christensen   
Amy Jean Cohen   
Meagan Kay Daye   
Erin Kay Dindinger   
Kellen Dion   
Chet Thomas Galetich   
Alisa M. Godfrey   
Katherine Grizzell   
Debra J. Grohs   
Thomas Alexander Hamilton   
Lucas Herman   
Jeremy Michael Higgins   
Heather M. Jones   
Wendy J. Meyers   
Matthew James Miller   
Claire Norman   
Marisa Caitlin Russell   
Eric D. Vaughn  
College of Public Health
Formed in 1999, the College of Public Health builds on the University’s long tradition of public health training, research, and service—
including programs targeting agricultural safety and health, birth defects and cancer monitoring, health services planning, and women’s 
health.
Public health is an interdisciplinary field made up of a wide range of professionals, including physicians, nurses, dentists, pharmacists, 
social workers, nutritionists, environmental scientists, health educators, biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health service administrators, and 
many others. What unites public health practitioners is the shared goal of preventing disease and injury and promoting healthy practices 
among entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes the Departments of Biostatistics, Community and Behavioral Health, Epidemiology, Health 
Management and Policy, and Occupational and Environmental Health. The college offers the undergraduate Bachelor of Arts in Public 
Health and the Bachelor of Science in Public Health. Four graduate degrees are offered: Master of Health Administration, Master of Public 
Health, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. Several public health combined-degree options are available with other UI colleges, 
including Business, Law, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine, and Pharmacy, as well as the College of Veterinary Medicine at Iowa State 
University. An interdisciplinary program in human toxicology is available as is an occupational medicine residency program.
There are also opportunities for distance learning and certificate programs in public health. The Undergrad to Grad Program allows 
incoming undergraduates to earn both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in five years. More than 25 research centers and institutes 
based in the college provide focused research on critical public health topics and deliver outreach and service activities in every Iowa county 
and beyond.
Approximately 450 degree seeking students are enrolled in the College of Public Health. The college is accredited by the Council on 
Education for Public Health (CEPH), the accrediting body for the nation’s schools and colleges of public health.
University College
The University College, created in 2005, has two degree programs, the Bachelor of Applied Studies (B.A.S.) and the Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies (B.L.S). In addition, the college also offers undergraduate certificate programs in clinical and translational science, leadership 
studies, nonprofit management, and sustainability.
The B.A.S. is designed for students who have earned an Associate’s degree and 60 s.h. of transferable college credit, and wish to complete 
a Bachelor’s degree.  The B.L.S. is intended for students who have earned an Associate’s degree or have completed at least 24 s.h. of college 
credit at a regionally accredited institution, and want to complete a Bachelor’s degree that is focused in one of six areas: expression in 
writing and arts, family community and social support, global studies, health and human studies, justice and ethics, and organizational 
studies. Students complete a general education program that emphasizes critical thinking, data literacy, global perspectives, and leadership.
Both degrees, which may be completed entirely online or through a combination of on-site and online coursework, draw on courses from 
other undergraduate colleges, including the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the Tippie College of Business. The B.A.S. and B.L.S. 
are awarded by the University College. Students in the University College are eligible to graduate with honors.
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Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recognized at graduation time in two ways: graduation with distinction, based 
on grades only, and graduation with honors in a particular field, based upon both grades and the completion of 
special work as outlined by the college and the major department.
Graduation with Distinction.  The Office of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the colleges the names of 
students eligible to graduate with distinction. To be eligible for consideration, the graduate must complete the 
final 60 semester hours in residence in the graduating college, at least 45 semester hours of which must have 
been completed prior to the final semester of registration. The grade-point average upon which distinction is 
determined includes all work undertaken prior to the opening of the final session.
Graduates with distinction in the colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and Business rank as follows:
 With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
 With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
 With Distinction Next Highest 5%
Graduates with distinction in University College must complete a total of 45 semester hours in residence; 30 must 
be completed prior to final registration. Recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90-4.00 GPA 
 With High Distinction 3.80-3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75-3.79 GPA
In the undergraduate programs in the College of Medicine, distinction recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75-3.84 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.65-3.74 GPA 
 
In the colleges of Nursing and Education, distinction recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.80-3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75-3.79 GPA
 
In the College of Pharmacy, distinction recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 4.0 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75-3.99 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.50-3.74 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars worn on the left sleeve.  Three stars indicate graduation with highest 
distinction; two, with high distinction; and one, with distinction.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. Students may graduate with both departmental Honors and University Honors. 
Departmental Honors recognizes excellence in a student’s major area(s) of study while University Honors 
recognizes a breadth of academic accomplishment. Departmental Honors requires additional work by the 
student, commonly a scholarly project or creative piece completed under the mentorship of a single faculty 
member, that goes beyond the regular requirements for the major. University Honors requires the completion 
of a flexible curriculum of Honors course work and experiences, such as research, study abroad, or internships, 
woven into the student’s undergraduate education. Liberal Arts and Sciences and Education candidates who are 
graduating with Departmental Honors wear white cordons draped over the shoulders and University Honors is 
recognized by a medal on a black and gold lanyard worn around their necks.
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The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in employment, educational programs, and activities on the basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, age, disability, veteran 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or associational preference. The University also affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities and equal access to University facilities. 
For additional information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity, 319-335-0705. 
Academic Costume
The academic costume code recognizes three styles of gowns: bachelor’s, master’s and doctor’s. In May 2000, 
the Graduate College commemorated its centennial year with a new doctor’s gown; the main differences are 
noticed in the trimming, cut and shape of the sleeves. Hoods also denote degrees and may vary; the more 
elaborate adornments designate higher levels of degree attainment. The shell of the hood matches the black 
material of the gown, and the lining color represents the institution granting the degree. The University of Iowa 
hoods are lined in old gold. The color of the velvet hood border indicates the field of study to which the degree 
pertains. At the University of Iowa, only doctoral degree candidates wear hoods. The velvet trim on hoods 
corresponds to colors established in the intercollegiate code.
The Oxford cap is proper for all degrees and can be worn both indoors and out with academic costume. The 
tassel, worn over the left eye, symbolizes the degree to be conferred on the wearer; tassels conform to the code 
colors for hood trimming. 
Institutional practice may vary from the established code. University of Iowa candidates for degree display 
tassels corresponding with the college from which their degree will be granted:
Business - sapphire blue
Dentistry - lilac




Liberal Arts and Sciences - white
University College - white
Medicine - green
Nursing - apricot
Pharmacy - olive green
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